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Near-Earth asteroids are the small rocky bodies orbiting the Sun in the vicinity of Earth’s
orbit. They are remnants of the planetesimals formed in the young Solar System, which
repeatedly collided and underwent disruption. They form loosely-bound aggregates dubbed
‘rubble piles’. Their dynamical and physical evolution is expected to be affected by a non-
gravitational torque called the YORP effect.
The YORP effect is a torque due to the anisotropic emission of thermal photons on minor
bodies in the Solar System. For small asteroids the radiation recoil torques can systemati-
cally modify rotational rates or shift spin axis orientations (Rubincam, 2000). The effect is
crucial to understanding the dynamical and physical evolution of near-Earth asteroids, like
the alignment of spin-axes (Slivan, 2002), the peculiar spin-top shapes observed for a few
targets (Ostro et al., 2006; Scheeres et al., 2006), or rotational fission and evolution of asteroid
binaries (Walsh et al., 2008; Pravec et al., 2010; Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011; Jacobson et al.,
2016). The first direct detection of the asteroidal YORP effect on asteroid (54509) 2000 PH5
was possible thanks to the combination of radar and photometric lightcurve observations
(Lowry et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2007). Since then, YORP spin-up has also been detected on
several other asteroids. However, the sample is still very small, and further observational
data is needed to refine the YORP theories.
The asteroids (1917) Cuyo and (85990) 1999 JV6, discussed here, were selected from a
sample of nearly 40 YORP-detection candidates that were monitored photometrically, and
in infra-red, through an ESO Large Programme (ESO LP) led by S. C. Lowry at the ESO
New Technology Telescope and Very Large Telescope telescopes, and at other facilities with
associated programmes.
The ESO LP has been used to acquire photometric lightcurves of the asteroid (1917) Cuyo
spanning the period between 2010 and 2013, which, combined with the 1989-2008 archive
lightcurves, should provide a large enough time-base to constrain a possible YORP strength.
However, the distribution of observations in time results in effectively having observations
from just two epochs. This produces potential YORP values in the range of −0.7× 10−8 rad/d2
(radians per day squared) and 1.5× 10−8 rad/d2. The rotation pole of the object is most likely
located at λ = 46°, β = −62°. The sidereal period was refined relative to earlier lightcurve
estimates, to be (2.689 764 2± 0.000 003 5) h (hours). The shape of the object suggests the
presence of an ‘equatorial bulge’, typical for an evolved system close to shedding mass due
to fast rotation.
For asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6, the data in the ESO LP span the period between 2007 and
2016. Additionally, the author has secured radar spectra and imaging observations with
Arecibo and Goldstone planetary radars. Having radar observations permitted additional
constraints on the shape and spin-state, but YORP spin-up was not detected. The asteroid
is shown to have a bi-lobed shape, likely a result of two ellipsoidal components collaps-
ing onto each other. The smaller lobe is close to spherical and has diameters (345± 9)m,
(281± 8)m and (291± 9)m, and the larger is more elongated, with (580± 10)m, (322± 5)m
and (332± 7)m. The rotation pole resides at negative latitudes in a circle of a 10° radius,
close to the southern pole of the celestial sphere. The refined sidereal rotation period is
(6.536 787± 0.000 006) h. No YORP-induced change in period was detected using the phase
offset measurement using the radar model, however the global lightcurve-only analysis
shows the object could be experiencing a spin-up of up to 7× 10−8 rad/d2.
The shapes and spin-states developed here were used in further studies, beyond the
scope of this thesis. Combined with the infra red observations the outcome of this work was
used for thermophysical analysis by ESO LP collaborator B. Rozitis to constrain physical
properties of both targets. The shape and rotation state of (1917) Cuyo can be used to
ii
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investigate cohesive forces as a way to explain why some targets survive rotation rates faster
than the fission limit. The detection of non-gravitational acceleration in the orbital motion
of the asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 combined with thermophysical modelling suggest a low,
cometary-like density.
The shape modelling and spin-state analysis tools were also applied to a Jupiter family
comet, and the Rosetta mission target, 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The author con-
tributed to the confirmation of the seminal measurement of spin-rate change between previ-
ous perihelion approach and the arrival of Rosetta (Mottola et al., 2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek). The
detected 20min decrease in the sidereal period, from ≈12.7 h to ≈12.4 h, was later linked to
cometary activity (Keller et al., 2015b; Bertaux, 2015). Tools were also developed to assess
the mean insolation of the comet’s surface, useful in calculations of nucleus dust production
rates (Guilbert-Lepoutre et al., 2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek), establish jet-activity source regions on
the surface of the nucleus (Lara et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015, 2016, incl. A. Roz˙ek), and cal-
ibrate ground-based photometry using the spacecraft shape model (Snodgrass et al., 2016,
incl. A. Roz˙ek).
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Chapter 1
Thermal response of asteroid surfaces, the
YORP and Yarkovsky eﬀects
1.1 The dynamical classiﬁcation of small Solar System bodies 2
1.1 The dynamical classiﬁcation of small Solar System bodies
The Solar System formed from a spinning cloud of dust and gas about 4.6 billion years ago.
As the Sun formed and the proto-planetary disc around it collapsed, the dust particles began
coagulating to form planetesimals that later formed planets. The current Solar System is
made up of four rocky planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars, and four gaseous giants,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. According to the current understanding, the giant
planets migrated from where they originally formed (Tsiganis et al., 2005; Morbidelli et al.,
2005; Gomes et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2011; Morbidelli et al., 2015). Not all the material of
the proto-planetary disc ended up forming planets. The interactions with migrating bodies,
especially Jupiter and Saturn, led to orbit scattering of small Solar System bodies (SSSBs).
Some of those SSSBs were perturbed by gravitational interactions, their orbits moved closer
to Earth in the process, and eventually formed the asteroid belt and near-Earth populations



















































































Figure 1.1: The distribution of osculating orbital elements of small Solar System bodies
within the inner Solar System and up to the orbit of Jupiter. Coloured symbols are used
to mark different dynamic classes of near-Earth objects. There are four types of near-Earth
asteroids: Amors (marked with orange diamonds), Apollos (yellow squares), Atens (red
circles), and Atiras (purple open circles). The periodic comets are included, marked with
green triangles. The positions of objects discussed in this work are indicated with black
symbols. The Mars crossers, main-belt asteroids and Jupiter Trojans are marked with grey
dots. Lines marking two values of Tisserand invariants for Jupiter, TJ = 2 and 3 assuming
inclination 0°, are included in the plot. Lastly, the positions of planets are marked with dark
grey symbols, and positions of some of the important resonances in the asteroid belt are
indicated with black lines. The osculating orbital elements used in the graph were taken
from the NASA Solar System Dynamics siteb (accessed 25th September 2017).
bhttps://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?sb_elem
1.1 The dynamical classiﬁcation of small Solar System bodies 3
The dynamical classification of the inner Solar System is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The
graph represents the distribution of orbital elements of the Solar System bodies within 6AU
from the Sun. The x-axis of the graph corresponds to semi-major axes of the orbits, a (in AU).
The y-dimension of the plot is the eccentricity, e. Combined, semi-major axis and eccentricity
provide information about the perihelion distance, q = (1 − e)a, which is the minimum
distance of target to the Sun, and the aphelion, Q= (1+ e)a, which is the maximum distance
to the Sun for objects in elliptical orbits, with e ∈ (0,1). The elements considered here are
osculating elements, valid for a certain epoch, in this case 25th September 2017, whose values
constantly change due to gravitational interactions and non-gravitational effects.
The planets are shown with dark grey symbols. The pale grey dots show all the asteroids
which have perihelion distances larger than 1.3AU, and are therefore not classified as near-
Earth asteroids (NEAs), belonging mostly in the asteroid belt. The same representation is
given to the members of Jupiter trojan family, objects close to the 1:1 mean motion resonance
with Jupiter. The NEAs in the figure are divided into four traditional dynamical groups.
The name of each class is derived from one of the first named bodies which orbit belonged
to it. The orange diamonds mark the Amors, with orbits entirely outside the Earth’s orbit,
perihelia larger then aphelion distance of Earth (q≥1.017AU), but smaller than 1.3AU. The
Amor asteroid (1917) Cuyo is marked here with a black diamond, as it is the subject of
Chapter 4. The yellow squares mark the Apollos, objects crossing Earth’s orbit, with a>1AU
and q≤1.017AU. The asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is a member of this group, marked here
with a black square, and discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The red circles are Atens, the
orbits of which are smaller than Earth’s, with a<1AU and Q≥0.983AU. The final and
least numerous group of NEAs is formed by the Atiras, with orbits entirely within the
orbit of Earth, Q≤0.983AU, and marked with open purple circles. Some of the Apollo and
Aten objects can occasionally come to within 0.05AU of Earth’s orbit. If they are larger
than ≈140m, these objects can pose a risk of collision with Earth and are therefore called
potentially hazardous asteroids.
The last group of bodies included in the illustration are periodic comets, marked with
green triangles. Comets are icy small bodies with dark (low reflectance) surfaces recognised
traditionally by their activity. Volatile frozen substances sublimate as the bodies approach
the Sun producing dusty coma and gaseous and dusty tails. The comets are expected to
occupy mostly the outer reaches of the Solar System with large semi-major axes and strongly
elongated, almost parabolic or hyperbolic orbits. However, encounters with giant planets
sometimes bring those bodies into the inner Solar System. A particular group of those bodies
can be found within the dynamical region of the main asteroid belt normally attributed
to asteroids. The so-called main-belt comets, are interesting as they provoke questions of
whether dynamical classification of asteroid and comets is really valid (Binzel et al., 2015).
They display comet-like activity normally associated with sublimation of surface ices on
comets and one of them, 288/P (300163), was recently discovered to be a binary, consisting
of two bodies in close orbit around each other (Agarwal et al., 2017). Most of the comets in
Figure 1.1 belong to a group called the Jupiter family comets (JFCs). The class definition
1.2 Investigation of near-Earth asteroids 4
is a bit ambiguous (Marsden, 2009), however it is usually accepted to include targets with
Jupiter Tisserand invariant value, TJ , between 2 and 3. The Tisserand invariant is a dynamical
property of the orbit. It combines the semi-major axis, eccentricity, and orbital inclination, i,
of the small body with the semi-major axis of the perturbing body, aJ in case of Jupiter. The








(1− e2)cos i. (1.1)
The blue lines in Figure 1.1 mark the values of TJ = 2 and TJ = 3, assuming orbit inclina-
tion i = 0°. Some of the comets within the JFC class can have perihelia smaller than 1.3AU,
and thus qualify as near-Earth objects. One of such targets, comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasi-
menko, is marked in the image with a black triangle. It was recently investigated extensively
by the Rosetta mission, and some of the results are presented in Chapter 6.
The black lines on the figure mark the locations of some of the important resonant zones
in the main belt. As the collisions, encounters and non-gravitational forces cause the orbits to
change, the bodies arrive in the resonant zones where their elements are strongly perturbed,
and they are swung towards NEA population through certain ‘escape paths’ that changed
as the Solar System evolved (Morbidelli et al., 2015; Granvik et al., 2017). The ν6 secular
resonance with Saturn, together with the 3:1 and 5:2 mean motion resonances with Jupiter,
all marked in the plot, are considered to be the main sources of the near-Earth population
(Binzel et al., 2015).
1.2 Investigation of near-Earth asteroids
The study of NEAs has a range of motivations, to list a few:
• The asteroids provide markers of various stages of the evolution of the Solar System
(Johansen et al., 2015; Morbidelli et al., 2015). Understanding their chemical composi-
tion and formation mechanisms allows for a better understanding the origin of our
planet. The NEAs might be responsible for delivering water and pre-biotic materials to
Earth (for example Chyba et al., 1989; Rivkin and Emery, 2010; Raymond and Izidoro,
2017). Additionally the frequent asteroid collisions with the young planet are linked to
a series of extinction events that might have strongly influenced the evolution of life on
Earth (Maher and Stevenson, 1988). Traces of those events can be found in geological
strata and in form of craters, like the Chicxulub crater linked to the impact that led to
the extinction of dinosaurs (Schulte et al., 2010).
• The NEAs are the closest Solar System bodies to Earth, easiest to reach with a space-
craft. The potential to reach a body is usually quantified by the∆V, the minimum
velocity impulse required to transfer a spacecraft from Earth’s orbit into a rendezvous
orbit (Shoemaker and Helin, 1978). The low∆V objects are thus considered to be good




























Figure 1.2: The size and frequency distribution of asteroids with published parameters. The
diameters of the targets are given in km on the horizontal axis. The sidereal frequency is
given in rotations per day on vertical axis. The black circles on the plot mark 6320 asteroids
in the data base, including 1060 NEAs, highlighted in red. The blue line is an approximate
location of the spin-induced fission limit, corresponding to the 2.2 h value adopted from
Pravec and Harris (2000). Data used to produce the graph was downloaded from LCDB
(Warner et al., 2009, 2017 annual release).
targets for in-situ investigation, sample-return and mining missions.
• Some of the NEAs might pose a risk of collision with Earth. Successful planning of
asteroid deflection requires precise knowledge not only of orbital parameters, but also
of physical properties of the bodies (Harris et al., 2015). The shape and spin-state
modelling play crucial roles in designing deflection missions. Combined with detailed
physical models of surface properties and study of asteroid internal structure they are
essential in planning, and, in the future, execution of successful missions.
The bulk of this thesis is dedicated to observations of small bodies for the purpose of
shape modelling (Chapter 2), and spin-state analysis (Chapter 3). The investigation of NEAs
calls for precise physical modelling of the population members. Some important character-
istics are the sizes and rotation rates, illustrated in Figure 1.2. The figure shows the known
spin-rates (measured in rotations per day) against the diameters of asteroids (in km). Blue
line marks approximately the rotational fission limit for a rubble-pile object, corresponding
to the rotational period of 2.2 h. Following the derivation by Pravec and Harris (2000), for an
asteroid rotating faster than this limit the centrifugal forces acting on boulders at the equator
due to the objects intrinsic rotation outweigh the gravitational pull causing material to de-
tach from the surface. The fission limit is independent on an asteroids size, but rather weakly
depends on the bulk density with the fission-limit frequency proportional to a square of
1.2 Investigation of near-Earth asteroids 6
          
                                   
  
                                 
         
            
           
          
             
             
           
           
          
           
         
              
              
         
             
            
 
               
          
           
           
    
           
           
           
            
             
            
          
            
           
           
          
             
         
         
             
          
              
          
          
            
        
          
          
         
          
Figure 1.3: A rubble pile model of a small asteroid, used in simulation of rota-
tional fission and demonstrate different parameters controlling it, image copied from
Sánchez and Scheeres (2016, their Figure 5). Colours mark asteroid-centric latitudes, and
the target is made-up of closely packed spheres. The picture illustrates the idea of an aster-
oid being a loosely bound pile of rubble with spherical pebbles, while it is accepted that the
asteroids are made of fragments of different shapes and sizes. The object shown is a result of
one of the recent simulations of a spin-up of an initially spherical aggregate (studied initially
by Walsh et al., 2008). The object formed a characteristic ‘equatorial bulge’ and begins shed-
ding mass (small particles floating around). The shapes strongly resembles real asteroids
observed in the near-Earth population, for example (66391) 1994 KW4 (Ostro et al., 2006).
density for a sphere. The abundant small and quickly rotating asteroids are likely monolithic
bodies held together by forces stronger than self-gravity, but that issue is still investigated
(Scheeres et al., 2015).
Currently, the only known differentiated bodies in the asteroid belt are asteroid (4) Vesta
(Binzel and Xu, 1993) and dwarf planet Ceres (Thomas et al., 2005). The rapidly rotating
smallest asteroids are considered to be monolithic fragments of larger parent bodies. The
collisions between planetesimals, with cycles of disruption and re-formation, led to forma-
tion of a population of small fragmented rubble-piles (Johansen et al., 2015). The term is
used to describe the asteroids that are generally believed to be gravitational aggregates of
rock fragments and pebbles of a range of sizes, usually residing below the fission limit (see
Figure 1.2). As an asteroid’s rotation speeds up the loosely bound material can get moved
towards the equator, forming an equatorial bulge (see for example Figure 1.3). When the
rotation rate is quick enough the body can start shedding mass and eventually get disrupted,
forming a binary system. The components of a binary system either drift away, or are slowed
down by mutual tides and non-gravitational forces, eventually collapsing to form a single
body (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011).
It is currently accepted that the dynamics of SSSBs are greatly affected by non-
gravitational effects resulting from sunlight being reflected and absorbed by asteroid surfaces
(Bottke et al., 2006; Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a). The interaction with thermal photons has two
aspects. One aspect is a force, called the Yarkovsky effect, non-negligible in predicting long-
term evolution of asteroid orbits, and is discussed in Section 1.3. The other aspect, called
YORP and discussed in Section 1.4, is a torque that affects long-term evolution of spin state,
changing both the rotation rate and orientation of spin axis. Both effects have a seminal role
in modern studies of small bodies of the solar system (Bottke et al., 2002; Bottke et al., 2006;
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Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a). Those effects scale with size and distance to the Sun, acting most
efficiently in the near-Earth area and on relatively small bodies.
The initial drive of this thesis was to focus on the YORP effect, nominally the new direct
detections of the YORP-induced period change. While the effect has been intently studied
ever since its modern definition (Rubincam, 2000), and first detection (Lowry et al., 2007;
Taylor et al., 2007), there is still scope to improve and expand the theories by providing
observational constraints. Before presenting the results, it is important for the reader to
gain some understanding of how the thermal response of asteroidal surfaces affect their
motion. In other words, how the Yarkovsky and YORP effects work, which will be the focus
of the rest of this chapter. Later, the observational methods used to examine the near-Earth
asteroids will be discussed in Chapter 2, followed by the description of modelling methods
in Chapter 3. The results of detailed shape modelling and spin-state analysis of NEAs
(1917) Cuyo and (85990) 1999 JV6 are presented in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. The same
tools were used to analyse early data from the Rosetta spacecraft, on comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko, as shown in Chapter 6.
1.3 The Yarkovsky eﬀect
The Yarkovsky effect was developed from an idea presented by a Polish-Russian engineer,
Ivan O. Yarkovsky in 1888 (Beekman, 2006). He tried to explain why the friction of æther, that
was believed to be filling the outer space, does not slow down planetary motion. According
to Yarkovsky, the quintessence would be absorbed by a planet in the course of the orbital
motion, and then heated up when the surface was illuminated by the Sun. The heat would
cause the æther to expand and escape the planet, producing a small recoil force that would
act against the predicted drag. After the idea of æther was abandoned by science, the
Yarkovsky effect was re-formulated as the influence that thermal radiation has on orbital
motion (see for example Beekman, 2006, for a detailed discussion of how the idea evolved).
The solar radiation absorbed by a small body is later emitted as thermal infra-red photons.
The momentum carried by the photons produces a tiny recoil force called the Yarkovsky
effect.
The Yarkovsky effect can systematically change the orbit of a small body, most notably
the semi-major axis. The mathematical formulation of the Yarkovsky effect comes from
computation of the surface temperature distribution (the basic formulation is presented in
Appendix C). The effect depends on the lag between receiving and emitting the radiation, in
other words on how the temperature of the moving body changes. In terms of its influence
on the semi-major axis, it has two aspects – one connected to the day-night cycle, called the
diurnal effect, and second related to the change of seasons on the body, called the seasonal
effect. Both aspects of the Yarkovsky effect depend highly on the spin-axis orientation.
The diurnal component of the effect comes from the difference of temperature be-
tween day and night on the body, as is illustrated in Figure 1.4. In the ideal case, shown






Figure 1.4: The Yarkovsky effect has two components, diurnal (panels a and b) and seasonal
(panel c, on the right). All three panels illustrate a spherical object on a circular orbit around
the Sun, with the yellow Sun in the centre, different positions of the body in the orbit indi-
cated by the grey circles and directions of orbital and rotational motion indicated by black
arrows. The orange arrows show the direction in which the object would be moved by the
Yarkovsky forces. In panels (a) and (b) the targets spin-axis is perpendicular to the orbital
plane. In panel (a) the body is in a pro-grade rotation, and the Yarkovsky forces are caus-
ing the body to spiral outwards. In panel (b) the body is in retrograde rotation, spiralling
inwards. In panel (c) the spin axis is in the orbital plane and the seasonal change in temper-
ature between northern (N) and southern (S) hemisphere is causing the semi-major axis to
decrease. The image is taken from Vokrouhlicky and Bottke (2012, Figure 2), and adopted to
show the retrograde diurnal effect, see also Bottke et al. (2002, Figure 1).
here, a small spherical object is put on a circular orbit around the Sun (Bottke et al., 2006;
Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a). The spin-axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane. The rotation
period and thermal inertia of the surface are just right, so that the surface is warmest on
the afternoon side of the body. The radiated heat produces a small thrust in the direction
indicated by the broad orange arrows. For the rotation in the same direction as the orbital
motion (prograde, Figure 1.4a), the Yarkovsky force acts to expand the orbit. When the
target rotates in the retrograde sense, the thermal recoil acts against the orbital motion and
effectively shrinks the orbit, see Figure 1.4b.
The seasonal effect is correlated with orbital rather than rotational motion, but it still
does depend highly on the spin-axis orientation relative to the orbit. Again, in an idealised
example, a small spherical body is on a circular orbit, but this time the spin-axis is in the
orbital plane, see Figure 1.4c. The surface is divided into two hemispheres, N (northern) and
S (southern), and is heated up by the Sun, with the biggest difference of insolation during
either of the polar summers (points A and C on the orbit in Figure 1.4c). Once again, because
of the delay between irradiation and the time when maximum temperature is reached, due
to thermal inertia, the biggest thrust is produced in early autumn (as the polar day ends)
on either hemisphere. Figure 1.4c shows that heat escaping the hemisphere S produces
biggest recoil in point B on the orbit, and similarly most heat is emitted in point D from
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N-hemisphere. The seasonal part of Yarkovsky effect is independent on the sense of rotation
and always leads to orbit spiralling ‘inwards’.
1.3.1 Applications of the Yarkovsky eﬀect
The Yarkovsky effect is considered an important factor in the dynamics of small Solar System
bodies, essential in explaining the distribution of asteroid family orbits, delivery of asteroids
and meteors to the vicinity of Earth, assessing the impact hazards for NEAs and useful in
determining physical properties of asteroids (Bottke et al., 2006; Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a).
The effect is a major factor in dynamical evolution of asteroid families. The asteroid
families are formed in collisions, that lead to disruption of the parent bodies. The ejected
fragments drift away due to the initial velocity impulse from the disruption event com-
bined with the influence of the Yarkovsky effect (Vokrouhlický et al., 2006a). Due to the
dependency on the body size, the effect produces a characteristic V-shaped spread in the
distribution of absolute magnitudes (which translate to inverse of asteroid size) against the
semi-major axis. In fact this V-shaped arrangement of asteroid family members is prominent
enough that it allows for estimates of family age (Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a) and even for
identification of new asteroid families (Bolin et al., 2017).
The near-Earth population originates mostly from the asteroid belt. The main sources of
near-Earth asteroids and meteors are in the dynamical resonances with Jupiter and Saturn
(Binzel et al., 2015; Morbidelli et al., 2015). It has been confirmed by numerical studies that
the Yarkovsky effect is essential as a mechanism to deliver the meteors produced in asteroid
collisions (Vokrouhlický and Farinella, 2000), and larger bodies from other regions in the
asteroid belt to the resonant zones (Morbidelli and Vokrouhlický, 2003). The current numer-
ical studies of asteroid dynamical evolution routinely take the non-gravitational forces into
account (Granvik et al., 2017).
The impact hazard estimates rely on precise orbit determination. The Yarkovsky effect
is one of the major factors in assessment of collision probabilities, especially for bodies
with high accuracy astrometric measurements that distinguish between purely gravitational
and Yarkovsky-influenced orbit predictions (Farnocchia et al., 2015). For potentially haz-
ardous asteroids the Yarkovsky drift in orbital elements is either inferred from earlier mea-
surements on members of the population, or precisely modelled for an accurate prediction
(Vokrouhlický et al., 2000; Chesley et al., 2003). As was shown in case of the asteroid (99942)
Apophis, the estimate of Yarkovsky magnitude can considerably change impact probabilities
(Vokrouhlický et al., 2015b).
The determination of physical parameters of the asteroid surfaces is possible thanks to the
infra-red observations and development of thermophysical analysis methods, like the Ad-
vanced Thermophysical Model (ATPM) (Rozitis and Green, 2011, 2012, 2013). The methods
use shape and spin-state coupled with thermophysical model to infer surface parameters.
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However, some of the parameters are coupled and impossible to disentangle without an
additional resource, for example the thermal inertia, Γ, and density, ρ. The direct measure-
ment of Yarkovsky strength can provide constraints to the modelled values, as was done
for example for asteroid (107955) Bennu (Chesley et al., 2014). While thermophysical mod-
elling is beyond the scope of this thesis the two NEAs analysed here were the subject of
infra-red observations. The shape and spin-state models developed by the author were later
used to determine the precise size of asteroid (1917) Cuyo (Chapter 4) and, coupled with
a non-gravitational force detection, constrain the density of (85990) 1999 JV6 (Chapter 5).
This thesis makes use of the ESO LP observing campaign, an effort to provide observational
ground-truth for YORP theory through physical characterisation of NEAs by means of op-
tical and infra-red observations (it is discussed in Section 2.1.2). The ATPM modelling was
performed by collaborator in the ESO LP, B. Rozitis.
1.3.2 Recent theoretical developments
Efforts are made to improve models of thermal properties of the asteroid surfaces
(Delbo et al., 2015) and create robust models of the thermal recoil forces (Vokrouhlický et al.,
2015a). Both analytical and numerical models have been developed over the past few
decades that tackle the assumptions in the basic mathematical formulation, introduced in
Appendix C in Equations (C.1) and (C.2), including derivations exploring the influence of
physical parameters of the bodies, heat transfer laws, orbital dynamics, and coupling Yarko-
vsky with YORP effect and tumbling (Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a).
A comprehensive review of those models can be found in the recent Asteroids IV book
(Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a), while a list of models and their underlying assumptions is neatly
summarised in Rozitis and Green (2012, Table 1). For example, the investigation of non-
linear boundary conditions for the surface temperature distribution of spherical bodies was
performed using iterative semi-analytical methods (Sekiya and Shimoda, 2013, 2014). For
bodies in circular orbits the linear approximation was found to give good estimates of the
Yarkovsky semi-major axis drift despite the difference in the mean surface temperature.
For eccentric orbits the authors developed not only the Yarkovsky drift for the semi-major
axis, but also for eccentricity and the longitude of the periapsis. The iterative methods
yield high accuracy of predictions, are in good agreement with earlier numerical studies, and
expand the calculations to fast rotators when compared to earlier studies. In another example,
the influence of surface roughness on the Yarkovsky effect was examined using the ATPM
(Rozitis and Green, 2012). It was shown that the small-scale features of the surface lead to
non-Lambertian (asymmetrical) scattering of the thermal infra-red radiation (beaming) and
can alter the Yarkovsky drift predictions by a few tens of percent. Recently, a generalised
model of the diurnal component of Yarkovsky torque was derived for an arbitrary convex
body (Golubov et al., 2016).
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1.3.3 Measurements of Yarkovsky eﬀect for NEAs
The influence of Yarkovsky effect on the asteroid orbits on the time-scale of years was first
studied by Vokrouhlický et al. (2000). The orbital uncertainties of a few objects were analysed
along with a range of possible semi-major drift magnitudes, to predict potential future
detection. The effect was first directly detected on asteroid (6489) Golevka (Chesley et al.,
2003). During the 2003 approach, the orbit was known well enough to enable determination
of a non-gravitational orbital drift (Vokrouhlický et al., 2000). The plot in Figure 1.5 shows
the error ellipse of the ephemeris based solely on gravitational perturbances (labelled SUM1).
An astrometry measurement performed in May 2003 (marked in the figure with a diamond)
lays away from the predicted trajectory. Taking into account Yarkovsky effect shifts the error
ellipse, so that the orbit prediction resides inside SUM2, and is consistent with the presented
radar astrometry. The calculations based on a non-linear model of Yarkovsky effect, along
with radar-derived size, spin-state and shape model, constrained the bulk density to be
2.5 g/cm3 and thermal conductivity of the surface to be 0.01Wm−1K−1.
Figure 1.5: The first direct detection of Yarkovsky effect was possible thanks to astrometry
using radar images. The image shows the orbital prediction for the asteroid (6489) Golevka.
The horizontal axis is the offset in signal delay, marked on the lower axis and measured in
10−6 s (µs), which can be interpreted as the offset in range, marked on the upper axis and
measured in km. The vertical axis marks the measured offset in signal frequency or the
Doppler offset, marked on the left axis and measured in Hz. This can be translated to the
offset in radial velocity or range rate, marked on the right and measured in 10−6 kms−1. The
offsets are measured relative to the nominal orbital prediction from the 1991-1999 radar data,
marked with ‘+’ at the point (0,0). The orbital prediction taking into account Yarkovsky
offset is also marked with a ‘+’. The various labelled ellipses correspond to different sources
of uncertainties: OBS comes from the uncertainties in the astrometric measurements, SBM
from gravitational perturbations from other small bodies, PLM from gravitational influence
of planets, YRK from the errors in Yarkovsky models. The big ellipse SUM1 is the sum of the
first three, and finally SUM2 includes the Yarkovsky forces. The radar astrometry from 26th
May 2003 is marked with a diamond symbol. The image is taken from Chesley et al. (2003,
Figure 2).
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While a semi-major axis drift detected for a small Solar System body can be only due
to a non-gravitational force, a thermophysical model is essential to confirm it is linked to
the Yarkovsky effect. However, a signature of the effect can be found in the astrometric
data without detailed modelling. This method is based on an orbital ephemeris calculated
with an arbitrary transverse acceleration, described with a single parameter labelled A2. The
parameter A2, like any other orbital parameter, has an associated uncertainty, σA2 . The ratio
between the parameter and its uncertainty is then a measure of reliability of the detection
of a non-gravitational force, with larger value interpreted as a better signal-to-noise ratio
of the detection. The value of the parameter A2 can be compared to expected maximum
Yarkovsky acceleration, taking into account extreme obliquity and scaled by diameter of the
body, A2max . The ratio of the two parameters, A2/A2max has to be close to 1 for the detection
to be attributed to the Yarkovsky effect. This method allows for a pre-selection of candidates
for a more involved study. This approach was used to confirm Yarkovsky detections for a
few asteroids to date, see detailed list in Farnocchia et al. (2013); Vokrouhlický et al. (2015a)
and on-line*.
1.4 The YORP eﬀect
The term Yarkovsky, O’Keefe, Radzievskii, and Paddack (YORP) comes from the names of
researchers who advanced studies on the effect that sunlight reflected off the minor bodies
of the Solar System might have on their dynamics (Rubincam, 2000). Similar to the effect
postulated by Yarkovsky, the YORP effect is a result of thermal re-radiation of absorbed
sunlight. However, the Yarkovsky effect is connected to the lag between the absorption and
re-emission of radiation and can work even on spherical bodies. The YORP effect depends
on the asymmetry of the body, and it is extremely sensitive to the shape details. While the
YORP effect can be produced by reflection of the radiation, its main driver is usually the
thermal component. The contribution of thermal and reflected components depends on the
Bond albedo (A) of target’s surface and can be further enhanced for high surface roughness
(Rozitis and Green, 2012).
To introduce the principle of the YORP effect, one often uses a simplified model that
exaggerates the required asymmetry of the shape, presented here in Figure 1.6 (copied from
Rubincam, 2000, Figure 1). Solar radiation heats up surfaces of an asteroid represented by
a black-body shaped into a sphere with two prismatic wedges attached to its equator. The
body is on a circular orbit, has the spin-axis perpendicular to the orbit (obliquity ε = 0°),
and the surface has no thermal conductivity (K = 0Wm−1K−1). Thanks to the windmill-like
shape, the thermal radiation creates a net torque, τ¯ (letter τ is adopted here to denote torque
following Rubincam (2000)), when averaged over rotational and orbital motion. The τ¯ is
traditionally divided in two components, τω and τε. The first one is just a projection on to
the direction of spin-axis, defined as τω = τ¯ · ωˆ. The torque, τω, can speed up as well as slow
down an asteroid’s rotation. The torque component τε acts orthogonally to the spin axis,
*ftp://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/ssd/yarkovsky/
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RADIATIVE SPIN-UP AND SPIN-DO
Figure 1.6: A simple model used in the explanation
of the YORP effect (taken from Rubincam, 2000, Fig-
ure 1). The small body is put in a circular orbit with
the spin-axis perpendicular to the orbital plane. The
wedges to the sides of the body have the same pro-
jected cross-section, so absorb and emit the same
amount of radiation albeit in different directions.
The asymmetry in re-emission of the light creates a
small torque that doesn’t disappear after rotational
and orbital averaging. The torque affects both the
speed of rotation and the obliquity of the spin axis.
NOTE: the reflective component of YORP is omitted in
this example, as the target is assumed to be a blackbody.
defined by τε = τ¯ ·
((
ωˆ cos ε− Nˆ)/sin ε) (for a drawing showing the relation between spin
axis and orbital momentum, please see Appendix Figure B.2). It can change the orientation of
rotational axis relative to the orbital plane, (Rubincam, 2000; Vokrouhlický and Cˇapek, 2002).
The change in spin rate, ω˙, can be directly detected by investigation of the asteroid’s rotation-
induced brightness modulation (see Chapters 2 and 3). The change in spin-axis orientation, ε˙,
is more subtle, acting on longer time scales hence not possible to detect directly. Both aspects
of the YORP effect can be expressed with reference to the torque components, divided by the









To illustrate a ‘typical’ YORP behaviour, numerical studies were conducted by Rubincam
(2000) and Vokrouhlický and Cˇapek (2002), who calculated values of both ω˙ and ε˙ for a series
of objects shaped like real asteroids, but scaled to different sizes. They found that the objects
would asymptotically approach certain preferred values of obliquity, where they would be
either spun up until their break-up or slowed down until a minor perturbation could trigger
a tumbling state. Another finding was the identification of critical values of obliquity for
which the influence of YORP on spin rate would vanish. Two examples are copied here from
Vokrouhlický and Cˇapek (2002) to illustrate these findings. The two panels in Figure 1.7
show two objects shaped like NEAs (433) Eros (panel a) and Mars’ moon Deimos (panel b),
placed on circular orbits at 2.5AU around the Sun.
The graphs in Figure 1.7a show the two components of YORP torque, scaled by the
moment of inertia. The torques computed for the (433) Eros-shaped object correspond to a
situation where the body obliquity would be driven to 90° with positive τε for ε < 90° and
negative τε for ε > 90°. The object would then slow down, with negative τω at ε = 90° until
likely entering a tumbling state. The two critical values of obliquity, for which the rotational
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(a) (433) Eros-shaped object.















Figure 1.7: Two examples of a dependence of YORP torques on obliquity in Rubincam’s
approximation (Vokrouhlický and Cˇapek, 2002, panel a is Fig. 4 and panel b is Fig. 6). The
obliquity of the simulated spin axis, in degrees, is marked on the horizontal axis. The lines
represent magnitude of torques, labelled here as T, scaled by the principal moment of inertia,
C. The two components of YORP torque are discussed in the main text. The spin-rate torque,
τω/C, is marked with a dashed line, and the torque acting on the obliquity, τε/C, with a
solid line. The two panels show results for objects on circular orbits, approximately 2.5AU













































logK = 0 
logK = 1 
Figure 6
Figure 1.8: In this example, the YORP
torques were simulated for a family of as-
teroids shaped like (6489) Golevka, but
having varying thermal conductivity, as-
suming circular orbits with a radius of
2.5AU. The horizontal axis on both
panel is the obliquity (the angle between
spin-axis and orbital plane of the body)
in degrees. On panel (a) the vertical
axis shows the change in rotation rate,
dω/dt, averaged over rotational and or-
bital motion. Panel (b) shows the mod-
elled mean change in obliquity, labelled
ε. The different colours of the solid
lines show the mean rates of change
for both parameters for different val-
ues of thermal conductivity logK. The
figure is taken from Bottke et al. (2006,
Fig. 6), which is a coloured version of
Cˇapek and Vokrouhlický
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component of the torque disappear are located around ε ≈ 60° and ε ≈ 120°. Curiously,
the ‘mirror’ shape (with the direction of the z-axis of the body reversed) displays a ‘mirror’
YORP behaviour, with the reversed sign of both torques. This type of YORP behaviour can
be illustrated with the torques calculated for the shape of Deimos, Figure 1.7b. In this case
the body would asymptotically approach ε = 0° or ε = 180°, once again slowing the rotation.
The two cases discussed are the two most common YORP evolution types according to the
numerical studies under the Rubincam approximation (Vokrouhlický and Cˇapek, 2002).
Some more unusual behaviour is expected as well, see for example the torques simulated
for a (6489) Golevka-like shaped body in Figure 1.8 (marked with black lines). In this case
there are two possible critical values of obliquity, with τω = 0 for obliquity values ε ≈ 10°
and 170°, and three, rather than two, asymptotic values of obliquity to which the rotation
would evolve. For ε = 0° or 180° the rotation would slow down, similar to the previously
discussed example, while for the ε = 90° the body would be locked into being spun up until
the rotationally-induced breakup. The situation gets more complicated when thermal con-
ductivity, K, is accounted for in the simulations (Cˇapek and Vokrouhlický, 2004). The torque
responsible for tilting the spin axis is the most affected, with the torques changing magnitude
and sign. The coloured lines in Figure 1.8 illustrate the torques acting on (6489) Golevka-
shaped object, but with a range of values of K.
1.4.1 Mathematical formulation
Both numerical and analytical studies were conducted to better understand these phenom-
ena. In a simple approximation of a circular orbit, principal-axis rotation, no thermal con-
ductivity, and small deviations from a spherical shape (Breiter and Michalska, 2008), an





AiP2i (cos ε) (1.4)
(Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a, Eq. 4), compare to (Breiter and Michalska, 2008, Eq. 109). Sim-





BiP12i (cos ε) (1.5)
(Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a, Eq. 5), compare to (Breiter and Michalska, 2008, Eq. 107)
Λ a convenience factor, Λ = 2(1− A)FR3/3c, with symbols defined below,
Ai, Bi shape-specific coefficients,
P2i (cos ε) Legendre polynomial of even degree of the cosine of obliquity,
P12i (cos ε) associated Legendre polynomial of first order and even degree.
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Some conclusions can be drawn from this formulation. Most simply, the YORP torque
is inversely proportional to the density of the target, through the moment of inertia C, and
also inversely proportional to the distance to the Sun via the solar flux, F. Similarly, through
the Λ/C factor, the force is inversely proportional to the R2, where R is the radius of the
target. This leads to the effect becoming virtually negligible for large bodies, or bodies that
are sufficiently far from the Sun. This is also what makes it especially important for small
NEAs. For very small meteoroid fragments the ω˙ term should become increasingly strong,
however this issue is still under investigation (Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a). It is also worth
noting that while ω˙ is independent of ω, ε˙ is inversely proportional to the rotation rate. This
indicates the obliquity evolution considerably slows down for very fast rotators.
The dependence of YORP on obliquity is expressed via the Legendre polynomials of
cos ε. This implies a symmetry of ω˙ around ε = 90°, as the Legendre polynomials of even
degree are symmetric, P2i(−x) = P2i(x). Similarly the dependence of ω˙ on ε will be anti-
symmetric around ε = 90° due to the properties of associated Legendre polynomials of
first order, P12i(−x) = −P12i(x). This symmetry was earlier observed in numerical studies
(Rubincam, 2000; Vokrouhlický and Cˇapek, 2002), see also Figures 1.7 and 1.8. The exact
functional dependence of both components of YORP on ε is down to the coefficients Ai
and Bi. Those are computed based on the shape of the target, with the formulation above
implying that the YORP torques would be sensitive to arbitrarily fine surface detail. This
was indeed confirmed by numerical studies (Statler, 2009). The presence of certain critical
values of ε for which YORP can be expected from the formulae in Equations (1.4) and (1.5),
as those would be the roots of low-order Legendre polynomials.
1.4.2 Applications of YORP
The YORP effect was initially considered to be of importance for spin-state evolution only
of small <5 km, asteroids (Rubincam, 2000). However, the first observational indication of
YORP was found indirectly in the spin-state alignment of Koronis family members, which
were considerably larger, 20 km to 40 km in diameter (Slivan, 2002; Slivan et al., 2003). The
members of the family all had obliquities around 160° or 50°, and such clustering could
not be explained by gravitationally-driven, or collisionally-driven, spin-state evolution. The
obliquity values are close to the critical obliquities in the predicted YORP-driven evolution
of the spin-states. It was shown that the distributions of both the pole orientations and
rotational periods can be explained using the thermal recoil torques. Follow-up studies
showed that YORP was more effective in shaping the spin-state distributions than colli-
sions (Vokrouhlický et al., 2003). Currently the YORP effect models are used in concert with
Yarkovsky to estimate ages of the asteroid families (Carruba et al., 2017).
The changes in spin-axis orientation lead to so-called YORP ‘cycles’ where an object expe-
riences deceleration after reaching one of the aforementioned asymptotic states (Rubincam,
2000). The slow rotation can eventually lead to a tumbling state, then to reorientation of the
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spin-axis and then, through the internal energy dissipation back to principal-axis rotation
with the YORP-induced spin-axis evolution starting all over again. The YORP cycles are
additionally affected by rearranged material on the body surface. The coupling between
the YORP effect and shape has been closely investigated using multi-particle simulations
(Sánchez and Scheeres, 2012). The effect was shown to change as the object is reshaped by
the spin-up, due to the high sensitivity of YORP torques to surface detail. Recently the cou-
pling was shown to act as a ‘self-limitation’ mechanism that narrows down expected ranges
of rotation periods, and preserving the asteroids sense of rotation for longer than could be
predicted for a rigid body (Cotto-Figueroa et al., 2015).
The YORP-induced spin-up of asteroid rotation is considered to be responsible for pe-
culiar spin-top shape of many asteroids (Ostro et al., 2006; Scheeres et al., 2006). Numerical
studies using the asteroid simulated as an aggregate of gravitationally-bound spheres show
an equatorial bulge being formed as the object spins up. The centrifugal force acts against
gravity, pushing material radially along the equator, forming a shape that has been observed
on a few asteroids (Walsh et al., 2008; Sánchez and Scheeres, 2016).
Eventually the YORP induced spin-up leads to asteroid break up and creation of a binary
asteroid system (Walsh et al., 2008, 2012). There are a few evolutionary paths an asteroid
binary could take after rotational break up (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011). One is the cre-
ation of asteroid pairs. That is, pairs of objects of the same dynamical origins, with similar
orbital elements, but not gravitationally bound to each other (Pravec et al., 2010). Another
is the slow degeneration of mutual orbit, which eventually leads to a contact binary, like
(25143) Itokawa (Demura et al., 2006; Lowry et al., 2014), or asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 which
is the subject of Chapter 5. Recently the distributions of different flavours of asteroid binaries,
including contact binaries and fast-rotating binaries, in the NEA population was shown to
be consistent with the YORP-induced fission theory (Jacobson et al., 2016).
Finally YORP might be coupled with Yarkovsky effect and influence orbital evolution of
the small asteroids. As the Yarkovsky effect is sensitive to the rotation period and obliquity,
the YORP-induced change in spin-state will affect the semi-major axis drift of the orbit.
Excluding YORP from simulations of asteroid migration leads to an overestimation of the
NEA influx from main belt. However, including the YORP effect in the model leads to the
predicted fluxes being about 5 times lower than the observed (Granvik et al., 2017), showing
there is scope for further development of all related theoretical models.
1.4.3 Recent theoretical developments
The principal aim of the initial formulation of the YORP effect was to analyse its possible
importance in the spin-state evolution of the small Solar System bodies (Rubincam, 2000). It
was stressed that the study treats the problem in a highly simplified way and the drawbacks
of such an approach were addressed in later studies. To list a few examples:
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• The asteroid surfaces were treated as blackbodies and the YORP torque as coming
solely from the thermal radiation of a heated surface. In a more realistic case of a
non-zero albedo the YORP torque would have a reflected radiation component as well
as the thermal. This issue was addressed by newer models (e.g. Breiter et al., 2007;
Rozitis and Green, 2012) .
• All computation was done for spherical-harmonics approximations of asteroid shape,
an approach which already indicates the sensitivity of YORP to shape. An in-depth
analysis has shown that surface details have major influence on YORP-torque strength
and sign (Statler, 2009).
• The densities of asteroids used in simulations are assumed to be homogeneous. With
a non-homogeneous density distribution the location of centre of mass as well as mo-
ments of inertia would change, affecting the position of rotational axis and the com-
putation of YORP torques. Recently, the detection of YORP spin-up allowed the inves-
tigation of the internal structure of asteroid (25143) Itokawa (Lowry et al., 2014). The
theoretical predictions of the YORP strength could not be reconciled with observations
until an assumption of density inhomogeneity was made regarding the two lobes that
comprise the asteroid.
• It was stated that the high temperature difference between the day and night sides
of the object with poor surface thermal conductivity is incurring very efficient action
of the YORP effect. It was implied that the YORP effect was much stronger for the
analysed cases than it would be for objects with higher thermal conductivity or simply
faster rotation rates. The influence of thermal conductivity on the YORP torques was
investigated by Cˇapek and Vokrouhlický (2004), see Figure 1.8.
An important branch of the theoretical development of the effect is the investigation
of its impact on orbits of binary asteroids, dubbed the binary-YORP or the B-YORP effect
(C´uk and Burns, 2005). The B-YORP effect requires at least one of the binary components to
be synchronous (have the same spin and orbital period). The effect was postulated to affect
the semi-major axis and eccentricity of the orbit, contributing to possible break-up of a binary
into an asteroid pair, or collapse into a contact binary. However, no direct observation of the
effect has been made to date (Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a). To explain the discrepancy between
theory and observations, it was recently postulated that YORP and B-YORP effects might
balance each other, stabilising a doubly synchronous binary system (Golubov and Scheeres,
2016).
Modelling of non-principal axis rotation, so-called ‘tumbling’, is one of the challenges
in YORP modelling. Early attempts brought seemingly conflicting results. Numerical stud-
ies suggested that the spin-state could evolve in ‘asymptotic states’. The asteroid rotation
would be trapped in a tumbling motion with obliquity close to 55◦ or 125◦, and rotational
momentum increasing infinitely (Vokrouhlický et al., 2007). In the semi-analytical approach
the authors also obtained a stable tumbling state, but with obliquity, spin-rate, and location
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of the rotation axis within the body oscillating (Cicalò and Scheeres, 2010). The dispute was
resolved by Breiter, Roz˙ek, and Vokrouhlický (2011), who showed that both earlier results
can be reproduced by using different order of approximation for the insolation. Additionally,
a new type of behaviour was shown, a ‘limiting cycle’, where the obliquity and location of
the spin-axis within the body oscillate, and the rotational momentum increases indefinitely.
The result stays in conflict with the observations. The principal-axis rotation observed for
most asteroids would require an additional effect working in concert with YORP and the
YORP torques alone seem to induce stable tumbling states. The energy dissipation for inelas-
tic ellipsoids was discussed later (Breiter, Roz˙ek, and Vokrouhlický, 2012), and eventually
coupled with YORP (Breiter and Murawiecka, 2015). However, the coupling fails to damp
the tumbling, but rather a introduces a new stable non-principal axis rotation, albeit with con-
stant period. There is a strong need for further development in this field (Vokrouhlický et al.,
2015a).
Thermophysical models of asteroid surfaces and detailed shape models are essential for
correct prediction of the YORP strength. The state-of-the-art approach takes into account
small-scale surface roughness and self-heating of surface elements in modelling the infra-red
data (Rozitis and Green, 2011). The surface roughness can significantly alter the direction in
which the thermal radiation is re-emitted from the surface of the body, decreasing the mag-
nitude of the rotational YORP torque (Rozitis and Green, 2012). The global self-heating and
self-shadowing produce a vertical offset in the ω˙ as a function of obliquity, yet with opposite
signs (Rozitis and Green, 2013). At the length-scales between surface roughness and large-
scale concavities there are the stones covering asteroid surfaces. The asymmetric re-radiation
from different sides of the stones can produce a small component of the YORP torque tan-
gential to the surface, a so-called T-YORP (Golubov and Krugly, 2012; Golubov et al., 2014).
This is why developing robust physical models is essential in calibrating the theoretical
predictions of YORP strength.
1.4.4 Direct detections of YORP-induced spin-up on NEAs
The lightcurves obtained from measurements of changes in the brightness are an important
tool in the study of small Solar System bodies. As the irregularly shaped object rotates,
the illuminated and observed areas change. Therefore, the intensity of light reflected from
the object and detected on Earth varies. The differences between the object’s brightness at
different moments in time can be quantified using photometric techniques. The resulting
optical lightcurves provide the means to explore the spin-states, shapes and surface prop-
erties of small Solar System bodies. It is in these type of observations that the signature of
YORP-induced period change can be found. The optical lightcurves are discussed in detail
in Chapter 2 (explaining how they are collected) and Chapter 3 (dealing with how they are
used in asteroid shape and spin-state modelling).
The first direct detection of a YORP-induced spin-rate acceleration was reported by
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Lowry et al. (2007) and Taylor et al. (2007) for a near-Earth asteroid (54509) YORP (initial
designation 2000 PH5). The small, ∼57m, asteroid is in a near 1:1 mean-motion resonance
with Earth, making regular close approaches. The particular orbital configuration made it
a convenient target for Earth-based observations. Additionally the asteroid is a fast rotator,
with a period around 12min, which allows observers to take a few full rotational lightcurves
in a single night.
The optical data for the YORP-detection purposes was gathered between July 2001 and
August 2005. Thanks to a nearly constant aspect of the observations, the lightcurves’ am-
plitudes and shapes remained almost constant. This could be inconvenient for the purpose
of reliable shape modelling (see Chapter 3 for details on asteroid shape determination), but
allowed the authors to group observations from year-long intervals to form individual sets.
Fourier analysis was used on the lightcurves across each set to find a sidereal rotation period,
P (Harris et al., 1989). For each set of lightcurves the period was compared with a reference
period P0. A linear decrease of the period was detected between the subsequent years, with
a fractional change in period, (P− P0)/P0, measured, as shown in Figure 1.9a. The object
was found spinning up by −1.7× 10−6 of the reference rotation period per year (see Fig-
ure 1.9a). Traditionally the YORP torque is presented as inducing the change in the rotation
rate rather than period, and for this object it was measured to be (2.0± 0.2)× 10−4 °/ d2 or
(3.49± 0.35)× 10−6 rad/d2.
Close encounters with Earth might enable rotation period changes by gravitational
torques. A dynamical simulation was performed that ruled out this possibility. The in-
teraction with Earth’s gravitational field was also deemed too irregular to cause a systematic
decrease in period. Detailed analysis using a radar-derived shape model confirmed that
YORP effect was the most likely cause to the period change (Taylor et al., 2007).
The measurement of YORP-induced spin-up was confirmed by phase-offset measure-
ment performed using the radar shape model (Taylor et al., 2007). For each observed data
set a synthetic lightcurve was generated. The lightcurves were then fitted to the observed
data points with a constant period. To obtain a fit of the model lightcurve to the data, an addi-
tional phase shift was required, as illustrated in Figure 1.9b. The quadratic trend observed in
the phase shifts required for the lightcurves over four years correspond to the linear decrease
in period reported by Lowry et al. (2007).
The first example of a YORP-affected object to be found was also deemed to be a very
evolved system. The rotational axis orientation, with a high obliquity, close to one of the
stable YORP states (∼ 180◦) led to that conclusion. Dynamical simulations had shown that
the asteroid could reach a rotational period as low as 20s before braking up. Such a rapid
spin rate is possible thanks to the, most likely, monolithic nature of the body.
The YORP-induced spin-up was confirmed for only four more objects to date: (1862)
Apollo (Kaasalainen et al., 2007), (1620) Geographos (Dˇurech et al., 2008), (3103) Eger
(Dˇurech et al., 2012), and most recently on (25143) Itokawa (Lowry et al., 2014). The de-















YORP acceleration (Taylor et al.)
Observed spin rate (this work)
(a) Period change measurements. (b) Phase offset measurements.
Figure 1.9: The two plots show the two ways the spin-rate change due to YORP effect can be
measured. The left panel (a) is copied from Lowry et al. (2007, Figure 2), and represents direct
measurements of observed change in sidereal period. The period change is dimensionless,
defined as ∆P/P0 ≡ (P− P0)/P0. The lightcurve observations are gathered into year-long
bins, with the year observations were taken marked on horizontal axis. The vertical axis
shows period change relative to nominal period measured in 2002-2003 observations’ bin.
The filled square symbols marked measured period change (see Table 1 in Lowry et al.,
2007, for details), while the empty circles show effect of the Earth’s gravitational pull on the
spin-period during close encounters. The points are shifted arbitrarily for clarity, but those
changes are negligible compared to the YORP-induced spin-up. The horizontal dashed line
corresponds to a constant period, while the black line in the numerical prediction of the
YORP strength. The change of rotation period can be also measured as a quadratic trend in
phase offsets, as shown in the right panel (b), copied from Vokrouhlicky and Bottke (2012,
Figure 7), reproducing Taylor et al. (2007, Figure 2). The measured additional shift required
to phase the lightcurve model with observations (in degrees) is on the vertical axis. The
days elapsed since first lightcurve was acquired are plotted on the horizontal axis. The open
circles mark the measured rotational phase offset and each cluster of observations is marked
with the year data was gathered (compare to panel a). The red solid line is the quadratic
trend fitted to the observed points, corresponding to the linear change in rotation rate.
tails of spin-states and sizes of the asteroids for which those detections were made, along
with some more spurious cases are given in Table 1.2. The notable feature is that all of those
reported values are YORP-induced spin-ups. Given the abundance of indirect evidence of
YORP-induced evolution of the asteroid spin-states, there should be more objects for which
the effect would be detectable, including the slow-down scenarios predicted by the theory.
To improve agreement between the models and observations, more direct detections are
needed. The following two chapters detail the observing methods (Chapter 2) analysis tools
(Chapter 3) that were utilised and developed for the purpose of search for new YORP detec-
tions. Two individual NEA targets are then discussed, the asteroids (1917) Cuyo (Chapter 4)
and (85990) 1999 JV6 (Chapter 5). The detailed spin-state analysis did not yield a YORP de-
tection from either target. However, the detected limits to the YORP strength for both objects














Asteroid Period dω/dt λ β d Reference
[h] [rad/d2] [◦ ] [◦ ] [km]
(54509) YORP – 2000 PH5 0.202 833 33± 0.000 000 01 3.49± 0.35× 10−6 Lowry et al. (2007)
180 ± 10 −85± 10 0.113 Taylor et al. (2007)
(1862) Apollo 3.065 447 6 ± 0.000 003 0 5.3 ± 1.3 × 10−8 50 ± 7 −71 ± 7 1.4 Kaasalainen et al. (2007)
(1620) Geographos 5.223 336 ± 0.000 002 1.15± 0.15× 10−8 58 ± 6 −49 ± 7 2.56 Dˇurech et al. (2008)
(3103) Eger 5.710 156 ± 0.000 007 1.4 ± 0.6 × 10−8 226 ± 15 −70 ± 4 ∼ 1.5 Dˇurech et al. (2012)
(25143) Itokawa 12.132 371 ± 0.000 006 3.54± 0.38× 10−8 128.5± 6.9 −89.7± 6.9 0.33 Lowry et al. (2014)
(1865) Cerberus• 6.803 < 8 × 10−9 Dˇurech et al. (2012)
(2100) Ra-Shalom• < 3 × 10−8 Dˇurech et al. (2012)
(161989) Cacus⋆ 3.7538 1.9 ± 0.3 × 10−8 1.0 ± 0.2 Dˇurech et al. (2016)
(101955) Bennu⋆ 4.297 ± 0.002 −88 ± 4 45 ± 4 0.49± 0.02 Nolan et al. (2013)
4.296 045 ± 0.000 002 4.0 × 10−8 Nolan et al. (2016)
Table 1.2: Summary of the YORP-induced period change detections before 30th August 2017. The 6th column contains the diameter of a sphere
with equivalent volume to the asteroid, as a rough size estimate, however most detections are made on quite elongated objects. The • symbol
denotes the yet-unconfirmed detections with only the upper limit of YORP determined. The ⋆ symbol denotes results presented in conference
abstracts, but yet to be confirmed.
Chapter 2
Observations of near-Earth asteroids
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Understanding the physical evolution of small Solar System bodies requires knowing their
physical state. Putting that state in context of general population properties helps to improve
models of physical processes such as YORP-induced spin-state evolution, and Yarkovsky-
driven orbital dynamics. Developing shapes and spin-states of small bodies are the focus of
this work. This chapter is dedicated to the data sources utilised in this work. Section 2.1 talks
about acquiring the visual lightcurve observations that were the primary data source used
in this work (see Chapters 4 to 6), while Section 2.2 regards the radar observations (used in
Chapter 5).
2.1 Lightcurve observations
2.1.1 Overview of asteroid lightcurve observations
The most reliable source of information about the shape of a body would be of course from
direct imaging, but it is rare to have spatially-resolved images of an asteroid available. Even
considering the biggest observatories and recent advances of adaptive optics, it is estimated
that about 200 asteroids are currently resolvable and only up to 7000 largest objects will
be possible to target after the European Extremely Large Telescope (40m diameter) and
the Thirty Meter Telescope (30m) are finished (Merline et al., 2013). The space missions
provide very high resolution imaging albeit for a very small sample of bodies. The in-situ
observations with spacecraft flybys and orbiters had investigated only 12 asteroids to date
and among those only three are NEA, (433) Eros, (25143) Itokawa, and (4179) Toutatis (Sears,
2015).
Currently, there are two sample return missions en route to NEAs. Japanese JAXA mis-
sion Hayabusa-2 will arrive at its target (162173) Ryugu in 2018, and come back to Earth
in 2020. The mission is expected to launch a small explosive impactor to create an artificial
crater on the asteroid’s surface, and later collect samples of the ejecta (Saiki et al., 2017). The
NASA mission OSIRIS-REx is planned to arrive at asteroid (101955) Bennu in 2018. It will
stay in the vicinity of the target for almost two years and extend a robotic arm to acquire
a sample. The mission will arrive back at Earth in 2023 (Lauretta et al., 2017). To put the
number of NEA spacecraft visits into perspective, there are nearly 740 000 minor planets
known and nearly 17 000 of them classified as near-Earth asteroids (as of October 2017*).
The lightcurves (as mentioned in Section 1.4.4) have the advantage that most of the
near-Earth and main-belt asteroids can be reached even with small-aperture telescopes. Pho-
tometric monitoring of small bodies is done on a regular basis by various research groups.
This thesis utilises results from one such program, the ESO Large Programme (ESO LP, see
Section 2.1.2). Lightcurves of small bodies that were used to produce shape models of aster-
oid, are later available as supplementary material and can be accessed for example through
the Database of Asteroid Models from Inversion Techniques (DAMIT) website (Dˇurech et al.,
*http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/
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2010). Sometimes the lightcurves are only used to determine a rotation periods, and are made
available in on-line archives, one of those, the LCDB, accessible via the Minor Planet Centre,
contains lightcurves for over 13 000 objects (Warner et al., 2009, as of October 2017). There is
thus an abundance of asteroid lightcurves, and the past few decades have seen a dynamic
development of the tools used to model them (Magnusson et al., 1989; Kaasalainen et al.,
2002; Dˇurech et al., 2015). Details of shape and spin-state modelling methods applied in this
thesis are covered in Chapter 3.
2.1.2 The ESO Large Programme
The observations of NEAs (1917) Cuyo and (85990) 1999 JV6 were carried out as a part of the
ESO Large Programme (ESO LP), and supporting campaign, led by S. Lowry. The ESO LP
is aimed at providing ground truth for the models of YORP-driven spin-state evolution, by
combining new spin-rate-change detections with precise physical models. The means to
achieve those goals were shape and spin-state modelling, and physical characterisation of
near-Earth asteroids using optical and infra-red observations. Precise long-term lightcurve
monitoring with optical facilities enables detections of YORP-induced period changes. The
lightcurves are also used for shape modelling when a radar or spacecraft model is not avail-
able. The infra-red observations are complementary to the lightcurve studies, and allow to
better constrain the non-gravitational forces predictions for any target by deriving thermo-
physical parameters such as surface roughness or thermal inertia. A selection of over 40
low∆V asteroids has been investigated between April 2010 and present. The objects selected
for the programme fulfil three conditions that make them likely candidates for new YORP
detections: have short rotation periods, sizes sufficiently small, and orbits close to the Sun.
The quick rotations also make them convenient photometry targets. A full rotational phase
coverage can usually be obtained during a few consecutive days of observations. Orbital
geometries of those objects on the other hand allows for revisiting each target a few times
over the years.
Facilities used by ESO LP
The ESO LPwas designed to make use of the facilities of the European Southern Observatory.
ESO is an international organisation that brings together 15 European countries, including
the United Kingdom, and Chile, which is the host of the ESO’s observatories. The organisa-
tion was founded in 1962 with the aim to create innovative facilities to conduct the highest
quality ground-based astronomical observations*. Ever since its founding the astronomers
have used the ESO facilities for ground-breaking research, including monitoring of stellar
motion around Galactic centre to provide evidence of a central black hole (Schödel et al.,
2002), directly imaging an extrasolar planet for the first time (Chauvin et al., 2004), or first
detection of a kilo-nova, an event observed at multiple wavelengths of the electromagnetic
*https://www.eso.org/
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NTT
ESO 2.2m
Figure 2.1: A view of La Silla observatory in Chile from the base of the ESO 3.6m. The
angular dome on the right is the home of NTT telescope, one of the main facilities of the
ESO LP discussed in subsection 2.1.2. The silvery dome near the centre houses the ESO 2.2m
telescope. Picture taken by A. Roz˙ek during her observations at NTT in February 2013.
spectrum that followed a neutron star merger producing a gravitational wave (Smartt et al.,
2017). The Observatory currently operates on three sites in the dessert mountains of Chile,
selected for their low light pollution and excellent astronomical climate with low humidity,
rare cloud cover and stable seeing (see Figure 2.6). The telescopes used in the ESO LP are
the New Technology Telescope located in La Silla, and the Very Large Telescope in Paranal.
ESO New Technology Telescope (NTT) – observatory code 809
The ESO LP observing campaign was carried out mainly at visible wavelengths with the
3.58m New Technology Telescope (NTT). The telescope was built, as the name suggests,
to prove new ideas in telescope design. The telescope is the first one in the world to be
equipped with active optics (Tarenghi and Wilson, 1989). The monolithic primary mirror is
thin enough to be flexible. It is supported by a series of small motors controlled by a computer
to maintain the optimal shape of the reflecting surface regardless of the mount position. The
enclosure of the NTT was an innovative design in itself (Murtagh, 1988, see Figure 2.1). The
dome is angular which is a more compact design than the traditional semi-spherical shape,
with windscreens allowing to reduce the adverse effects of high wind speeds, and a series of
flaps providing ventilation and temperature control that reduce the air turbulence.
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The NTT is a 3.58m Ritchey-Chrétien (R-C) telescope with an altitude-azimuth mount.
The telescope has operated a suite of instruments since its first light in 1989, and is currently
equipped with two, installed in the Nasmyth foci. One of them is the ESO Faint Object
Spectrograph and Camera (version 2) (EFOSC), used by the ESO LP. The instrument is fitted
with a filter wheel, a grism wheel, and a slit wheel. It can be used in spectroscopy and
imaging modes, and different variants of both. In the ESO LP both the imaging, mostly in
the Bessel V and R filters, and long slit spectroscopy mode were used. The CCD detector of
the instrument has 2048× 2048 pixels and a field of view of 4.1′ × 4.1′.
The 72 nights of observing time awarded at the NTT were divided into three-night seg-
ments, which are conventionally referred to as ‘observing runs’. Over the four years of
ESO LP a total of 24 observing runs were conducted at the NTT to monitor the selected
targets photometrically and spectroscopically. Two observing runs at NTT, in February 2013
and April 2014, had been performed by the author of this thesis.
ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) – observatory code 309
Observations from the NTT were supplemented with infra-red observations from the VLT
Imager and Spectrometer for mid-InfraRed (VISIR) instrument at the VLT in ESO’s Paranal
observatory in Chile. The VLT is actually a set of four 8.2m R-C Unit Telescopes (UTs),
as shown in Figure 2.2a. The telescopes are equipped with monolithic active mirrors, and
situated in angular domes that are an improvement on the NTT design (the dome is shown
in Figure 2.2b). The four telescopes are accompanied by four smaller, 1.8m, mobile Auxiliary
Telescopes. A maximum of three Unit Telescopes and three Auxiliary Telescopes can be
combined in an advanced optical interferometer.
Each Unit Telescope was built to accommodate up to three instruments, two in the Nas-
myth foci, and one in the Cassegrain focus. The ESO LP made use one of the Units, UT3,
Melipal. The Programme primarily used the VISIR instrument is mounted in Cassegrain
focus of Melipal for infra-red photometry. For each object observed with VISIR a series of
images was taken, using a wide range of narrow-band filters, to obtain information about
thermal properties of asteroid surfaces. One of the ESO LP targets was also observed opti-
cally with VIMOS, another instrument on UT3.
The observations with VISIR were initially planned to parallel the optical campaign with
the NTT. However, the collection of infra-red data was interrupted when the instrument
was temporarily decommissioned during the original ESO LP. Recently, more time has been
awarded at the VLT to compensate for the earlier disruption (PI: S. Lowry, A. Roz˙ek is a
Co-I). Therefore, the author of this work performed one of the observing runs with VISIR, in
March 2017.




(b) VLT Unit Telescope 3 - Melipal
Figure 2.2: The upper panel (a) shows the view of Paranal telescope platform as seen from
the astronomers’ hotel Residencia. The positions of telescope control room and VLT Unit
Telescope 3, Melipal, are marked. The Very Large Telescope is a set of four identical large
Unit Telescopes, and four smaller Auxiliary Telescopes. All telescopes can be connected in an
optical interferometer. The lower panel (b) showsMelipal dome opening up for an observing
night. The modular windscreen is visible from under the dome slit. The flaps on the side of
the dome, visible to the left, and the gates below the movable part of the dome can also be
opened for improved air circulation. Pictures taken by A. Roz˙ek during her observations at
VLT in March 2017.
Facilities used by supporting campaigns
The photometric monitoring was conducted at other ground-based facilities in concert with
the ESO LP observations allowing to broaden the lightcurve coverage for some objects. The
term ‘YORP programme’ can be used when referring to the extended campaign. Presented
below are the main instruments that provided observations included in this thesis work. A
complete list of facilities and instruments used, with a rough estimate of the total length of
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time utilised at each facility to obtain data, can be found in Table 2.1.
Table Mountain Observatory (TMO) – observatory code 673
A primary source for the lightcurves of (1917) Cuyo, besides NTT, has been the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL)’s 0.6m telescope at the Table Mountain Observatory in the Angeles Na-
tional Forest, Wrightwood, USA. The telescope is a R-C telescope with instruments mounted
in the Cassegrain focus. The telescope is equipped with a with a 1k × 1k CCD detector that
has a 8.9°× 8.9° field of view.
Palomar Observatory, Hale Telescope – observatory code 675
Another important telescope is the 5.1m Hale Telescope at the Palomar Observatory in the
Cleveland National Forest on Palomar Mountain in the USA. The telescope has a Cassegrain
optical design on an equatorial mount and is operated by the California Institute of Tech-
nology (Caltech). The YORP programme lightcurves had been acquired using the Large
Format Camera (LFC) set in the prime focus of the telescope. The detector is a mosaic of six
CCDs, but only one of them was used in the observations presented. The single CCD has
the dimensions of 2048× 4096 pixels and a field of view 6′ × 12.3′ and the lightcurve were
usually collected using the Bessel R filter.
Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) – observatory code 950
The biggest contribution to the (85990) 1999 JV6 optical observing campaign comes from
another Cassegrain telescope set on an equatorial mount, the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope
(INT) at Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory on La Palma, Spain. The telescope is part of
the Isaac Newton Group of telescopes (ING) operated jointly by three institutions, British
Science and Technology Facilities Council, Dutch Nederlanse Organisatie voor Wetenschap-
pelijk Onderzoek, and Spanish Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias. The primary focus of the
telescope hosts the Wide Field Camera (WFC), an array of four 2048× 4100 CCDs, giving a
total field of view 34′ × 34′.
ESO 2.2m – observatory code 809
At the La Silla observatory is a 2.2m telescope operated by the GermanMax-Planck Institute,
that until October 2013 was run by ESO on loan from the MPI. The telescope is a R-C on an
equatorial mount. The Cassegrain focus of the telescope is equipped with the Wide Field
Image (WFI) camera, a mosaic of eight 2046× 4128 pixel CCDs, covering a total field of view
of 34′ × 33′.














Telescope Observatory Code Institution Country Diameter Instrument Type Total
[m] [h]
New Technology Telescope La Silla 809 European Southern Observatory Chile 3.58 EFOSC optical 430
Very Large Telescope Paranal 309 European Southern Observatory Chile 8.2 VISIR infra-red 42
Ritchey-Chrétien Table Mountain 673 Jet Propulsion Laboratory USA 0.6 1k × 1k CCD optical 133
Hale Palomar 675 Caltech USA 5 LFC optical 108
Liverpool Telescope La Palma 950 Liverpool John Moores University Spain 2 CCD optical 40
Isaac Newton Telescope La Palma 950 Isaac Newton Group of telescopes Spain 2.5 WFC optical 27
ESO 2.2m La Silla 809 Max-Planck Institute Chile 2.2 WFI optical 7
Faulkes Telescope South Siding Spring E10 LCOGTN Australia 2 CCD optical 4.5
Very Large Telescope Paranal 309 European Southern Observatory Chile 8.2 VIMOS optical 4
Danish 1.5m La Silla 809 European Southern Observatory Chile 1.54 DFOSC optical 1.25
William E. Gordon Arecibo 251 NAIC Puerto Rico 305 Planetary Radar radar 20
Deep Space Station 14 Goldstone 252 JPL USA 70 GSSR radar 12
Robert C. Byrd Green Bank 256 Green Bank Observatory USA 100 receiver radar 6
Table 2.1: Overview of the observatories participating in the ESO Large Programme (ESO LP) and supporting campaigns. The ta-
ble lists the ESO LP facilities (first section, orange background), supporting optical facilities (second section, green), and radio fa-
cilities (third section, blue). Telescope is the name or a conventional designation used for the facility. Observatory is the location
of the telescope. Code is the official MPC observatory designationa. Institution is the organisation responsible for facility operations.
Country is where the instrument is placed. Diameter gives the size of the primary mirror of the telescope in meters. Type indicates
at what wavelengths were the observations conducted. Total gives a lower estimate of total length of data set gathered in hours.
Acronyms used in the table: ESO - European Southern Observatory, LCOGTN - Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network, NAIC -
National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, EFOSC - ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (version 2), VISIR - VLT Imager and Spectrom-
eter for mid-InfraRed, CCD - charge-coupled device, LFC - Large Format Camera, WFC - Wide Field Camera, WFI - Wide Field Image, VIMOS -
VIsible MultiObject Spectrograph, DFOSC - Danish Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera, GSSR - Goldstone Solar System Radar.
ahttp://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/lists/ObsCodesF.html
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by author of this thesis. However, observations are still being conducted to get follow-up
data sets for selected objects of interest. Recently, a notable addition has been made to
the campaign by using the planetary radars at Arecibo and Goldstone observatories, as is
discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2.
2.1.3 Image acquisition of NEAs
To measure the light variation of small bodies investigated in this work, series of images
were taken using telescopes equipped with instruments that record optical light on charge-
coupled device (CCD) chips. In short, a CCD is an array of capacitors (pixels) accumulating
free electrons generated by photons striking a layer of silicon. The charge accumulated in
each pixel is then transferred to a read-out region and translated into analog-to-digital units
(ADUs). The number of ADUs (also called counts) is proportional to the amount of charge
accumulated, which in turn depends linearly on the intensity of incident light. Therefore,
the intensity of light coming from the source can be easily quantified.
There are many different architectures of CCDs applied in modern astronomical instru-
ments (for the list of facilities used by ESO LP and in this thesis see Table 2.1) but regardless
of a specific design all of them share similar characteristics and problems. Therefore, a typical
observing night at an optical facility starts with the instrument cool-down and calibration.
Due to electron noise at high temperatures the CCD cameras need to be cooled a few tens
of degrees below the ambient temperature. However, the detector still has a non-zero initial
charge, so-called bias level, that needs to be later removed from the science frames. To mea-
sure that initial charge, the CCD is read out a few times. The sensitivity of the detector is
uneven across the chip, and the design and faults of optical system can cause the sensor to
be unevenly illuminated. Those imperfections are dealt with by obtaining so-called flat-field
calibration at an evenly illuminated screen, or twilight sky.
The images of NEAs are taken with the telescope position adjusted throughout the obser-
vation to accommodate the asteroids’ motion across the sky. The exposure time of a single
frame is usually set to be below 5% of the full rotation to resolve the lightcurve features.
Using long exposure times can bring forward some more imperfections of the CCD detector
used. Some devices will accumulate random electron noise, that can be corrected using dark
frames. The dark frames are taken with closed shutter, with the same exposure times as
science images, to statistically accumulate the same noise. For some CCD architectures the
thickness of optical elements can be close to the wavelength of the collected light, leading
to occurrence of interference patterns in the images. The so-called fringe effect is additive,
accumulating with exposure time and magnified by bright sky emissions. It is especially vis-
ible in the Bessel-R filter of the EFOSC camera used in this work (see example in Figure 2.4).
The R filter is still used due to high sensitivity of the CCD in the red part of the spectrum.
However, the Bessel-V filter is free from the fringe pattern, so it was applied as well.
Another factor to take into account is the asteroids’ apparent motion relative to the stellar
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background. In case an asteroid is bright enough the exposure time can be limited, so that the
target would move no further than by the value of seeing across the sky. Then the telescope
can be used with sidereal tracking, only compensating for the Earth’s rotation. In some cases
sidereal tracking is discouraged, when a longer exposure is required because the asteroid is
too faint and moves quickly, which is not an unlikely scenario for a NEA. Then the telescope
follows the asteroid’s motion to keep it in one place on the detector during a single exposure
and the stars in frame get slightly elongated. However, to avoid the asteroid always falling
on the same area of CCD throughout a night, some observatories offer the possibility to
dither the telescope position between the exposures. This is sometimes needed to correct for
systematic errors that might be still present even in the pre-processed images. Finally, the
observer must consider that motion of the object over a few hours of observations can be
larger than the size of the detector used. To ensure the correct tracking, the asteroid positions
are frequently updated throughout the observation series, using ephemeris generated using
the Horizons ephemeris system. The observer has to plan and monitor the target movement
to maintain the asteroid within the CCD frame, and ensure continuity of background stars
during observations. That means planning for overlaps between the sets of stars visible in
the image at different time. Finder charts are usually prepared ahead of an observing night
to ensure identification of the target.
2.1.4 Pre-processing of CCD imaging data
The images are not ready for measurements immediately after recording. As mentioned
above, the device accumulates electric noise, the sizes of some sensor elements are of the
same scale as the wavelengths of the light detected causing internal interference, and the
sensitivity varies across the detector. On top of that, the pixels degrade with time creating
regions where the information can be unreliable, and the Sun constantly emits high-energy
radiation which penetrates through the instrument causing bright spots to appear on the
images.
Fortunately, all of those problems can be dealt with using well known image re-
duction methods. The process has been described and detailed in numerous sources
(French and Binzel, 1989; Berry and Burnell, 2005), so the rest of this section will be just brief
overview of the procedure outlined on a schematic in the Figure 2.3. The IRAF system was
used for the purpose of data reduction and extraction of asteroid instrumental magnitudes
(Tody, 1986, 1993; National Optical Astronomy Observatories, 1999).
Step 0 - Science frames assessment
Before the actual data reduction begins all images are examined for some obvious problems.
For example, the presence and position of the observed object in the frames has to be con-
firmed. To locate the asteroid the imaging frames are compared with finder charts for the
time the observations were performed (see illustration in Figure 2.5). If the imaging was
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of CCD-image data reduction. Red fields mark input data, purple
field marks user-defined parameters, orange field is output of one part of the process that is
being used as input to the other, and yellow field contains the output. Blue fields are points
at which decisions are made about how the analysis proceeds, green fields mark steps of the
data reduction. The optional input and steps of the analysis are connected to the main flow
with dashed lines. The process is described in Section 2.1.4.
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done with an array of CCDs, the chip that contains the object is identified and the rest of the
mosaic is not used in further processing. The images in which the asteroid image is clearly
on top of a stellar image or overexposed frames, can be discarded at this step as well. An
additional step might be trimming the science and calibration frames to crop out regions
with bad pixels, that contain no useful information.
Step 1 - Bias removal
First step is removing the detector initial charge from frames. The calibration frames used for
that purpose are taken with 0 s exposure time. Depending on the telescope, those are usually
taken in a series at the beginning and end of the night, but sometimes also throughout
the night, to monitor the detector performance. Those bias images are checked for any
irregularities, as they should have small pixel-to-pixel variation and have a low median
pixel value relative to the maximum value possible. The images are combined into a master
bias, by taking a median value of each pixel after rejecting the most extreme values. The
median value is preferred to mean as being less likely to be affected by outliers. The master
bias frame is then subtracted from all science and calibration frames.
Step 2 - Dark current removal
Some CCD detectors accumulate charge during exposure solely due to thermal radiation of
the instrument itself. This is called the dark current and needs to be accounted for. For that
purpose a series of calibration images, dark frames, are taken with the same exposure times
as the science images, but with the camera shutter closed. The dark frames are then combined
by averaging the pixel values into a master dark which is subtracted from the science images.
However, most large observatories, like the ESO NTT, operate effective cooling systems of
their instruments. At a sufficiently low temperature, specific to each camera, the acquisition
of the dark current is slow enough to be negligible, and the use of dark frames is no longer
required.
Step 3 - Bad pixel correction
The CCD detectors degrade with time and bad pixels (either dark or saturated) start appear-
ing in the images taken with an aged CCD. Those can be removed by using maps of bad
pixels provided by an observatory. Alternatively the areas of the image where the correction
is to take place can be selected manually during data reduction. The values of bad pixels
in the original image are substituted by interpolating values from surrounding areas. This
procedure should be performed with care and any objects or field stars measured known to
initially lay on bad pixels should be treated with adequate caution. Sometimes the procedure
is omitted altogether, for example when there are no obvious faults to the image.
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Step 4 - Flat-field correction
One significant source of error on a CCD comes from the imperfections of the chip and the
optical system that are being used. Tiny grains of dust on the optical elements, uneven
sensitivity of the chip and irregular illumination of the recording area can all be dealt with
using a process called flat-field correction. The calibration frames used for that purpose
are dubbed flat fields, as they are known to be uniformly illuminated. They are usually
taken at dawn or dusk, when the sky is still bright, at an area of sky with low star count.
Alternatively, an evenly illuminated screen can be used. The sensor, as well as the optical
system, will behave slightly differently depending on the wavelength of the light detected.
This is why a different flat field is required to correct images taken in each filter. The exposure
times of flat fields often vary, hence they are scaled before taking out the median and creating
the master flat. The scaling factor depends on the average number counts, measured in the
same region of each flat field frame. The science exposures are then divided by the master-flat
frame scaled to the image’s average background value, measured in a star-less area of the
image.
Step 5 - Fringe correction (for R images)
De-fringing of the images is the next level of field correction. The distinct fringe pattern
can appear in the background of images taken in the red part of the spectrum, especially
when there is a high level of sky emission or the exposure time is long. The fringing is a
product of light interference on the layers of the CCD chip, creating patterns similar in their
nature to Newton’s rings (Gullixson, 1992), with alternating lighter and dimmer areas. In
this thesis, it was necessary to apply this kind of correction to the images from NTT’s EFOSC
taken in Bessel R filter, as shown in Figure 2.4. The fringe subtraction procedure described
here is similar to the method offered by EFOSC instrument team (Snodgrass and Carry,
2013). However, the automatic scripts available through the instrument website proved to
be ineffective in finding correct fringe scaling factors.
Fringing patterns are generally fixed as they are a function of the CCD detector thickness
rather than the observing conditions. A fringe map showing the pattern, characteristic to
the used filter, might be available from an instrument’s website, as is case for EFOSC*. The
amplitude of the fringes, however, is a function of the background sky level and varies
throughout the night. The scaling factor of the fringe map is measured as a ratio of the
amplitude of the fringes in the image and in the map.
For the observations reported here the amplitude of the fringes is probed using six pairs
of regions in each image. Each pair corresponds to one bright and one dark region in the
fringe map (see Figure 2.4a). The difference between any pair of regions should scale in the
same way across the image for a single exposure. The fringe map multiplied by the scaling
factor can be removed from the image.
*http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/lasilla/instruments/efosc/inst/fringing.html












(a) Fringe map (b) Raw image (c) Correction applied
Figure 2.4: An example of a fringe map supplied for the EFOSC at the New Technology
Telescope is in the leftmost panel (a). The coloured rectangles show the selection of bright
(marked with white) and dark (marked with green) fringe-pattern regions used for scaling
the fringe amplitude. Middle panel (b) is the image of (1917) Cuyo taken with a 45 s exposure
time in Bessel R filter on 25th February 2012 at 3:23:16 UT (see Chapter 4). The last panel (c)
shows the effect of fringe removal. The large bad-pixel region in the bottom-right corner of
the image was intentionally left uncorrected, as measurements done on extrapolated values
would hold little merit.
The resulting image is then smoothed. Each pixel in the image is assigned an average
value from the 5 by 5 pixel region around it. The quality of fringe removal can be then
assessed visually, as the smoothing would emphasise any residual fringes. In case fringes
are still present, the fringe scaling factor is later manually adjusted, and the process goes
through as many iterations as necessary to obtain satisfactory results.
Step 6 - Cosmic rays
Cosmic rays are emissions of high-energy particles causing rapid accumulation of charge
in single CCD pixels. They need to be removed if they lay inside the apertures used for
measuring instrumental magnitudes of stars and asteroids. If they lay in the region of sky
background measurements, they can usually be disregarded The median sky value from
few tens of pixels is taken into account in photometry and a cosmic ray normally spreads
over just a few pixels. The region containing a cosmic ray is marked and interpolated from
surrounding area, in a process similar to removing bad pixels. Though, while the bad pixel
correction is automatic and uses predefined bad pixel maps or regions, the positions of
cosmic rays are input manually on an image-by-image basis.
2.1.5 Relative photometry of asteroids
After all frames from a given night are reduced for the detector artefacts and cosmic rays,
the actual photometric measurements can begin. The procedure described below was used
whenever the author was performing the photometry. The IRAF data reduction system was
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Figure 2.5: Identification of the target and background stars. The right panel (a) is the finder
chart prepared for observations of (1917) Cuyo at the NTT on the night of 4th/5th February
2013. The image has the angular size of the EFOSC chip. The asteroid positions throughout
the time it was observable are marked with a white arrow, labelled with UT times at which
the object would be found along the track. The left panel (b) is a reduced science frame of
(1917) Cuyo taken on 5th February 2013, at 08:15:06 UT with the NTT (see Chapter 4). The
FWHM was measured to be 7 pixels. The asteroid is marked with yellow circles with radii
of 10.5 and 14 pixels (1.5 and 2 FWHM). The stars are marked with blue circles with radii of
14 and 21 pixels (2 and 3 FWHM). The red-crossed star in the centre of the image was too
bright for relative photometry.
used, along with CL (IRAF interface) (Tody, 1986, 1993). The author used custom AWK and
BASH scripts to speed up and partially automate the process.
The object is at this stage identified on the frames. Once the asteroid is correctly located,
it is marked on each image, the centroid is measured by an IRAF routine, and its coordinates
are recorded. A group of bright stars present in the field is then selected as background
comparison stars. Usually, the background stars are hand-picked on the first image and their
positions are recorded, and then just one star is used as reference to calculate the shifts in
stellar positions between the first and subsequent frames. Those shifts are then applied to the
positions of the other background stars and centroids are found for all of them. It sometimes
happens that the asteroid is too faint to correctly measure its centroid in the images. In that
case, the position of the asteroid relative to the stars is measured on a few images and then it
is calculated for the remainder of frames, based on the asteroids proper motion ephemeris.
To ensure accurate measurement of target brightness, a few reference stars are used,
preferably brighter than the object itself and distributed around the chip. An example of
such selection is shown in Figure 2.5b. The stars selected cannot be too bright, as each CCD
has its saturation level, or a maximum ADU value. An object that is sufficiently bright can
generate a charge too large for the CCD capacitors, producing a saturated image with a sharp
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Figure 2.6: The average monthly seeing
at two ESO sites in Chile. The orange line
corresponds to the La Silla site (home to
NTT), while the blue line marks measure-
ments for Paranal (hosting the VLT). The
conditions are given for 500 nm observa-
tions at zenith, and are measured by Dif-
ferential IMage Monitors (DIMM) at each




cut-off and a flat top rather than a smooth profile. The photometry done on stars that are
saturated or close to saturating is highly inaccurate, as this is the regime where CCDs loose
their linear response to illumination and some information on their brightnesses is lost, so
such stars had to be avoided.
The images of unresolved objects, or point-sources, like stars and asteroids on a CCD
frame, usually span across multiple pixels in a way described by the image point-spread
function (PSF). A cut across a given well-sampled star on the image reveals the profile of
the PSF, similar to a Gaussian curve. One of the main characteristics of the PSF is the width
of the profile at the level corresponding to half of its height, called the full width at half
maximum (FWHM). When given in arc-seconds, this quantity is considered the angular
resolution of the image. It is limited by the diffraction of light by the optical system and,
by seeing conditions on the night of observations. The seeing conditions are determined
by the fluctuations in the atmosphere and are greatly depend on the climate on site. As-
tronomical observatory sites are usually set up in dry, high-altitude site that benefit from
low atmospheric turbulence, and therefore excellent seeing conditions, like the ESO sites at
La Silla and Paranal (their average seeing is illustrated in Figure 2.6). Adaptive optics can
reduce the influence of seeing on the quality of the observations, but telescopes equipped
with such systems were not used in the photometric study presented here. The objective
when collecting images to be used in the aperture photometry applied here is to integrate
the amount light collected from a source rather than to obtain a very sharp image.
The pointing of the telescope at a certain patch of the sky is maintained throughout
observation by allowing the telescope to follow the apparent motion of the sky resulting from
Earth’s rotation. This set-up of the telescope motion is called sidereal tracking. However, the
asteroidsmove across the stellar background. Gathering light of the asteroid is a priority here,
therefore the telescope can be set to follow its motion, in a set-up called differential tracking.
The differential tracking causes the asteroids appear roughly circular in the science frames
analysed in this thesis. To gather most of the light emitted by a source a circular aperture
around the centroid of the object is set up, that had diameter a few times the FWHM. The
FWHM is usually measured on the target. However, in case the object is too faint, and the
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(a) Stacking on stars (b) Stacking on asteroid
Figure 2.7: A sum of three images of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 taken on 4
th February 2013
with EFOSC instrument at the NTT (see Chapter 5). The images were registered on the
background stars (a), so the change of the apparent position of the object can be clearly seen.
The images in the second panel (b) were stacked keeping the asteroid position fixed.
stars appear circular, the FWHM can be measured on the field stars and averaged. Separate
values were normally used for each science frame. In exceptional cases of very stable seeing
conditions a single FWHM can be applied throughout a night. In most cases described in this
thesis, an aperture about 1.5-2 times larger than the FWHM that was used for the asteroids
(see illustration in Figure 2.5b).
The asteroids move across the sky especially quickly if they are NEAs, which were the
original focus of this work, observed most often when they are passing close to Earth. They
are also likely to be quite faint objects requiring long exposure times. This means that
following the stellar motion can smear the image of the asteroid if the exposure time is
too long. The alternative is to set the telescope to follow the asteroid across the sky. This
allows the observer to keep all the light of the asteroid in one place on the CCD, but it also
means the stars might get trailed. If the stellar trail is not much longer than the seeing,
expressed as the maximum imaging resolution in seconds of arc, taking a slightly larger
circular aperture diameter than for the object, around 2-3 times the FWHM, is normally
sufficient (see illustration in Figure 2.5b). In case of strong trailing, a rectangular aperture is
applied, with the star trail centred within it. One side length is set to a multiple of FWHM
and the other to a sum of the multiple of FWHM and length of the trail.
On deciding the exposure time the observer has to compromise between having low
signal-to-noise ratio for the asteroid or allowing the stars (or object) to trail. It might arise
during the analysis that the exposure time was too short to get a reliable lightcurve. In that
case, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio on the object, science frames need to be stacked.
The images are divided into groups and then summed in two ways, giving a set of two
output images for each group. In the first way, each group of frames is registered on the
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background stars, shifted, so that the stellar images would fall always in the same location
and then summed (see Figure 2.7a). The instrumental magnitudes of stars are calculated
using this image. In the second, the frames are registered on the asteroid and then summed
(see Figure 2.7b). The photometry of the asteroid is then performed on the resulting image. A
sum of exposure times for each frame is adopted as the new exposure time, and the moment
halfway between the beginning of the first exposure and the end of the last in the sum is
adopted as the new observation time.
The IRAF photometry routines are used to calculate instrumental magnitudes, minst, of
the object and the stellar background, using Equation (2.1) regardless of the aperture shape.





minst the instrumental magnitude of the measured object
m0 the instrumental 0-point, it is chosen arbitrarily, but kept constant through-
out the measurements performed for a given night,
I the total flux in ADU,
texp the exposure time (in seconds).
The flux, I, is expressed in ADUs and is the total number of counts in the aperture
excluding sky background. It is calculated by summing all pixel values within the aperture
and subtracting the average sky pixel count (calculated on a small region of sky surrounding
the aperture).
The instrumental magnitude measurement has its associated error which is computed by












merr is the instrumental magnitude error in magnitudes,
g the camera gain in electrons per ADU,
A area of the aperture (in pixels2),
σ the standard deviation of the pixel value distribution in the aperture,
nsky the number of sky pixels averaged to get the sky pixel value.
Raw instrumental magnitudes of the asteroid obtained in this manner will not yet be
the final data product. The variation in the lightcurve will come not only from the intrinsic
changes of brightness of the observed object, but also from fluctuations in seeing due to
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Figure 2.8: The three panels show how a relative lightcurve is constructed. The first panel
(A) shows the raw instrumental magnitudes as measured for the asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6
on 23rd January 2015 at the Table Mountain Observatory (see Chapter 5). The middle panel
(B) represents the variations in averaged ∆m of all the reference stars over the time, which
illustrate changing observing conditions. Finally, the rightmost panel (C) depicts the final
relative lightcurve, obtained by subtracting the ∆m from the raw instrumental magnitudes.
The instrumental magnitudes in each panel are plotted against time (in days) since the first
observation of the night. The horizontal scale is the same for all three images. The units on
the vertical scale are the same for all three panels.
weather conditions and the fact that the objects are observed at a changing airmass. The
background stars present in the imaging frames should in principle have constant brightness
throughout the night, so the measurements of changes to their instrumental magnitudes
between frames can be used to correct the asteroid brightness for systematic shifts.
The first frame in a night or in a subset of frames is treated as a reference frame. For
subsequent images a difference between instrumental magnitude of each background star
on the current and reference frames, ∆m, is calculated. The ∆ms for all background stars
are then used to calculate a weighted average, with the inverse squares of merr for each star
used as weights. For all background stars the ∆ms should be changing in a similar way. If
there are any discrepancies, due to bad columns or cosmic rays, the star in question can be
either corrected or temporarily removed from the average ∆m. It is also straightforward to
identify any intrinsic variability of the star and the variable star can be immediately dropped
from the analysis. The ∆m rather than m is used, as it allows to easily combine stars of
different brightnesses. Using the variation in stellar brightnesses ∆m has also the advantage
of enabling linking parts of a light curve when the field of view changes and a new set of
background stars has to be established.
The averaged ∆m of the background stars is then subtracted from the asteroid instrumen-
tal magnitude, see Figure 2.8. The corrected magnitudes obtained this way are not calibrated,
they just represent the relative changes of asteroid brightness throughout the night. Ab-
solute photometry would require obtaining photometric standards for each observational
data set and that condition is not always met for the observations presented. Though, the
shape effects are preserved in the relative lightcurves, making them sufficient for the shape
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modelling procedures used.
2.2 Radar observations
2.2.1 Overview of asteroid radar observations
The radar observations provide a rich source of information about Solar System bodies.
For over 50 years they had been used to map and monitor the surfaces of inner planets,
the moons, including the Galilean satellites and our Moon, comets, both Main Belt and
near-Earth asteroids, and even the rings of Saturn. The uniqueness of this technique is that
the astronomer is performing an active experiment and is not restricted to being a passive
observer. Before recording the light reflected off a target surface, the observer has an active
role in determining the properties of the light that illuminates the object (Ostro, 1989).
In a radar experiment an electromagnetic wave with a specific frequency is transmitted
in the direction of the observed body. Upon reflection the signal frequency gets shifted due
to the movement of the object along the line-of-sight, and the reception of signal can get
delayed due to the radio wave having to travel additional distance to different parts of an
object’s surface. The returning radiation is converted to voltage, sampled and recorded for
further analysis. The Doppler spectrum or Doppler-delay image of the target is later obtained
by means of fast Fourier transform of the recorded signal. Unlike an optical image which
is a projection of a fragment of sky on the detector, the radar image is not perpendicular,
but rather parallel to the line of sight (as was shown in Figure B.4). This complicates the
telescope pointing as it is not only the position of the object on the plane-of-sky that needs
to be tracked, but also the radial velocity, contributing to the Doppler offset of reflected
radiation, and distance. For that a precise ephemeris is needed and often adjusted during
the observation.
The radar observations have a wide range of applications in studies of near-Earth aster-
oids. The radar astrometric measurements are complimentary to the plane-of-sky measure-
ments, done with optical telescopes. They add the radial velocity and distance components,
which are measured with higher precision than the angular positions, significantly improv-
ing the accuracy of long-term orbital predictions. This improvement can lead, for example, to
a detection of the subtle non-gravitational forces acting on small NEAs, like the first asteroid
Yarkovsky detection on (6489) Golevka (Chesley et al., 2003, see also Section 1.3.3) or, more
recently, the OSIRIS-REx sample-return mission target (101955) Bennu (Chesley et al., 2014).
By comparing the transmitted and received signal strength one can determine radar
albedo of an object (Ostro, 1989). The surface roughness at the scale of the emitted signal
wavelength can be estimated based on the ratio of the signal received at the same (SC) and
opposite (OC) circular polarisation as the signal emitted. On each reflection from the asteroid
surface the polarisation of the radio wave changes sign. If the object was completely smooth,
only signal with OC polarization would be detected, so the presence of SC signal suggests







































Figure 2.9: The two shape models of asteroid (25143) Itokawa. Panel (a) shows four views of
the radar shape developed from delay-Doppler imaging (Ostro et al., 2004). Clockwise from
top-left they are: a general overview of the shape, a view from positive end of the z-axis,
a view from the negative end of y-axis, and from the positive end of the x-axis. Panel (b)
shows the same projections, but for a high-resolution model developed using the spacecraft
observations from Hayabusa (Demura et al., 2006; Gaskell et al., 2008). Both models were
rotated to align x-axes with maximum moment of inertia assuming an uniform density. To
be precise, they should be also shifted to account for the non-uniform density (Lowry et al.,
2014).
some wavelength-scale (cm) features. The SC/OC ratio is considered a measure of near-
surface roughness to the surface (Ostro et al., 2002) and it was found to be correlated with
the taxonomic classes of asteroids (Benner et al., 2008).
By combining radar observations with the lightcurves, it was possible to establish solid
spin-state and shapemodels for a few dozen near-Earth asteroids*. For example, the radar ob-
servations were instrumental in determining the size and shape of the asteroid
(54509) YORP (2000 PH5). Combining the radar-derived quantities with the spin-state as-
sessed from optical lightcurves made the very first YORP effect detection possible
(Lowry et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2007, see also Section 1.4.4). The radar measurements were
also used to characterise shapes as well as orbital properties of NEA binary systems like
(66391) 1999 KW4 (Ostro et al., 2006). In terms of recovering fine surface details of asteroids,
radar is only surpassed by spacecraft missions. The reader is encouraged to compare the
radar shape of (25143) Itokawa (Ostro et al., 2004) with the spacecraft images (Demura et al.,
2006) and model (Gaskell et al., 2008), as shown in Figures 2.9 and 7.3. The radar model re-
produces the general shape properties of the asteroid, and conveys some of the information
on an uneven terrain, especially in vicinity of the neck region. However, it fails to reproduce
the fine details of rocks and boulders visible in spacecraft images and model.
The two main facilities used to perform radar experiments on Solar System objects are
*http://echo.jpl.nasa.gov/
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the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico (Ostro, 1999) and Goldstone Solar System Radar in
the US (Slade et al., 2011). Both were used for this work and the first one was visited by the
author of this thesis. Both telescopes have their unique advantages, for example, Arecibo is
more sensitive and Goldstone has the ability to track objects for longer periods of time, and
were frequently proven to be complimentary (Ostro, 1989; Ostro et al., 2002; Benner et al.,
2015).
TheWilliam E. Gordon telescope in Arecibo is the biggest telescope in theworld equipped
with a radar transmitter (Figure 2.10a). With a 305m diameter it had only recently given
up the first place as the largest single-dish radio-telescope to the Chinese FAST instrument
which has a 500m dish, but lacks the radar capabilities (Nan et al., 2011). The Arecibo tele-
scope has a spherical primary mirror set in a natural depression of a karst sink-hole in a
mountainous region of the western part of the tropical island of Puerto Rico. The Planetary
Radar transmitter is an S-band antenna capable of transmitting signal of the power of up
to 1MW, although it usually operates at the level of about 800 kW. The central frequency
of the transmitted signal is 2380MHz, corresponding to wavelength of about 13 cm. The
transmitter is installed in a Gregorian dome containing parabolic secondary and tertiary mir-
rors, suspended from a massive moving platform 137m above the floor of the primary (see
Figure 5.3). The platform is equipped with a rotating azimuth arm, which allows tracking of
astronomical objects, although, because the position of the primary mirror is fixed, it offers
limited elevation range.
The other radar facility is the Goldstone Solar System radar. Its fully steerable DSS-14
70m antenna can be found in the Goldstone Deep Space Network complex in the Mojave
Desert in the United States (Figure 2.10b). The DSS-14, that can be also used for commu-
nications with spacecraft missions, equipped with a 500 kW X-band transmitter, is capable
of transmitting signal at 8560MHz (∼3.5 cm). For the purpose of radar experiments it can
be used in either a mono-static mode, where the same instrument is used to transmit and
receive signal, or it can provide the illumination for objects detected by other observatories
in bi-static mode, for example by the 100m Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (US) (Fig-
ure 2.10c). The Green Bank antenna is fully steerable and capable of receiving radio signal
between 200MHz and 116GHz. It is located across the Northern American continent from
Goldstone, in West Virginia.
2.2.2 Data processing
There are two basic types of radar observations. They are continuous-wave (cw) spectra and
delay-Doppler images. Regardless of the observation type, the experiments are performed
in a similar way and can be done in two modes. In mono-static mode of observations the
telescope transmits the signal roughly for a period of time that is required for the electromag-
netic wave to reach the target and come back, sometimes called the round-trip time (RTT).
To prevent loss of any returning signal the transmit time might be set to be a bit shorter than
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(a) Arecibo 305m telescope rim and Gregorian dome (http://www.naic.edu/~pradar/).
(b) Goldstone Deep Space Complex DSS-14 70m antenna (http://www.gdscc.nasa.gov/).
(c) Green Bank Telescope 100m dish (http://greenbankobservatory.org/telescopes/gbt-2/).
Figure 2.10: The three radio telescopes used in this work. The Arecibo image by the author,
Goldstone and Green Bank Telescope images from their respective websites.
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RTT, as the switching to receive mode might take some time. Then the telescope is receiving
the signal for as long as it was transmitted. The received radio echo is pre-processed by sets
of analogue mixers, filters and attenuators and finally sampled and recorded in digital form.
To save time lost on the switching between transmit and receive, which is especially
important for very close passes, the small bodies are sometimes observed in a bi-static mode.
The major difference is that one telescope emits the radiation to illuminate the target and
another one is used to record it. The transmit and receive times are then only limited by the
visibility of the target from both facilities used. In case of observations of (85990) 1999 JV6
(Chapter 5) the Goldstone antenna was used to transmit, with the Green Bank Telescope
receiving.
The reduction of the radar data was done largely using the scripts available at the Arecibo
Observatory computer system. Only a limited amount of interaction was required. Some
basics of the reduction process will be outlined here, following closely the description pro-
vided by Magri et al. (2007) and keeping the naming conventions therein. The Goldstone
observations were supplied already reduced, but the same principles hold.
Continuous-wave observations - Doppler spectra
The cw observations, in short, are a measurement of the Doppler offset of the frequency of the
transmitted signal. The cw spectra of the radar echo do not include the distance information,
but are useful to assess the ephemerides and give an initial indication of some of the object
properties. The frequency of transmitted or received signal is adjusted for the centre of mass
radial velocity using a precise Doppler ephemeris. Different parts of the object would be
seen at higher frequencies than the centre of mass frequency f0 if they are approaching the
observer, or lower frequencies if they are moving away. The breath of the received echo in





and it depends on the apparent diameter of the object, D, the wavelength of transmitted
radiation, λ, the synodic rotation period of the body, P, and the angle between the body spin
axis and the line of sight, or observational aspect angle, α (Ostro, 1989). As the apparent
diameter of the object would change through a rotation, combining the Bmeasurements at
different rotation phases at similar observing geometry (when the aspect does not change
much) provides some rough estimate of the pole-on silhouette of the object (see Figure 2.11).
The reduction of the digital cw observations entails performing an n-point fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the digitally sampled voltage time-series. The signal is sampled at a fs
frequency (which is the total bandwidth of the received signal, 12.5 kHz for current Arecibo
observations) and there are a total of ns samples collected over the integration time τ, where
ns = fs · τ. In mono-static observations this time is limited by the transmit-receive cycle. In
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Figure 2.11: A schematic of how a Doppler echo
of an irregularly shaped object is produced. The
returning radiation from the centre of mass would
have the same frequency as the emitted radio
wave, f0 (if the ephemeris is correct). The echo
from the parts of the object approaching the ob-
server would be shifted to higher frequencies ( f+),
and from the receding to lower ( f−). As the con-
tinuous-wave observations are not decoded in de-
lay, the power of the spectrum will be integrated
across the whole area moving with the same radial
velocity (see the dashed areas in different projec-
tions of the shape and the same in spectrum). The
measurements of the bandwidth, B, of the received
echo done across different rotation phases can be
used to reconstruct the convex hull of the pole-on
silhouette of the shape Ostro et al. (1988a). The im-
age is reproduced here from Ostro (1999) (Fig. 7).
case of the bi-static observations one can select a subset of the, typically long, time-series. The
frequency resolution is selected in post-processing by selecting an n that is, ideally, a divisor
of ns. The resolution of the FFTed signal is then fs/n, which cannot be higher than 1/τ. The
ratio of ns/n = Nlooks is the number of independent ‘looks’ at the objects, what would be
called individual frames in photometry. Multiple ‘looks’ can be summed incoherently to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the Doppler spectrum, which increases with
√
Nlooks. The
final spectra are normalised, so that the mean noise of any spectrum would be 0, and the
standard deviation of the noise is adopted as a unit of the power spectra.
In processing the Arecibo data, all cws taken consecutively were summed. The resolution
was then decreased by smoothing spectra reduced with highest possible frequency, usually
using a factor of 2 or 3, to avoid repeating performing FFTs of different lengths. The smooth-
ing was performed because the high-resolution spectra display many spikes confusing the
shape modelling algorithm.
Delay-Doppler imaging
The delay-Doppler imaging is donewith a coded signal being transmitted. The code provides
means to recover the information of the delay of the returning radiation. The recorded time-
series of voltages is then split into multiple delay ‘rows’ adding distance information missing
in Doppler spectra. The fast Fourier transform is applied to each ‘row’ separately. In a way, a
delay-Doppler image can be seen as a series of cw spectra taken at a range of distances to the
radar. The interpretation of the delay-Doppler images is not as straightforward as is the case
with direct imaging at optical wavelengths. The elements of the asteroid surface moving at
the same radial velocity and positioned at the same distance from the radar will contribute
to the same pixel even if they are physically separated on the object, see Figure 2.12. In other
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Figure 2.12: An illustration of how different surface elements are mapped onto a Doppler-
delay image. The right panel is a plane-of-sky projection of the asteroid (4179) Toutatis shape
model, the left panel is a modelled Doppler-delay image with delay on vertical axis and
Doppler frequency shift on horizontal. The three small dark grey regions on the model lay
in the same distance from the radar, and have the same radial velocity, thus are represented
as one region of the echo. The image is reproduced from Ostro et al. (2002) (Figure 1).
words, it is impossible to differentiate between echoes coming from positive or negative
latitudes on the object.
The code used for transmitting signals used in delay-Doppler imaging is a pseudo-
random binary sequence of instructions to invert, or not, the transmitted signal sinusoid
for a ‘baud’, b, length of time. It usually has a length, L, that is a prime number, and is set
up to have low self-correlation if the lag between two copies of the code is different than 0.
The code is repeated multiple times over the transmit time, τ, and each repetition is p= b · L
seconds long.
On receive, the signal is sampled with s samples per baud. The recorded signal is then
cross-correlated with the binary code, and the result is N · s rows that each contain a voltage
time-series that corresponds to a specific delay in the code, or distance to a surface element.
Each row is then subject to an n-point FFT, similar to how the Doppler spectra are treated.
The maximum FFT length is limited by the total number of code repetitions, nr, with nr =
τ/p. Using nr as the FFT length gives the highest possible frequency resolution. Usually,
the images are reduced with a lower n, resulting in a lower resolution than maximum, to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio, by effectively summing multiple ‘looks’ on a single image.
The result is an image with N · s rows corresponding to different delays and n columns
representing Doppler shifts and the power normalised so that a mean value of the noise
outside the echo is 0 and the r.m.s. is 1.
After initial reduction of the delay-Doppler Arecibo images, the subsequent images were
summed, to increase the number of ‘looks’. In order to further improve the SNR, the images
were binned in delay, an operation that is especially justified when s (the number of samples
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per baud) is higher than 1 decreasing the delay resolution of the images, but bringing it
closer to the actual baud length.
2.3 Preparing data for the shape modelling software input
The three types of observations described in this chapter have to be adequately formatted to
be used as an input of the shape and spin-state modelling software used. The lightcurve data
is the sole input for the convex lightcurve inversion, performed here using the CONVEXINV
package (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001; Kaasalainen et al., 2001; Dˇurech et al., 2010). Light-
curve and radar data can be combined to determine shape and spin-state models using the
SHAPE tools (Magri et al., 2007). The details of shape modelling are discussed in Chapter 3,
so this section summarises what kind of information is available to the modelling algorithm.
Formatting the CONVEXINV input file
The convex lightcurve inversion program CONVEXINV requires a file that starts with a single
line containing the number of input lightcurve files in the set. Then each set is initiated by
a line containing the number of data points and a 0/1 flag (0 marking relative lightcurves,
1 - calibrated). Each line consist of a light-time corrected Julian date (JD), brightness of the
object in intensity units , three-element vector describing the position of Sun relative to the
object (in ecliptic Cartesian coordinates), and three-element vector describing the position of
Earth relative to the asteroid. The light-time corrected JD represents the time the light left
the object, rather than when it was recorded on Earth, and is obtained from mid-exposure
JD by removing time it takes the light to travel the Earth-asteroid distance. The brightness in
intensity units is calculated from instrumental magnitude m as 10−(m−mo)/2.5, where mo is an
arbitrary offset, chosen so that the intensity would be close to 1. An example lightcurve input
file for the asteroid (1917) Cuyo is shown in the Appendix Figure D.1. A similar input file
format is used in the spin-state modelling with MATLAB scripts developed at the University
of Kent, that the author of this thesis expanded and improved. The only difference is an
additional column, containing the error in object’s brightness expressed in magnitudes (as
shown in the Appendix Figure D.2).
Formatting the SHAPE input file
The SHAPE modelling software was used here to integrate the lightcurve observations with
radar data. The program has an intricate system of formatting the input file. Rather than
a single file containing all of the information, like the input file for CONVEXINV, it gathers
various types of observations in one meta-file containing references to the actual data files.
The file begins with a number indicating the total number of different data sets, followed
by a meta-data description of each set. For a lightcurve set the meta-data contains the type
of the observations,‘lightcurve’, and an identification number of the scattering law used as
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there can be different formulae used for separate lightcurves. Next is a rough ephemeris
information: the distance to the object, the right ascensions and declinations. Those are given
for the observatory and the Sun only for a sample of dates at the time of observations, and
specific viewing geometries are later interpolated for each observational point. What follows
is the number of points in the lightcurve and a line containing the name of the data file, a flag
(‘f’ if the calibration factor can be adjusted and ‘c’, if the lightcurve is calibrated), calibration
factor which allows to adjust the level of the lightcurve and a weight that can be assigned
to the set. An example of a lightcurve meta-data file for asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is shown
in Appendix Figure D.3. The lightcurve file itself has just three columns: uncorrected JD
(mid-exposure time as registered on Earth), brightness of the object in magnitude scale and
uncertainty in magnitudes.
Preparing cw observations for SHAPE input
The SHAPE input file, like in case of the lightcurves, contains meta-data about the observation.
These include type of observations (‘doppler’), identification number of the radar scattering
law (determining how the asteroid surface will reflect the signal), ephemeris information
(apparent right ascension, declination and distance of the object), the nominal frequency of
the transmitted signal, the number of frequency bins, frequency resolution and the predicted
centre of mass position in the spectrum. As the observational ephemeris is usually not
perfect, it also contains a correction that needs to be applied to align the centre of mass
frequency f0 with the 0, corresponding to the location of centre of mass echo in the model
spectrum. Next is a Doppler scaling factor, that can be used to adjust the frequencies for
objects observed at a very low aspect. Then a data directory name follows and a number of
input data files. In lines describing each file, a link to the data file is given, along with the
standard deviation (unit of spectra power), calibration factor, number of ‘looks’ (see Nlooks
above), a weight that is considered in χ2 calculations, and a flag indicating whether a mask
should be applied. An example of a cwmeta-data file for asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is shown
in Appendix Figure D.4.
Preparing delay-Doppler images for SHAPE input
The SHAPE entry in the meta data file is similar as in the case of Doppler spectra. The data set
type is defined as ‘delay-Doppler’, followed by the identification number of scattering law
used, ephemeris information (right ascension, declination and distance to the object) and
transmitter frequency. The details of the delay dimension of the image include the number of
rows and pixel height, number of samples per baud, stride, which is the number of samples
per pixel, and code type which is always ‘short’ . The details of the Doppler dimension
include the number of columns, the pixel width in Hz, the centre of mass column (which can
have fractional part), DC column (as the signal is usually offset from the nominal transmitter
frequency) and the FFT length used to reduce the original data. A delay-Doppler correction
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polynomial can be added to account for the slight inaccuracy of the ephemeris prediction
of the signal location. Then, there is a Doppler scaling factor, serving the same role as for
cw spectra, data directory and number of input data files. Each file is described with a line
consisting of the file name, mid-exposure time, standard deviation of the signal (which is
typically 1), calibration factor, number of ‘looks’, centre of mass delay row number, a weight,
and a flag marking whether a mask file should be used. An example of a delay-Doppler
meta-data file for asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is shown in Appendix Figure D.4.
For the application in this thesis scripts available at the Arecibo Observatory computer
system were used to prepare the meta-files for lightcurves, Arecibo cw spectra and delay-
Doppler images. The descriptions of data-files provided by Goldstone observatory were
prepared manually, based on the information provided in the log files.
Chapter 3
Small body shape and spin-state modelling
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3.1 Convex lightcurve inversion
3.1.1 Introduction
Photometric lightcurves, as discussed in Chapter 2, are an invaluable resource for modelling
the physical properties of small Solar System bodies. The characteristics features of an optical
lightcurves, including their shapes, amplitudes, and timing, are related to the observing
geometries. The geometry information includes the distance between the observer and the
target, the solar elongation (angles between Sun, observer and target), phase angle (angle
between Sun, target and observer), timing of observations and location of the target on the
celestial sphere. The different observing geometries provide the observer with different
views of the target, changing illumination conditions and visibility of surface elements. The
lightcurve inversion methods are used for recovering the spin-states, surface properties
and shapes of the bodies from lightcurves taken at diverse geometries. An early analytical
analysis of the lightcurve inversion theory led to a long-lasting preconception that shape
and albedo effects are virtually inseparable (Russell, 1906). For a long time the lightcurve
analysis methods concentrated on retrieving information about the spin-state of the objects
and allowed reconstruction of only simple shape characteristic (Magnusson et al., 1989).
For example, the synodic rotation period can be obtained from even just one lightcurve by
means of FFT (Harris et al., 1989). However, the time at which certain lightcurve features are
observed is not only a function of the rotation period, but will change depending on the ob-
servational geometry. The epoch method makes use of timing the lightcurve features, under
assumptions that they are produced by the same shape feature on an asteroid rotating with a
constant sidereal period. By observing the change in the timing of the lightcurve features due
to relative motion of the target and the Earth, the epoch method provides an approximate po-
sition of the rotation pole, or at the very least a sense of rotation (Magnusson et al., 1989). An
elegant method of convex-profile inversion (Ostro and Connelly, 1984; Ostro et al., 1988b)
requires assumptions of an uniform and geometric scattering, convex shape and almost
equatorial viewing geometry. The modulation in the lightcurves under these assumptions
is attributed to the changing observed cross-sectional area of a rotating target, and a unique
solution can be determined. The method allows for extraction of the mean pole-on profile,
meaning an average of profiles obtained by intersecting the shape with planes parallel to
the equator. The convex-profile inversion provides reasonable results for regularly shaped
bodies, as can be seen in Chapter 4.
There are other semi-analytical, experimental and numerical approaches to lightcurve
inversion that have been reviewed in great detail before, most notably in Asteroids II
(Magnusson et al., 1989) and Asteroids III (Kaasalainen et al., 2002). The current develop-
ments of asteroid shape modelling tools concentrate around combining data from different
data sources, and go beyond the scope of purely lightcurve-based inversion (Asteroids IV
Dˇurech et al., 2015). The focus of a large part of this thesis is on the convex lightcurve in-
version method (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001; Kaasalainen et al., 2001; Dˇurech et al., 2010).
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This method takes full advantage of the shape information contained in the optical light-
curves of asteroids taken at different times, allowing the reconstruction of reliable shape
models. This method works best in recovering convex hulls. Reconstruction of non-
convex shapes using there methods is also possible, however it yields degenerate solutions
(Viikinkoski et al., 2015).
Albedo distribution, or differences in colour at the asteroid surface, could be a source
of lightcurve variation. In principal they require either a very extensive optical set of light-
curves’ or thermal observations to distinguish them from shape effects (Magnusson et al.,
1989). However, for the small bodies, like NEAs considered here, the shape effects seem
to prevail (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001). The spacecraft flyby data suggest little surface
reflectivity variation is to be expected for small NEAs due to their surfaces being covered in
a layer of dust-like regolith rendering the bodies uniform in colour (Sears, 2015).
The shapes reconstructed using the convex inversion lack concavities and are rarely cal-
ibrated in size. Still, they usually successfully reproduce the lightcurve features of even
strongly non-convex bodies, as shown for comet 67P (Chapter 6). Modelling shape concavi-
ties purely from lightcurves gives non-unique solutions and provides hints on the locations
of shape features rather than robust solutions. Another source of information about the
body features is required in order to resolve this ambiguity, like occultations, direct imaging,
or radar observations as discussed in Section 3.2.2 and applied to observations of asteroid
(85990) 1999 JV6 in Chapter 5.
3.1.2 Shape modelling with CONVEXINV and using this method to detect
YORP-induced torques
Convex shapes approximate the real asteroid features, but without any surface concavities
(like crevices or craters). The reconstructed shape resembles the convex hull of the real object,
which is commonly described as the real shape of the asteroid being ‘gift-wrapped’. The
shape modelling software used for the convex lightcurve inversion in this thesis is based
on the convex inversion package, CONVEXINV, released by Dˇurech et al. (2010). The inversion
problem, solved by the least-square optimisation in the CONVEXINV package, is cast as
~L = A~g (3.1)
as is stated by Kaasalainen and Torppa (2001, Eq. 2), where~L is the vector of measured
brightnesses of the asteroid, and ~g is the vector of parameters being fitted. The matrix A
describes the relation between ~g and~L. Most of the elements of vector ~g are related to the
shape of the object. The goal of the modelling is then to minimise the χ2 defined as a function
of the model parameters with the expression









































Figure 3.1: Within CONVEXINV procedures
an asteroid model is represented with
a set of vectors ginˆi, where nˆi is a unit
facet-normal vector, and gi is a scale factor
representing the surface area. The nˆi are a
collection of fixed-direction unit vectors,
usually surface normals of a sphere or an
ellipsoid (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001).
The ‘areas’ of the facets gi are optimised
to obtain the best least-squares fit to
the lightcurve data set, while keeping
the surface closed by observing Equa-
tion (3.3). The surface is triangulated
using the Minkowski regularisation
procedure after the modelling is done,
giving the shape model that is the actual
output (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001;
Kaasalainen et al., 2001; Dˇurech et al.,
2010).








with index i denoting a single lightcurve, and L¯(i) the mean brightness of the lightcurve
(expressed in units of intensity rather than magnitudes), following Kaasalainen and Torppa
(2001, Eq. 7). In a problem defined this way neither the uncertainties of individual data
points, nor the calibrated brightnesses are taken into account. This can be considered a
weakness of the method, as there is no direct way of decreasing the contribution of poor
quality observations from the fit. This issue was tackled in alternative lightcurve shape
modelling procedures (Viikinkoski et al., 2015).
Internally within the CONVEXINV procedure, the shape is at first approximated as a spher-
ical harmonic series. At a later stage of optimisation is represented with a selection of unit
vectors nˆi. Those are pre-determined facet normals of the optimised shape, describing the
initial surface (Figure 3.1). The unit surface normals are multiplied by areas gi that satisfy
two conditions. First of all that the shape is convex, ensured by keeping gi > 0, and that the




The problem stated in that way would always give a unique solution. However, the
asteroid shapes are rarely purely convex and might display albedo variegation across the
surface. Hence, minimisation of Equation (3.2) could yield a small residual in the Equa-
tion (3.3) that is fixed by using a convexity regularisation parameter implemented as a ‘dark’
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Step 0: Find peri-
odicity of the light-
curve observations
Is there a literature
period known?
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of shape modelling using convex lightcurve inversion method with
CONVEXINV. Green fields mark steps of modelling, and the blue field is used to mark the
decision to include literature period in the shape modelling procedure. The red field marks
input lightcurve data, purple fields mark user-defined input parameters, the orange field
highlights the lightcurve-derived period that is output of one part of the process and is
being used as input to the other, and yellow fields contain the output. The arrows mark the
sequence of modelling steps, with optional steps and input/output connected to the main
flow with grey dashed lines. The process is described in Section 3.1.2.
facet with an area selected to bring the sum in Equation (3.3) to zero. The contribution from
the ‘dark’ facet compensates for the lightcurve features impossible to reproduce with a con-
vex shape. The area of the dark facet is usually very small even for strongly non-convex
shapes (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001). To obtain a shape model that can be further used,
for example in modelling spin-state or application to thermal-infra-red data, an additional
step is needed. The surface of the internal representation of the shape, as shown in Figure 3.1,
is triangulated using Minkowski regularisation to create a mesh that can be used as input
for other procedures (see Figure 3.9).
The shape modelling procedure, that was applied in this thesis to lightcurve-only data
sets, utilises the convex inversion implementation by Dˇurech et al. (2010) and follows the
steps outlined in the scheme in Figure 3.2 and will be discussed in the next few paragraphs.
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Step 0 : Period estimation
The convex inversion software CONVEXINV requires an initial estimate of the spin-state solu-
tion. The synodic rotation period, acquired by fast Fourier transform from the lightcurve
data (Harris et al., 1989), can be used as a first approximation. The FFT method is usually
applied to a subset of available lightcurves, after applying a correction bringing all avail-
able lightcurves to a common observing geometry. Alternatively, a program included in the
modelling package can be used. It implements a different approach, where at a selection of
possible period values it probes 6 different pole locations and quickly optimizes an ellipsoid
shape and scattering function. The quality of fit, χ2, of the best solution for each period is
recorded while the information on pole location and preliminary shape is lost. The sidereal
period estimate with the lowest χ2 goodness-of-fit can then be selected and adopted as initial
period solution.
It is possible that this step could be omitted, if an earlier literature value of the period
was available for a given object. If there are no earlier evaluations of the period, or the mea-
surement is spurious, then one of the two available methods is applied to the full lightcurve
data set.
Step 1 : Period and shape optimisation
The position of the rotation pole for principal-axis-rotators (majority of the NEAs) is fixed
relative to the orbital plane of the body (see Figure B.2) and ecliptic plane (see Figure B.3).
Thus, the position of the spin-axis described with the pole ecliptic latitude, β, and pole
ecliptic longitude, λ. While it is possible for CONVEXINV to fit for the rotation pole along with
the shape, this introduces new parameters to the model and produces additional minima to
the fitting procedure. To avoid any ambiguity, in the work described here, a grid of fixed
pole positions is used, with period and shape optimised at each point. Usually the points are
selected on a rectangular grid with a target resolution. Normally a rough resolution on the
order of 10°× 10° is first applied to the full celestial sphere to find an initial pole orientation.
The rotation axis of the body is aligned with the z-axis of the shape, which should also
be the axis of the principle moment of inertia. The CONVEXINV does not output any initial
rotation phase offset. The starting T0, the epoch fromwhich the rotation phases are calculated,
is by default the Julian date of the very first data set, or first point in the oldest lightcurve,
rounded down to an integer. The T0 can also be forced to be a specific value, as sometimes it
can be beneficial to use a different date. Therefore the T0 defines the x-axis of the body-fixed
reference frame, as it is the time when the x-axis is in the plane of sky, see schematic in
Figure B.3 and discussion in Section 3.3.1 for an explanation of the relationship between the
body-centric and ecliptic coordinate systems. However, it has to be noted, that the x- and
y-axes of the body are in no particular relation to the second and third principal moments of
inertia of the output shape.















Figure 3.3: At Step 2 of the convex
modelling (Figure 3.2), the solution
might be assessed using a χ2 plane.
The plane is created based on the
χ2 values obtained after optimising
shape and period at different ecliptic
longitudes and latitudes of the pole
(marked here with blue dots). The
values are interpolated between the
grid points to create a smooth surface
and color-coded, with the darker col-
ors in this example representing the
smaller χ2 values.
The shape optimisation is set up on a computing cluster, so that several models can be
optimised at the same time, and χ2 of the fit is recorded for each model. After modelling
is finished the χ2 values for all tested solutions are gathered. The goodness-of-fit can be
plotted as a function of the pole ecliptic coordinates, creating a χ2-plane.
Step 2: Solution assessment
After the scan is finished the best solution is assessed. The χ2-plane gives an estimate on the
pole position from the rough scan. A more detailed scan (Step 1) can be then performed on
a refined grid of possible pole solutions and then the χ2-plane, depicted in Figure 3.3, can
serve as means of estimating the error in pole position. An increase of χ2 is interpreted by
decrease in the quality of lightcurve fit, with all solutions within 1% of the best χ2 treated
as equally good.
After iterating the pole scan, the best solution is identified and is then passed to the
triangulation procedures to obtain the final shape model. The spin-state corresponding to
the shape, including a refined sidereal rotation period, is also recorded. The resulting model
can then be used in detailed spin-state analysis.
In some cases Steps 1 and 2 are iterated using different subsets of the full lightcurve data
set to ensure the best possible solution is found.
Step 3: Incorporating YORP spin-up
In the CONVEXINV implementation of the lightcurve inversion methods, it is assumed that a
constant period can be applied to all available data. The code was modified by S. Lowry and
S. Duddy at the University of Kent to allow for a period change due to the YORP effect. The
lightcurves are represented within the modelling procedures as functions of rotation phase
(ϕ), calculated from the time at which observations were gathered. Taking into account the
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linear rate of change of the rotation frequency (ω) with time, the rotation phase of an asteroid
can be expressed for any given time as
ϕ(t) = ϕ(T0) +ω(t− T0) + 1
2
ν(t− T0)2 , (3.4)
where:
ϕ(t) observed rotation phase in radians,
ϕ(T0) initial rotation phase in radians,
ω rotation frequency, or rate, in rad/d; ω ≡ 2πP , P is period in days,
ν the change of rotation rate in rad/d2; ν ≡ ω˙,
t the time of observation (JD),
T0 starting epoch of the model (JD).
The linear change of rotation rate, ω˙, can be attributed to the spin component of the
YORP torque, as defined by Equation (1.2) (Rubincam, 2000), and will be further referred to
as the YORP factor, or YORP strength, ν. The original package does not have the last term
of this expression, which is equivalent to a constant-rotation-rate solution. The addition of
a non-zero ν allows us to explore the possibility of systematic change to the rotation rate.
It has to be stressed here that ν is not treated within the shape modelling procedure as a
parameter that could be optimised, but rather as a constant value.
The inclusion of ν in rotation phase calculation allows for adding another dimension to
the grid search described above. This step of the modelling process consists of assuming
different values of ν and repeating Step 1 and 2. The shape and period are still optimised
for a grid of possible pole solutions, usually located on a fragment of the celestial sphere.


















Figure 3.4: A schematic
of the simultaneous shape
and YORP modelling. For
a discrete set of assumed
YORP strengths (referred
to in the main text as ν).
Steps 1 and 2 of the analy-
sis Figure 3.2 are repeated
to obtain a series of χ2-
planes. The best solution
from each χ2-plane is then
recorded to identify the op-
timum YORP strength re-
quired to model the data.
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planes, see Figure 3.4. The best solutions from such YORP-planes can then be used in further
analysis and a ‘global’ solution can be sought. The lowest χ2 value from each YORP-plane
is then extracted and plotted as a function of ν, giving a constraint on the possible YORP
torque. This grid scan including search over different YORP acceleration values is done
automatically using scripts developed by the author of this thesis.
3.2 Modelling radar images
3.2.1 Introduction
There are two general types of radar observations of small Solar System bodies. As discussed
in Section 2.2, they are the Doppler spectra, also called continuous-wave (cw) observations,
and delay-Doppler imaging. Before delay-Doppler images of asteroids became available, the
bandwidth and shape of the frequency power spectrum of the cw radar echo signal gave
insight into the rotation state of the object and served to obtain information about the pole-
on profile of the observed body (Ostro et al., 1988a), as well as physical properties of the
surface (Ostro, 1989). Lately, cw spectra and delay-Doppler images are often combined with
asteroid lightcurves to determine the size and shape of the observed object (Ostro et al., 2002;
Benner et al., 2015).
Due to the many-to-one mapping of the asteroid surface onto the radar image, see Sec-
tion 2.2, the inversion of radar data gives a non-unique solution. Unlike the convex lightcurve
inversion methods discussed above, it requires a good starting point, including approximate
period and an initial shape model roughly reproducing the radar echo. The process is heavily
user-supervised, requiring frequent interventions. Reliable reproduction of surface features
from radar echoes requires observations at a wide range of viewing geometries or informa-
tion from other types of observations. For example the rotation period can be easily deduced
from lightcurves and allows for decoupling the object size from the spin-state.
3.2.2 Shape modelling with SHAPE
A software package SHAPE, introduced by Magri et al. (2007), was used for the modelling.
A set of scripts and procedures was written by the author allowing SHAPE to be run on the
Kent computing cluster Tor. These scripts are modified versions of programs provided by
C. Magri (University of Maine), M. Nolan (University of Arizona) and P. Taylor (Arecibo
Observatory). The goal of the fitting is once more to optimise the χ2 of the fit of models to the
observations. However, in the CONVEXINV package this optimisation is considered for only
one type of input data, the lightcurve data. In SHAPE, the data structure is more complicated,
and can involve both types of radar data as well as optical data, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Minimising the χ2 function of the model,M, is the ultimate goal, and can be expressed as





















Figure 3.5: The structure of input and output of SHAPE modelling software. The boxes are
annotated with symbols used in Equation (3.5). The red fields on the left denote the various
types of observational data that can be input to the shape modelling procedures. In this
thesis, two types of radar data were used, the delay-Doppler images, and continuous-wave
spectra. Along with those, lightcurve data was included in the fit using SHAPE. The direct
imaging (spacecraft or adaptive optics) data was not used, due to lack of availability of such
data for any of the analysed targets. The purple field in the middle symbolises the penalty
functions, which control the physical feasibility of the model, penalising unwanted traits,
such as deviation of the centre-of-figure from centre-of-rotation. Those can be treated as
another type of input, as they are set up subjectively by the user, rather than being fit by the
procedure. The orange fields to the right list the output parameters of the shape modelling
procedure. They are also, in a way, an input, as the SHAPE software requires the user to
provide an initial guess of those parameters. The green field symbolises the modelling













χ2 the goodness-of-fit function,
M asteroid model (shape and physical parameters),
wj,i weight (can be assigned observation-by-observation),
yj,i synthetic observation calculated from the model,
xj,i observation (data point),
pi penalty functions (or penalties),
j index, iterates over types of observations, j = dd for delay-Doppler data,
cw denotes continuous-wave data, and lc denotes lightcurve data (see
Figure 3.5),
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i index, iterates over all available observations of a given type, or all appli-
cable penalty functions.
Amajor difference from the Equation (3.2) expression for χ2 is that individual data points
(for example a single radar image, spectrum, or a lightcurve) can be assigned weights that
influence the fitting. Another new factor is a set of penalty functions, that are dependent
on the model properties, rather than on the relation between model and observations. The
penalties can be used for example to enforce principal axis rotation by aligning the z-axis of
the body with the spin axis, keep the spin axis close to the centre of mass, or restrict the scale
of non-convex features. The penalty functions are arbitrarily selected by the user, and are
sometimes modified throughout the process.
The modelling procedure follows the literature examples (Magri et al., 2007, 2011) and
was further developed by the author to fit the modelling requirements of (85990) 1999 JV6.
However, the steps roughly outlined in Figure 3.6 could also be applied to other objects.
Step 0: Convex inversion
Convex lightcurve inversion methods (see Section 3.1.2 and Figure 3.2) can be used to assess
the initial spin-state and shape properties of the object. If the lightcurve set covers a diverse
range of observing geometries and the shape model is close to convex this might provide a
starting point for the non-convex SHAPEmodelling procedure. Otherwise it gives a good first
estimate of the period and provides some indication as to the region in which the rotation
pole might be located. This step might be irrelevant if the lightcurve data set is very limited,
or if there are initial models of the object available.
Step 1: Construct initial model to fit radar echoes
The radar observations are introduced at this stage. A representative set of continuous-wave
(cw) spectra and delay-Doppler images is included to limit the computation time required to
calculate model echoes for all the input files. The subset is selected to sample the rotational
phases as well as different observing geometries. The aim of this step is to gain a basic
understanding of general features of the shape, rather than to develop a detailed model.
The most important information to be retrieved from the cw observations is the echo
bandwidth. The cw spectra are masked to preserve that information. In some cases there
might be significant drops in the signal due to the irregular shape of the object, and those
regions could be considered when setting up the masks. The masks are initially set up
manually, see Figure 3.7. After a few iterations of the shape model, new masks can be
generated based on the location of the edges of the model echo. The cw files contain the
information about the echo power in a range of frequency bins. The mask is a logic filter,
marking which parts of the spectrum are important (mask value set to 1), and which can be
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Step 5: Output a
vertex model and
fit all the vertices,
as well as period
Full radar data set
Optimised shape
model and spin state





Figure 3.6: Schematic of shape modelling using radar data and SHAPE. Green fields mark
steps of modelling. The red field marks input lightcurve and radar data, purple field marks
user-defined input pole positions, the orange field highlights the output of one part of the
process that is being used as input to the other, and yellow fields contain the output. The
arrows mark the sequence of modelling steps, with optional input/output connected to the
main flow with grey arrows. The process is discussed in Section 3.2.2.
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(b) OC spectrum, masked
Figure 3.7: An example of continuous-wave spectrum, 14th January 2015 Arecibo observa-
tions of (85990) 1999 JV6. The first panel (a) shows the spectra taken in two channels, with
the opposite circular polarisation (OC, continuous line) and the same circular polarisation
(SC) as the emitted radiation. The second panel shows the OC data that were used in shape
modelling, masked to highlight the most important features (b).
discarded (mask set to 0). Hence, when calculating the quality of the model fit to data, χ2,
only values for the bins corresponding to a non-zero mask are considered.
The delay-Doppler images are normally cropped, to restrict the size of the input file,
which can be very large if the full bandwidth and delay range are to be used. The frames are
then masked, very much like the continuous-wave spectra. Again, the images are multiplied
by the mask before calculating χ2 of the model fit. The initial mask was always a rectangular
window fitted manually to incorporate all of the signal. After few iterations of the shape
model new masks are generated using the SHAPEmodel predictions.
Additionally, some of the lightcurves are included to provide accurate phasing informa-
tion. For the sake of computation speed the lightcurves are binned in rotation phase and
limited to those obtained closest to the date of the radar data acquisition.
The SHAPE package includes tools to manually establish simple shape models that would
provide a starting point for fine-tuning with the optimisation methods. The options are a
Gaussian sphere (a shape expressed with series of spherical harmonics), an ellipsoid, an
ovoid (distorted ellipsoid), or a combination of these. The shapes described with those types
of object can be parameterised with a few variables, and provide a quick fix. The model that
is the output of CONVEXINV procedures could be potentially used at this stage, as it provides
quite reliable information about the convex hull of the object. However, it has the disad-
vantage of being represented with a discrete set of vertices rather than a smooth parametric
function. Fitting a model with hundreds or thousands of vertices is computationally expen-
sive and is usually reserved for later stages of modelling. The initial model, that roughly
reproduces the radar echoes, is valid only for a pre-determined spin-state, selected from the
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lightcurve inversion or just arbitrarily.
Using the example of (85990) 1999 JV6, at this stage of modelling, the shape was described
with two ellipsoids. There are nine parameters to describe an ellipsoid in SHAPE: the size
(longest axis) and two axial ratios, three rotational offsets around the axes of an arbitrary,
body-fixed, reference frame, and three linear offsets along the directions of x, y and z-axes in
this frame. A total of 18 parameters can thus be used to describe a two-ellipsoid model.
Step 2: Optimise period and initial rotation, keeping the shape fixed
This step and the next one are an equivalent of Step 1 of the convex inversion procedure
(Figure 3.2). A grid of possible pole positions is selected. Again, a rectangular grid might
be used, with points evenly spaced in terms of absolute values of λ and β, but the SHAPE
procedure is much slower and more computationally intensive than CONVEXINV would be
even for a very large lightcurve data set. The grid might be set up with the points evenly
spaced on the celestial sphere, lowering the number of pole positions for which the SHAPE
needs being executed and optimising the process.
At each point of the grid of possible poles the spin-state parameters are adjusted, that
is the sidereal rotation period and initial rotation phase. Similar to CONVEXINV, the T0 is
set by the user as the point in time from which the rotation phase is calculated, using the
Equation (3.4). SHAPE does not require the initial rotation phase, ϕ(T0), to be 0, but rather
defines the 0 rotation phase as the moment when the long axis of the body, x, crosses the
plane of sky. The description of the spin-state includes three Euler angles required to align
the body-fixed reference frame with the ecliptic reference frame. The first two are related
to the position of rotation pole. The third, the additional rotation around the z-axis, is the
phase offset, ϕ(T0), and this parameter is adjusted at this stage.
Step 3: Optimise shape and period, and record χ2 of the fit
Once the initial spin-state is resolved, the shape can be improved. The shape parameters
are now allowed to vary, along with the fine adjustments to the period and rotation phase.
The software optimises each of those quantities, one at a time. The modelling stops after a
certain accuracy goal is reached. Usually there is a limit of a minimum improvement of χ2
relative to the previous iteration. However the number of iterations itself can be used as a
limiting factor. Other than setting the accuracy goal and step size at which each parameter
can be modified, the software is also given some additional restrictions called the penalties,
see Equation (3.5). The penalty functions contribute to the final χ2 and can serve a range of
purposes, for example ensuring the principal axis rotation, or keeping the centre of rotation
in the centre of mass.
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Step 4: Solution assessment
After each model is optimised, the goodness-of-fit χ2 is recorded. Once again, this is plotted
as a function of ecliptic coordinates of the pole and is used to determine the best solution as
well as pole uncertainty. The best models are then selected, and compared visually to the
observational data.
The SHAPE package provides tools to do that. The modelling software can be used to
‘write’ out a selected model. This procedure calculates the model radar echoes and light-
curves in the same way as is done during the modelling, but allows the user to save them.
The output can be displayed graphically to be examined. Additionally, the information about
the expected echo location can be utilised to determine masking of the experimental data,
with the masks computed to be within a few pixels of the synthetic data. Hence, the masks
used on cw spectra and delay-Doppler images are improved at this step.
If required, Steps 2, 3, and 4 can be iterated using a finer grid of poles and an adjusted
representation of the shape as a starting point. The whole process sometimes also needs to
be repeated as the penalty functions are adjusted to better direct the modelling procedure.
Step 5: Output a vertex model and fit all the vertices, as well as rotation period
Once the simplified model reaches a satisfactory level the fine adjustments can be made to
retrieve the information about the asteroid surface features. In order to do that the optimised
model obtained at Step 4 is represented as a set of vertices gathered into triangular facets.
Individual vertices can then be adjusted with SHAPE. The resolution at which the surface is
triangulated can be adjusted to reflect the target resolution of the model.
Each vertex is described with a total of seven parameters, as illustrated in in Figure 3.8.
The first three parameters are components of a vector describing the position of the base
vertex displacement in the body-fixed coordinate system, ~vb. The next three are components
of a unit vector showing the direction of the vertex deviation, ~vd. Both vectors are held
fixed throughout the fitting process. The position of a given vertex is a sum of the vertex
base position and the vertex deviation. The directions of the vertex deviations are set at the
time of the shape conversion and can be chosen to be normal to the actual surface, pointing
radially away from the centre of mass, or perpendicular to the surface of a best-fit ellipsoid.
The seventh parameter is the deviation magnitude, d, the only parameter that can be fitted
by SHAPE. It can be either positive or negative, see Figure 3.8.
This representation of the vertices within SHAPE forces some limits to how much a model
can be changed. As shown in Figure 3.8, it means that the position of a vertex can be
only manipulated by sliding it along the direction of the vertex deviation. As a result it is
possible to add small features like mountains or craters to the surface. However, it would
be quite difficult for the procedure to reproduce a neck of a highly bifurcated shape, like
(8567) 1996 HW1 (Magri et al., 2011), if the initial model was not bi-lobed already.
















Figure 3.8: The schematic shows a vertex of a
triangular facet as represented in SHAPE. The
location of a given vertex in the body-centric
reference frame is given by a vector, which is
a sum of base displacement ~vb and deviation
vector. The deviation is expressed by a unit
vector ~vd multiplied by magnitude d. The vec-
tors are set up in a way at the beginning of the
modelling process such that the ~vd is a unit
vector and d = 0. The magnitude of the devi-
ation d is one of the free parameters in SHAPE.
The different colours show, in exaggeration,
what happens to a face when the value of d is
changed, with black showing the initial con-
ditions (d = 0, vertex located at ~vb), red – a
positive value of d (vertex at ~v+), and blue –
negative (vertex at ~v−).
Some new penalties increasing the χ2 value for a model with unwanted properties, see
Equation (3.5), are useful at this stage. For example, they can be used to control the amount
of global and local non-convexity of the shape. The final result is a spin state of the object
and a shape model that can be used in further spin-state analysis routines.
3.3 Spin-state modelling using pre-existing models
There are several possible approaches to the spin-state analysis. In a ‘global’ approach the
YORP-induced spin-rate change can be incorporated as one of the parameters when devel-
oping shape and spin-state model of a target. This was discussed in context of the convex
lightcurve inversion in Section 3.1.2, but is also possible for radar shape reconstruction (this
possibility was not explored in this work). However, it might be the case that a shape model
already exists for the observed target, or a model was developed from a subset of data at an
earlier stage of the analysis. New lightcurve observations can then be used not to improve
the shape model, but for assessment of a period change instead (Mottola et al., 2014, for
example). Currently, as of 20th February 2018, the Database of Lightcurve Inversion Models
(Dˇurech et al., 2010) contains 1707 models of 944 asteroids (including just 19 NEAs, which is
a fraction of a percent of the population). The radar shape models are available only for a
couple dozen asteroids so far*.
Two approaches are feasible when a shape model already exists. In one, the lightcurves
can be combined with an existing shape model and pole position to test a range of pos-
sible sidereal rotation periods and YORP acceleration values, limiting the fit to just two
parameters. In the other, the shape models are used to generate artificial lightcurves for
each available lightcurve data set. Offsets are then measured between rotation phases of the
*https://echo.jpl.nasa.gov/asteroids/shapes/shapes.html
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observed and modelled lightcurves. The YORP effect produces a quadratic trend in time in
those phase offsets. Lightcurve observations at more than three epochs are required to detect
this trend. Both approaches are discussed in this section. To begin this kind of analysis, tools
are required that would generate the artificial lightcurves from any shape model.
3.3.1 Generating artiﬁcial lightcurves
The shapes are usually represented as sets of vertices gathered into triangular facets, see
Figure 3.9. Whereas artificial lightcurves can in principle be generated from either CONVEXINV
or SHAPE, the individual steps of the process can have multiple applications, as discussed in
Chapter 6. The MATLAB tools available at Kent were improved and expanded by the author
to speed-up the computation as well as include the self-shadowing of surface elements, thus
enabling the use of non-convex shape models.
The shapemodel is read from a text file into two arrays in the MATLAB routine. The arrayV
contains Cartesian coordinates of each vertex in the body-fixed coordinate system reference
frame. The array F contains triplets of numbers, the indices of vertices required to form
triangular facets.
For example, as shown in Figure 3.10, a facet is described by a row in array F containing
three indices 1, 2 and 3. The three vectors, ~v1, ~v2 and ~v3, marking the positions of the vertices
V1, V2, and V3 relative to the body centre are retrieved by reading out rows numbered 1, 2
(a) Convex shape of (3103) Eger (b) Non-convex shape of (54509) YORP
Figure 3.9: The two panels show triangular meshes of the shape models derived for two
NEAs, for which the YORP effect was detected. Panel (a) shows a convex lightcurve-
inversion model of asteroid (3103) Eger (Dˇurech et al., 2012). Panel (b) shows a radar-derived
non-convex shape of asterod (54509) YORP (Lowry et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2007). Both
shapes are represented by two arrays, one listing positions of individual vertices, the other
listing the triages of points making up triangular facets.


















Figure 3.10: The routines used to generate
lightcurves take shape models made up with
triangular facets as their input. Themodels are
stored as text files including two arrays. The
first array stores the Cartesian coordinates of
all the shape vertices, Vi. The second array
holds sets of indices pointing to vertices. In
the example shown here the vertices V1, V2,
and V3 make up the triangular face that has
area f and unit surface normal nˆ. The posi-
tions of vertices V2 and V3 relative to V1 are
marked by vectors~a and~b.






~a is the position of vertex V2 relative to V1 ,~a = ~v2 − ~v1,
~b is the position of vertex V3 relative to V1 ,~b = ~v3 − ~v1.








The indices for each facet are ordered so that the facet normal would always point to the
outside of the modelled surface. For the purpose of calculating self-shadowing effects, the
vectors~a and~b as well as dot products~a ·~a,~b ·~b, and~a ·~b are calculated and stored for each
facet of a non-convex shape.
To calculate the illumination of each facet, the information about observing geometry is
required. The input lightcurve file contains ephemeris information about the positions of
Sun, ~d⊙, and Earth, ~d⊕, relative to the asteroid in the ecliptic reference frame for each data
point. Working under the assumption that the geometry does not change significantly for the
time it takes to record a single lightcurve, the positions of Sun and Earth from the ephemeris
are averaged, and then normalised to unit vectors
dˆ = ~d/‖~d‖. (3.8)
The direction vectors are then transformed from the ecliptic coordinate system to the
body-fixed frame, as illustrated in Appendix Figure B.3, using rotation matrices
























dˆ′ is the unit vector pointing either at Earth (dˆ′⊕), or the Sun (dˆ′⊙), in the
body-fixed reference frame at phase 0 for the given lightcurve,
φ0 is the initial rotation of the model (relevant if the definition of T0 requires
the axis of minimal inertia rather than the x-axis of the body to be in
plane-of-sky for phase 0),
β′ is calculated from the ecliptic latitude of the rotation pole, β,
as β′ = 90°− β,
λ is the ecliptic longitude of the rotation pole,
dˆ is the unit vector pointing either at Earth (dˆ⊕), or the Sun (dˆ⊙), in the
ecliptic coordinate system.
In some cases (like when the SPICE kernels are used, see Chapter 6), the position vectors ~d
can be given in equatorial coordinate system (see Figure B.1 for the relation between the two
systems). For example, the spin-state of comet 67P was defined with equatorial coordinates
of the pole (δ and α). In this case, to perform the rotations of observer and illumination from
























δ′ is calculated from the declination of the rotation pole, δ,
as δ′ = 90°− δ
α′ is calculated from the right ascension of the rotation pole, α,
as α′ = 90°+ α
dˆ is the unit vector pointing either at Earth (dˆ⊕), or the Sun (dˆ⊙).
The rotation phase, ϕ, for each data point is calculated using the Equation (3.4). The
positions of Sun, dˆ′′⊙, and Earth, dˆ′′⊕, relative to the asteroid at any rotation phase, dˆ′′, are then
given as









For each facet the illumination and visibility are then calculated. First, the dot product of
the position of the Sun and facet normal, indicating whether or not a facet is illuminated
µ⊙ = nˆ · dˆ′′⊙ (3.12)
As both vectors are unit vectors, µ⊙ is the cosine of the solar zenith angle. Similarly µ⊕
is the dot product between the facet normal and the direction towards the Earth, or cosine of
the viewing angle, which gives an indication of the level of visibility of the facet from Earth,
µ⊕ = nˆ · dˆ′′⊕ (3.13)
In MATLAB the computations can be done rather quickly using array operations. Fixing
the reference frame to the body and rotating the positions of the Sun and Earth relative to the
asteroid rather than using ecliptic coordinates and rotating positions of hundreds of vertices
makes the computation much more efficient.
The next step is to calculate each facet’s contribution to the overall brightness. First of
all, the facet has to be illuminated and visible from Earth, so if either of µ⊙ or µ⊕ comes out
negative, the value of 0 is assigned. If the shape is non-convex, some further computations
are required to take into account possible shadowing effects, which include both the elements
of the surface casting shadows on certain areas and parts of the surface being obstructed
from viewing from Earth. The details of this computations are explained at the end of this
section.
The model brightness, m, is then calculated by summing the contributions from each
facet and converting it to magnitude scale
m = −2.5 log10∑S(µ⊙,µ⊕) f (3.14)
Where S is a surface reflectance function of the Sun and Earth direction cosines and
depends on the assumed scattering model. Here, following (Dˇurech et al., 2010), mostly
Lambertian and Lommel-Seelinger laws are used. Using the Lambertian scattering, the
reflectance is calculated as
SL = µ⊙µ⊕ (3.15)
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Sometimes, the two scattering laws are combined using a weighting factor, c, producing
Lambertian-Lommel-Seelinger scattering in the form
SLLS = cSL + SLS (3.17)
Any more complex reflectance function can be used as well, but these three proved
sufficient for the requirements of the modelling performed in this thesis. Also, as relative
lightcurves are used, the factors used to account for the distance to Sun and Earth while
computing a model lightcurve, are omitted.
For each observational lightcurve the artificial lightcurve is generated for two sets of
rotation phases. One is for the rotation phases at which the object was actually observed, as
calculated from the observation epochs using the model spin-state (see Equation (3.4)). The
other set is computed for 100 rotation phases selected between 0 and 1 rotation phase every
1% of rotation. Combining those two sets produced an impression of a smooth light-curve.
The level of the artificial lightcurve is adjusted for display purposes, so that it oscillates
around 0. The correction to the magnitude of the input lightcurve are also made, so that the
observational points lay as close as possible to the artificial curve.
Self-shadowing computation using ray-tracing
Some additional computations are required for the non-convex shapes. The major difference
between the convex and non-convex surface is that in the latter case some parts of the ob-
ject might be obstructed from view or shadowed by another surface element. The simple
‘ray-tracing’ procedure applied here relies on checking whether a ‘ray’ (a vector of an arbi-
trary magnitude pointing towards the Earth or the Sun) intersects with any of the shape’s
triangular facets. If this condition is fulfilled the facet is considered obstructed (from view
or illumination) and therefore does not contribute to the lightcurve. An algorithm described
by Sunday (2012) is closely followed in computation of the intersections between ‘rays’ and
facets.
First of all, a matrix of possible ‘shadow casters’ for each facet is prepared. The convention
used is that facet j can cast a shadow on, or obstruct from view, facet i, if its centre, VC,j, is
above the horizon of facet i and the centre of facet i, VC,i, is below the horizon of facet j, as
illustrated in Figure 3.11. Facet j will be then listed as a possible ‘shadow caster’ for facet i.
To check if a facet is above another facets horizon, first an ‘origin’ is selected for each
facet, the vertex with index from the first column in array F. Then the relative positions of




























Figure 3.11: A schematic of the various quan-
tities calculated for each pair of facets, useful
in determining the self-shadowing geometry.
The facet i has vertices V1,i, V2,i, and V3,i. The
vector ~vC,i, not pictured, is the position of the
centre of this facet, VC,i, relative to the aster-
oid centre. The edges~ai and~bi are the respec-
tive positions of vertices V2,i and V3,i relative
to V1,i. Finally, the ~pi,j is the position of the
centre of facet i relative to the ‘origin’ vertex,
V1,j, of facet j.
centres of all facets relative to the ‘origins’ of all other facets are calculated, being
~pi,j = ~vC,i −~v1,j, (3.18)
where
~pi,j is the position of the centre of facet i relative to one of the vertices of facet
j,
~vC,i is the position of the centre of facet i in the body-fixed frame,
~vC,i = (~v1,i +~v2,i +~v3,i),
~v1,j is the position of vertex 1 of facet j in the body-fixed frame, so-called
‘origin’.
The vector ~pi,j is then projected on the surface normal of facet i, nˆi. The scalar Di,j repre-
sents the distance, between the centre of facet j and the plane containing facet i, calculated
along nˆi,
Di,j = nˆi · ~pj,i. (3.19)
If Di,j is greater than 0 then the centre of facet j is above the horizon of facet i. If, at the
same time Dj,i is smaller than 0, then facet j qualifies as a possible ‘shadow caster’ for facet
i. For the purpose of future calculations the MATLAB procedure computes and stores the Di,j
and ~pi,j for each pair of facets.
For a specific observing geometry and rotation phase the illumination and visibility of
facet i is checked (see Equations (3.12) and (3.13)). If both are positive, then the list of ‘shadow
casters’ is then examined. The same computation is relevant for both the Earth and the Sun,
so dˆ′′ can be substituted by either dˆ′′⊕ or dˆ′′⊙.
First, we consider the possible ‘shadow caster’ j can obstruct the view of either Sun or
Earth only if it itself is illuminated or visible (see Equations (3.12) and (3.13)). Second, we




















Figure 3.12: A schematic of the ray-
tracing procedure used to determine
whether the ray cast from centre
of facet i in the direction of celes-
tial body, dˆ′′ would hit a possible
‘shadow caster’, facet j. If this hap-
pens, then facet j shadows, or ob-
structs from view, facet i. For expla-
nation of the designations used see
the main text and Figure 3.11.
check if the facet j lies in the line-of-sight of facet i. To do that a ray is traced from the centre
VC (i) along the vector dˆ
′′, as shown in in Figure 3.12.
The ray will intersect the plane containing facet j at the interception point Ri,j, which will
have position~ri,j relative to the ‘origin’ of vertex j, V1,j.





nˆj · ~pi,j can be substituted with Dj,i, which is pre-computed for each pair of facets,
nˆj · dˆ′′ can be substituted with either µ⊙ or µ⊕ depending if the shadowing of
obstruction from view is calculated,
leaving a relatively simple expression




The~ri,j vector can be expressed in j-facet-coordinate-system as
~ri,j = si,j~aj + ti,j~bj (3.22)
where
si,j is the non-orthogonal projection of vector~ri,j onto the edge~aj of facet j,
ti,j is the non-orthogonal projection of vector~ri,j onto the edge~bj of facet j.
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Aspect Angle =82.9°Phase Angle =25.32°
(a) Convex model
– no shadows




















Aspect Angle =83.0°Phase Angle =25.32°
(b) Non-convex model
– no shadows




















Aspect Angle =83.0°Phase Angle =25.32°
(c) Non-convex model
– with shadows
Figure 3.13: Lightcurve of asteroid (8567) 1996 HW1 taken on 8
th September 2008 at Kharkiv
(see Table 2 in Magri et al., 2011). The lightcurve in panel (a) was reproduced using a
lightcurve-inversion convex shape model with pole position λ = 282°, β = −39°. The light-
curves in panels (b) and (c) were generated using non-convex radar-derived model with
λ = 281°, β = −31°. Both models have sidereal rotation period P = 8.76243h and were de-
rived by Magri et al. (2011). All three panels show relative lightcurves of the target plotted
against rotation phase. The dots mark observations and solid lines the synthetic lightcurves.
The lightcurve in panel (b) was generated from the non-convex model, but using the same
procedure as for convex shapes, that is ignoring obstructions and self-shadowing. The light-
curve on panel (c) shows the quality of the shadowing procedure described in the text, when
applied to the highly bifurcated shape model of asteroid (8567) 1996 HW1. As can be seen in
this example, taking into account self-shadowing is essential for the model correctly repro-
duce lightcurve features (compare panels b and c). While the convex model does a good job
(a), the quality of fit is higher for the non-convex one (c).
If both the si,j and ti,j are positive and their sum, si,j + ti,j is smaller than 1 then the
intersection point Ri,j lies within facet j and the view to the relevant body (Sun or Earth)
is obstructed. As the facet edges~aj and~bj define a non-orthogonal coordinate system, the
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)2 − (~aj ·~aj)(~bj ·~bj) . (3.24)
Many of the terms in Equations (3.21), (3.23) and (3.24) are independent of the observing
geometry. This allows for storing their pre-computed values on disk, and reducing the num-
ber of operations required to generate a single lightcurve, making the ray-tracing procedure
efficient.
Finally, the results can be incorporated in calculating the amount of light received from
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each facet. If the facet j is found to be shadowing, or obstructing from view, the centre of
facet i, then the relevant cosines, µ⊙ or µ⊕, are set to 0 and then the lightcurve is computed
in the same way as for the convex case using Equation (3.14). This seems like a crude
approximation, but it was sufficient to successfully reproduce the lightcurves of the object
with a known non-convex shape used to test it, asteroid (8567) 1996 HW1, see Figure 3.13
(Magri et al., 2011), as well as the asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 discussed in Chapter 5.
3.3.2 Two-parameter period and YORP ﬁts to conﬁrm spin-rate change
Once the artificial lightcurves are generated, the results can be used to analyse the spin-state
of the object and search for a YORP-induced period-change signature. One approach is to try
out different combinations of possible sidereal period values (P) and YORP spin-up factors
(ν). A rectangular grid is prepared in the space of P and ν, initially around the original
spin-state solution with a coarse resolution, and later, with a finer accuracy, around the most
likely solution. For each pair of parameters, new rotation phases are calculated for every
observational relative-magnitude data point. In the legacy procedure that was initially in
use at Kent, the artificial lightcurve would then be calculated for each new rotation phase.
However, because of the extra steps needed to evaluate self-shadowing, the generation of
lightcurves for non-convex bodies is computationally expensive. To speed up the computa-
tion we can use the fact that as different pairs of P and ν are applied to calculate the rotation
phases for observational points, the shape of the lightcurve remains the same. Thus, the
pre-generated artificial lightcurves can be used and interpolated as needed for the rotational
phases that were not previously covered.
The newly phased observational points are then adjusted to lie as close as possible to the









mc is brightness of the asteroid in magnitude scale as calculated using the
shape model, normalised to oscillate around 0,
mo is the observed instrumental brightness of the asteroid (with a correction
added, so that the whole lightcurve would lay as close as possible to the
model lightcurve),
δm is the uncertainty of the measurement.
This is different from the CONVEXINV output, which is calculated in the intensity space
and does not consider the measurement uncertainties. It is also different from the SHAPE
output value, which takes into account the radar data. A sum of χ2 for all the lightcurves for
a given set of P and ν is then recorded and can be plotted creating a P/YORP-plane. This
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can be used to assess the need to introduce a ν to explain the exact timing of the asteroid
lightcurves.
3.3.3 Phase oﬀset measurements as a tool to measure period change
A different approach is to measure the phase offsets of the observed lightcurves required to
put them in phase with the artificial lightcurves. In order to do that, the initial rotational
phase for each point is calculated according to the model spin-state using Equation (3.4).
Then the points are ‘slid’ across the artificial lightcurve by adding different phase offsets to
the original ones and the χ2 of the fit is recorded at each step. The best solution is selected,
the optimal phase offset required to obtain the best fit is recorded, and the measurement
uncertainty is calculated. This process is repeated for each lightcurve in the data set.
The phase offsets are plotted against the time elapsed since T0. As can be deduced from
Equation (3.4) a quadratic trend in the phase offset measurements could suggest a period
change. This change can be quantified by fitting a parabola to the measurements
∆ϕ(t) = ∆ϕ(T0) + ∆ω(t− T0) + 1
2
ν(t− T0)2 , (3.26)
where:
∆ϕ(t) observed rotation phase offset in radians,
∆ϕ(T0) error in initial rotation phase determination (in radians),
∆ω error in determination of the rotation rate in rad/d−1.
The equation describes the difference between the observations and constant-period
model. Note that this is equivalent to calculating a difference between Equation (3.4) with
a non-zero ν, and Equation (3.4) but assuming a constant period (ν = 0). The measurement
is not the rotation phase of each data point itself, but the global difference between the
lightcurve phase expected from a constant-period solution and the observed rotation phase
across each lightcurve. Hence we obtain a single value of a phase offset per lightcurve.
Measuring the phase offsets is done, once again, using pre-computed artificial lightcurve.
So, at this stage it does not matter if the input shape was convex or not. This technique
has been successfully used to confirm YORP-induced rotation rate change as discussed in
the case of (54509) YORP in Section 1.4.4 (Lowry et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2007, see also
Figure 1.9b),
3.4 Application of spin-state analysis to asteroids and comets
The shape and spin-state modelling tools discussed here were used to determine whether a
YORP-induced period change could be observed for NEAs (1917) Cuyo and (85990) 1999 JV6,
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targets of the ESO LP. The asteroid (1917) Cuyo was investigated using convex-profile
inversion before this thesis work commenced. Hence a pole-on silhouette of the target, and
period were known. However, the detailed pole solution and robust 3D shape model are
developed for the first time. The object was investigated using the ‘global’ approach, as well
as the two-parameter period-and-YORP fit. The limits on possible YORP values are derived,
however a constant-period solution is currently preferred (Chapter 4).
Considering the shape and spin-state of the asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6, only the period
was known before the target became subject of this work. The contact-binary nature was
first revealed with radar observations performed by the author, and a spin-state solution
was developed. The ‘global’ approach was applied to the lightcurve data to determine limits
on possible YORP detection, resulting in a non-detection. Then the radar-derived shape
model was used to validate the constant-period solution using the phase offset measurement
method (Chapter 5).
The spin-state analysis tools described here have a wider application. The information
required to compute an artificial lightcurve can be used for example to display illumination
of the surface of a small body and can serve to calculate quantities like average daily inso-
lation of a surface element. Another interesting application was found for the phase offset
measurements. They were used to prove that the rotation rate of the comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko, as seen via its optical lightcurves, cannot be explained with a single period
or a gradual period change. The model developed during the earlier perihelion passage
(Lowry et al., 2007) reproduced the shape of lightcurves obtained on approach of the Rosetta
spacecraft to the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. However, the phase measurements
done with the period corresponding to that initial model showed significant scatter for
the recent observations. A second, much shorter, period was needed to fit the spacecraft
lightcurves (Mottola et al., 2014). This result along with other cometary applications of the
lightcurve-inversion and spin-state analysis tools are discussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4




The asteroid (1917) Cuyo, initial designation 1968 AA, was discovered on 1st January 1968
at the Argentinian observatory El Leoncito by C.U. Cesco and A. G. Samuel (Schmadel,
2007). The object is a NEA with a semi-major axis of 2.15AU and eccentricity of 0.51. It
belongs dynamically to the Amor group of NEAs which members have their orbits entirely
outside the orbit of Earth and inside the orbit of Mars. At a low∆V, 8.6 kms−1 , (1917) Cuyo
could be a potential target for future spacecraft missions. The∆V is the velocity impulse
required to put a spacecraft into a transfer orbit from low Earth orbit to rendezvous with
the target (Shoemaker and Helin, 1978). The object has been selected for this work because
of the extensive lightcurve data set available, spanning the period from 1989 to 2013. The
availability of data combined with its near-Earth orbit, size, and estimated period made it a
likely target for a YORP-induced period change detection.
The asteroid had been first subject to an observing campaign during its approach in
1989 when it passed as close as 0.1AU from Earth. It was detected with the planetary radar
at the Arecibo Observatory in September 1989 and with Goldstone radar in October 1989
(Ostro and Wisniewski, 1992). The radar observations were linked to optical photometric
lightcurves taken with the 2.3m Steward Observatory telescope at Kitt Peak, which allowed
an estimate of the rotation period of P = 2.693h (Wisniewski et al., 1997). The early convex-
profile lightcurve inversion modelling revealed a ‘quasi-triangular’ pole-on outline of the
shape (Ostro and Wisniewski, 1992, see Figure 4.1). The elongation of the asteroid’s mean
cross section was estimated to be 1.14, measured as a ratio the maximum to minimum
breadth of the profile (Ostro et al., 1988b). The radar observations collected were only strong
(a) south-pole-on model
(b) north-pole-on model
Figure 4.1: A fragment of Figure 1 from
Ostro and Wisniewski (1992). The upper
row (a) corresponds to solution assum-
ing we are looking at the asteroid’s south
pole (the spin vector pointing away form
the observer) and lower row (b), north
(the spin-vector pointing towards the ob-
server). Both rows consist of two pan-
els. The left panel shows a lightcurve
obtained on 7th October 1989 (dots),
a Fourier series fit (solid line), and a
Fourier series constrained by the profile
fit (dotted line). The right panel is a
convex mean cross-section profile for a
given pole solution (Ostro et al., 1988b).
Regardless of the pole solution the pro-
files have a similar ‘triangular’ appear-
ance, with a measure of the ‘distance’ of
the profile from a circle, or non-circularity
of 4. Themaximum-to-minimum breadth
ratio of the profiles is 1.13.
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enough to confirm the small elongation of the asteroid and conclude the observing geometry
for the photometry was close to equatorial. Size calculated from the radar echo bandwidths,
combined with the synodic rotational period estimate, revealed quite a large NEA with a
maximum breadth of approximately 3.9 km.
Later lightcurve studies refined the initial synodic rotational period estimates
to (2.6905± 0.0007) h, by applying fast Fourier transform (FFT) in analysing the periodic-
ity of the lightcurves (Velichko et al., 1989; Hoffmann et al., 1993; Harris, 1998; Erikson et al.,
2000; Manzini and Behrend, 2013). A spectroscopic study from 0.8 µm to 2.5 µm shows that
the object is an Sr type in Bus-DeMeo taxonomy, with a spectrum close to that of an ordi-
nary chondrite meteorite rich in iron (Popescu et al., 2011). The asteroid (1917) Cuyo has also
been a target for near-IR spectral observations with the Spitzer space telescope (Thomas et al.,
2014). The object was observed 6 times on 24th of June 2011, over a period of time covering
a little more than 3 hours, and an additional spectrum was acquired on 14th August 2011.
The rotationally resolved spectra from Spitzer revealed no significant variation of the aster-
oids surface. Lastly, the Monte-Carlo methods were used to calculate the H = 15.00± 0.12
and G12 =−0.487± 0.095 from Pan-STARRS 1 observations (Vereš et al., 2015). The absolute
magnitude, H, is the brightness of the asteroid as it would be measured at a distance of
1AU at phase angle 0°, and it can give an indication about the objects size. The photomet-
ric parameter, G12, is used to predict asteroid brightness at various phase angles using the
two-parameters phase function (Muinonen et al., 2010).
The aim of this study was to develop the physical model of the asteroid Cuyo and search
for possible signature of a YORP-induced spin-state change. The extensive observing cam-
paign was performed primarily as a part of the ESO Large Programme and is described in
Section 4.2. The wide range of observing geometries provided ground to produce a reliable
shape model for the object, as described in Section 4.3. The accompanying spin-state analysis
performed, and two approaches taken to seek YORP spin-up for this object are described in
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
4.2 Optical lightcurve data
4.2.1 The ESO LP observing campaign
The lightcurve observations of (1917) Cuyo with the YORP programme were carried out
at changing observational geometries, necessary to precisely determine the position of the
rotation pole and constrain the shape, see Figure 4.2. The primary source for the lightcurve
observations was the NTT where the object was observed on 12 nights between April 2010
and April 2013, making up a total of 11 lightcurves (marked by black filled circles in the
figure). Additional data were obtained from the ESO 2.2m telescope (Chile) - 4 lightcurves,
JPLs Table Mountain Observatory’s 0.6m (USA) - 6 lightcurves, and JPLs Palomar 5m (USA)
- 1 lightcurve. The YORP programme data from outside ESO LP is marked by open black













































































Figure 4.2: Asteroid (1917) Cuyo observing geometries during the YORP programme. The
graphs display different quantities as a function of time (in years). The solar elongation is
the angle between the positions of the Sun and the target asteroid as observed from Earth.
The phase angle is the angle between the positions of Earth and Sun as observed from the
target. The observed ecliptic longitude and latitude are the positions of the object in the ecliptic
coordinate system, as observed from Earth. Optical lightcurve data from NTT are marked
with closed black circles. Additional lightcurve data from 2010-2013 period is marked with
open black circles. Red squares represent VISIR infra-red observations. The red dashed line
is the objects observational ephemeris.
circles. There were additional lightcurve segments from Faulkes Telescope South 2m (Aus-
tralia), and data has been reduced but is not included in this thesis due to low signal-to-noise
ratio of the lightcurves.
The asteroid (1917) Cuyo has been observed during 7 different observing runs at the
NTT telescope in ESO’s La Silla Observatory, Chile. Two Bessel filters were used for the
NTT campaign, V and R. Detailed characteristics and transmission curves for those filters
can be found on the EFOSC instrument website (ESO, 2016). All the NTT images had to be
reduced using the standard steps described earlier (see Section 2.1.4), that is bias subtraction
and flat-fielding using sky flats taken at either dusk or dawn. Additionally the images taken
with R filter (lightcurves 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 26 and 27, Table 4.1) had to undergo the
fringe removal procedure. Relative photometry was performed according to the procedure
outlined in Section 2.1.5.
The data reduction procedures are very similar regardless of the instrument. There are,
however, some small differences. The ESO 2.2m telescope at La Silla is equipped with a
WFI instrument where data is simultaneously collected on 8 CCD chips, making a mosaic
image. Before performing any reduction, the chip collecting the object images was identified
and any data reduction was performed only on that chip. There was no special treatment
required for the TMO and Palomar images other than bias subtraction and flat-fielding.
All of the reduction of the YORP programme data has been performed by the author of
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ID Date Rh ∆ α Observing Reference
(UT) [AU] [AU] [◦ ] facility
1 05/09/1989 1.19 0.32 48.23
Mt. Lemmon Wisniewski et al. (1997)
08/09/1989
2 07/10/1989 1.08 0.14 54.10
Kitt Peak "
08/10/1989
3 06/10/1989 1.08 0.15 53.95 Kharkov Velichko et al. (1989)
4 11/10/1989 1.07 0.14 56.03
ESO 1m Hoffmann et al. (1993)
12/10/1989
5 31/05/1995 2.48 1.57 13.23
ESO Danish Erikson et al. (2000)
01/06/1995
6 02/08/2008 1.21 0.57 56.27
7 05/08/2008 1.20 0.55 57.43 FOAM13 Beherend & Manzinia
8 07/08/2008 1.19 0.54 58.20
9 04/04/2010 3.23 2.24 3.03
NTT This work
10 06/04/2010 3.23 2.24 2.65
11 28/06/2011 1.81 0.98 25.19
TMO "
12 29/06/2011 1.81 0.97 25.31
13 28/08/2011 1.39 0.73 44.25 NTT "
14 31/08/2011 1.38 0.72 45.09
TMO "
15 01/09/2011 1.37 0.72 45.48
16 01/09/2011 1.37 0.72 45.80 NTT "
17 19/10/2011 1.12 0.61 62.43
TMO "
18 20/10/2011 1.12 0.61 62.70
19 03/11/2011 1.08 0.59 65.65 NTT "
20 02/12/2011 1.08 0.62 64.45
NTT "
21 03/12/2011 1.08 0.62 64.24
22 02/01/2012 1.19 0.75 55.45
ESO 2.2m "23 07/01/2012 1.22 0.78 53.82
24 13/01/2012 1.25 0.82 51.88
25 21/01/2012 1.30 0.88 49.38
26 24/02/2012 1.52 1.21 40.43
NTT "
27 26/02/2012 1.54 1.23 40.01
28 05/02/2013 3.12 2.59 16.91
NTT "
06/02/2013
29 15/04/2013 3.21 2.23 5.17 NTT "
30 03/05/2013 3.22 2.37 11.16 Palomar "
Table 4.1: Lightcurve data sets used in this study. For each lightcurve, labelled with an ID,
the Date of the beginning of the night is given as well as the heliocentric (Rh) and geocentric
(∆) distances measured in AU, and the solar phase angle (α). In some cases (lightcurves 1, 2,
4, 5, and 28) a single lightcurve has been composed of segments gathered over a few nights.
Where applicable, a reference to the already published work is given.
ahttp://obswww.unige.ch/~behrend/page_cou.html
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ID frames exposure [s] total [h] filter observers
ESO 3.6m New Technology Telescope + EFOSC2, La Silla (Chile)
9 85 40 2 R
A. Fitzsimmons (QUB)
10 139 40 3 R
13 104 25 0.8 R
16 175 25 1.2 R





20 62 15 R




21 107 25 R
26 140 45 1.8 R
C. Snodgrass (OU)
27 135 45 1.7 R
28 22 180 1.1 V
S. Duddy / A. Roz˙ek
28 58 180 2.9 V
29 90 80 2 V S. Lowry
JPL 0.6m Table Mountain Observatory (USA)
11 36 200 3 R
P. Weissman (JPL)
12 30 300 2 R
14 32 240 3 R
15 33 240 3 R
17 21 240 2.25 R
18 27 240 2.75 R
ESO 2.2m + WFI, La Silla (Chile)
22 61 20 4 V
C. Snodgrass / S. Lowry
23 39 20 1 V
24 39 20 1 V
25 50 20 1 V
Palomar 5.1m + LFC (USA)
30 20 240 3 Rb P. Weissman
Table 4.2: The YORP programme data gathered for (1917) Cuyo. First column is the chrono-
logical ID, the same as in Table 4.1, followed by the number of frames, exposure time per
frame in seconds, a total time-span of the lightcurve in hours, imaging filter used, and the
observers. The sets are grouped according to the observing facility and then sorted chrono-
logically. Where the affiliation of the observer is not with the University of Kent, it is given
in parentheses.
this thesis with the exception of the April 2010 NTT run (lightcurves 9 and 10 in Table 4.1)
that had been fulfilled by S. Duddy at Kent.
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4.2.2 Previously published data
The general summary of all available lightcurve data for (1917) Cuyo included in this work is
gathered in Table 4.1. A total of 30 lightcurves had been used, 8 of which are previously pub-
lished data. The data sets from Mt. Lemmon and Kitt Peak, dating back from 1989 had been
kindly provided by T. Michałowski, the co-author of Wisniewski et al. (1997). Four separate
lightcurves segments were obtained by the authors and ‘folded’ forming two lightcurves,
meaning that the two nights 5th and 8th September at Mt. Lemmon form one lightcurve (see
Figure 4.3a), and the two nights of 7th and 8th October at Kitt Peak result in another one
(see Figure 4.4a). Creating a composite of a pair of relative lightcurves requires that they
would both have the same level, or can be represented with the same function of rotation
phase. The authors applied the FFT method and fitting a Fourier series to the lightcurve data
from the first lightcurve of a pair (Harris et al., 1989). Fitting the second lightcurve with the
same Fourier series required a vertical offset of 0.06mag for September and −0.005mag for the
October lightcurves, as reported by (Wisniewski et al., 1997, Table I).
A more precise estimate of this vertical shift can be obtained by using a shape model, and
this approach was used when folding the lightcurves to be used in the analysis presented
here. As a shape model reproducing the newer data was already available (see Section 4.3.1),
it was used to generate artificial lightcurves corresponding to both nights. Then the vertical
offsets that put the observations closest to the artificial lightcurve was calculated. The results
are magnitude offsets between mean values of each lightcurve and the model. The vertical
offsets used to create the composites using this method are 0.073mag for the September 1989
lightcurve (see Figure 4.3b) and −0.025mag for the October 1989 lightcurve (see Figure 4.4b).
The other observations from 1989, from Kharkov and ESO 1m, are available from the
Asteroid Photometric Catalogue (APC) (APC) (Piironen et al., 2001). The Kharkov data was
only taken on one night, 6th October 1989 (Velichko et al., 1989), creating one lightcurve.
The observations at ESO, spanning 4 nights, had been folded by the author to produce two
lightcurves presented in Hoffmann et al. (1993, in Figure 1 and Figure 2, reproduced here in
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 respectively).
Retrieving this data had been challenging. Only three lightcurve segments related to
Hoffmann et al. (1993) were available on-line and could be downloaded from the APC. The
first one, labelled as 29th September, only contains three points, so it is too short to be
considered useful as well as does not seem to match any of the sets depicted in Figures 4.5
and 4.6a. The second segment has 40 points and corresponds to the data plotted with
crosses in Figure 4.5. This segment however does not match the amplitude and shape of
other lightcurves from that epoch. The lightcurve has been labelled as spurious and later
rejected when even the models that reproduced all of the other lightcurve data sets failed to
reproduce this one. The last segment from APC, taken on 11th October, contains 21 points.
The fragment is represented as circles in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b.
As there is exact timing information only about the circles in Figure 4.6, forming quite
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) (b) Composite prepared by author
Figure 4.3: The graph in left panel was published with following caption: ‘Composite light-
curve of 1917 Cuyo in September 1989’ (see Wisniewski et al., 1997, Figure 56, panel a). The
data was received from the co-authors as two segments corresponding to the different dates.
The left panel (a) shows the lightcurve as originally published with apparent magnitudes
plotted against the UT time of the first night and the data from second night moved verti-
cally according to the Fourier series fit and with times adjusted to demonstrate the fit quality.
The right panel (b) shows the lightcurve composite obtained using the convex model A to
calculate the rotational phase (expressed as a fraction of full rotation) and the vertical shift
between segments, additionally, magnitudes in the right panel were normalised by removing
the mean value for the first night.























































) (b) Composite prepared by author
Figure 4.4: The graph in left panel was published with following caption: ‘Composite light-
curve of 1917 Cuyo in October 1989’ (see Wisniewski et al., 1997, Figure 56, panel b). The
data was received from the co-authors as two segments corresponding to the different dates.
The left panel (a) shows the lightcurve as originally published with apparent magnitudes
plotted against the UT time of the first night and the data from second night moved verti-
cally according to the Fourier series fit and with times adjusted to demonstrate the fit quality.
The right panel (b) shows the lightcurve composite obtained using the convex model A to
calculate the rotational phase (expressed as a fraction of full rotation) and the vertical shift
between segments, additionally, magnitudes in the right panel were normalised by removing
the mean value for the first night.
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Figure 4.5: The Figure 1 from
Hoffmann et al. (1993). The origi-
nal caption was ‘Composite light-
curve of 1917 Cuyo between 1989
September 30 (circles) and Octo-
ber 2 (crosses).’ The data rep-
resented with crosses could be
retrieved from APC. However,
this lightcurve is not included in
the analysis, as the lightcurve fea-
tures and amplitude could not be
reproduced even by the models
that match all other data.

































Rotation phase [model A - 0.2]
1989 Oct 11
(recovered)
(b) Composite prepared by author
Figure 4.6: The Figure 2 from Hoffmann et al. (1993). The original caption was ‘Composite
lightcurve of 1917 Cuyo of 1989 October 11 (circles) and 12 (crosses).’ Only the data rep-
resented with circles was available for download from APC. The points represented with
crosses were retrieved using digital image analysis software and information in the original
publication.
a short sequence without many features, an attempt was made to retrieve the information
from the longer segment, from 12th October, pictured with crosses. The author phased the
observations from two consecutive days using a period of 2.7 h and plotted the magnitudes
of the asteroid against the rotation phase. There is no information included on when the
observations on 12th October exactly begun and what is the chronological sequence of points
depicted as crosses in Figure 4.6a. Under assumption that the data marked with crosses was
taken on the same night as the circles the Julian dates of the observations can be recreated.
Given the error in the period used by Hoffmann et al. (1993) will lead to an error in the rota-
tion phase of up to 0.03 of the full rotation (10°) over the 24 h interval between observations
on 11th and 12th October.
Points in the Figure 4.6a had been digitized using Engauge Digitizer software
(Mitchell et al., 2002, Version 5.2). The values of rotation phase were recorded, for both the
circles and crosses, with a resolution of 0.0012 rotation and an estimated error of 0.002, and
corresponding magnitudes with resolution of 0.0012mag and error of ∼0.002. The relation
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(b) Composite prepared by author
Figure 4.7: The original caption of the graph in the left panel is ‘Composite lightcurve for
1917 Cuyo during the 1995 apparition’ (see Erikson et al., 2000, Fig. 2). The left panel (a)
shows the lightcurve as originally published with relative R magnitudes plotted against the
rotational phase obtained from the Fourier series fit. The right panel (b) shows the lightcurve
composite obtained using the convex model A to calculate the rotational phase (expressed as
a fraction of full rotation) and the vertical shift between segments, additionally, magnitudes
in the right panel were normalised by removing the mean value for the first night.
between Julian dates of the observations downloaded from the APC and the rotation phase
on Figure 4.6a had been found by comparing the shapes of plots of both representations of
the same data. The actual time, T - measured in days, of observations was set against the
rotation phase, φ - measured between 0 and 1 as a fraction of full rotation, and the following
linear relation was fitted
T = T0 + P · φ, (4.1)
where T0 is the time when φ≡ 0 and P is the period (in days). The conclusion was that a T0 =
2447810.61655255 and a P = 0.1127d(≡ 2.7048h) is required to obtain the actual JDs from
the plotted rotation phases for the circle-data in Figure 4.6a (this value is different from the
0.1125d(≡ 2.7h) used by the author, but still gives values within the error of measurement).
The relation had been used to produce synthetic times for the crosses (see Figure 4.6b). The
author of this thesis acknowledges that adopting this approach might introduce errors in
period-change determination. However, there is other data available from this epoch that
provided grounds for a reliable measurement and shows good agreement with the recovered
lightcurve. The two approaches to the shape modelling adopted here give consistent results.
The first one does not take into account the archival data when determining shape (described
in Section 4.3.1), and the other, more global approach, includes the archive observations
(presented in Section 4.3.2).
The data from 1995 observations at the ESO Danish 1.5m telescope were provided by
the author (see Erikson et al., 2000, Fig. 2). The published folded lightcurve is labelled as
made up of two segments, with squares representing ‘1995 May 31.2’ and circles for ‘1995
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Jun 1.2’ (see Figure 4.7a). However, the data provided by the author was divided into four
segments (two for each night, see Figure 4.7b). Model A was once again used to generate
artificial lightcurves for the dates when the lightcurves were collected and calculate the
vertical offsets between mean values of all segments. Using the first data set (labelled ‘1995-
May-31 (a)’ in Figure 4.7b) as a reference the required offsets for the other segments are
0.002mag (for ‘1995-May-31 (b)’), −0.014mag (for ‘1995-Jun-01 (a)’), and 0.004mag (for ‘1995-
Jun-01 (b)’).
We had access to the 2008 data set from FOAM13 via private communication, the light-
curve plot can be viewed on-line (Manzini and Behrend, 2013). The lightcurve monitoring
campaign within the ESO LP between April 2010 and May 2013 had been detailed in Ta-
ble 4.2. Finally, it has to be noted that there are recent lightcurve observations performed
by Warner (2014b, 2015a), that can be accessed via the MPCs Asteroid Lightcurve Catalogue
(Warner et al., 2009), which were published after the bulk of this analysis presented here was
done. Those lightcurves have much higher noise than other data used in this analysis and
the shape and location of lightcurve features could not be reproduced with any of the models
presented here. As this issue would require an investigation that goes beyond the scope of
this work, they were not included in this thesis.
4.3 Shape modelling with visual lightcurve data
4.3.1 Shape modelling with 2008-2013 lightcurve data
The YORP effect is a very subtle change of rotation period, so in order to be detectable it
requires precise monitoring of rotation rates over sufficiently long periods of time. For
(1917) Cuyo the data set spans 24 years of lightcurve observations. The ESO LP cam-
paign spans only 3 years. Expanding this to 5 years, by including the 2008 data set
(Manzini and Behrend, 2013), gives a baseline of 1736 days. The YORP torque would have
to be stronger than about 1× 10−7 rad/d2 for the shift in rotation phase to be larger than 10°.
In most cases of the direct YORP detections, the torques are of the order of 1× 10−8 rad/d2
(see Table 1.2). Equation (3.4) can be used to calculate a possible phase offset in this pe-
riod using a typical YORP strength of 1× 10−8 rad/d2. The result is an offset of 0.8°, which
would be difficult to reliably measure. Moreover, the asteroid was observed in near infra-
red with the VISIR instrument within the ESO LP. The infra-red data, a preliminary shape
model, and the ATPM (Rozitis and Green, 2011, ATPM) were used to estimate the YORP ac-
celeration strength to be ν= (1.568± 0.486)× 10−10 rad/d2 (Roz˙ek et al., 2017). This kind of
YORP-induced acceleration would create an even smaller phase offset, of only about 0.014°
(48.7′′), so it should be safe to assume a constant-period model for the 2008-2013 subset of
lightcurves.
The initial step in the shape modelling is to obtain an estimate of the synodic rotation
period at the beginning of the time interval covered by the lightcurves (see Figure 3.2 for an
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outline of the process). The period is then refined and updated at various stages of the shape
and spin-state modelling, but a good starting point is essential. Normally FFT methods
(Harris et al., 1989) would be used to seek an initial approximation on the period, but as a
literature estimate for the synodic period of 2.6905 h (Wisniewski et al., 1997) was available,
it has been used as a starting point.
The shape modelling followed Steps 1 and 2 of the convex lightcurve inversion procedure
(see Figure 3.2). The whole celestial sphere was initially divided into a 5◦× 5◦ grid, in ecliptic
longitude λ and latitude β. At each point on the grid a convex shape model and sidereal
rotation period were optimised (see Section 3.1.2 for details) while keeping the pole position
fixed. Goodness of fit χ2 values, for fitting the model to the 2008-2013 lightcurves, were
recorded for each model. After this initial scan was finished the search for the pole position
was then narrowed down to a region of the celestial sphere with the lowest χ2 and a refined
1◦ × 1◦ scan was performed with results presented in Figure 4.8.
The scan produced two very similar models with poles separated by 15◦ in ecliptic lati-
tude. The two solutions A and B, detailed in Table 4.3, give a very good fit to the rotational
lightcurves from the 2008-2013 period, within 1% of the lowest χ2. Both models have a simi-
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Figure 4.8: For a 1◦ × 1◦ grid of possible pole positions - in ecliptic longitude λ and latitude
β - shape model and sidereal rotation period were optimized. Goodness-of-fit χ2 values for
each model are colour-coded on a fragment of the celestial sphere here, λ ∈ (30°,70°), with
darker colors marking the lower χ2 values. The yellow contour line indicates a 1% increase
relative to the minimum χ2 value obtained (marked with a ’+’), the black contour line is a
10% increase. Two best pole solutions, A and B, were chosen with the smallest χ2 within
each yellow contour.





























































Figure 4.9: The two similar shape models above were derived from pole solutions A (Fig-
ure 4.9a) and B (Figure 4.9b), which also reproduce the archived LC shapes (from 1989 and
1995). Clockwise, from upper left corner each set of figures represents a general view of
the shape, and views along the axes corresponding to principal moments of inertia, from
shortest (Z), throught intermediate (Y) to the longest (X). There is no relation between the
longest axis of inertia and the x-axis of the body, as used in shape modelling and spin-state
analysis.
direction as shown in Figure 4.9. The profile of the asteroid is consistent with the mean cross-
sections obtained from early convex-profile lightcurve inversion performed for (1917) Cuyo,
compare with Figure 4.1 (Ostro and Wisniewski, 1992, Figure 1). Neither of the shapes can
be discarded straight away as seeming non-physical, they both have spin-axes aligned with
the maximum moment of inertia, and are not excessively flattened. In fact, the diamond-like
shape B resembles the shape of asteroid (2867) Steins, as imaged by the Rosetta spacecraft
during its flyby in 2008 (Keller et al., 2010).
Having well-established shape models for the object enabled an attempt to measure the
YORP factor for both of them. The two models were used to generate artificial lightcurves
for the 1989 and 1995 data. The values of T0 and P0 tabulated in Table 4.3 were used to
compute rotation phases for the archive lightcurves, see Figures A.1 and A.2. It is worth
noting that both models produce a slight phase offset for the 1989 data indicating a possible
period change. For the purpose of YORP measurement it is preferable to have the starting
point of the model (the epoch, or moment in time when the rotation phase is 0) set at either
end of the observing data set. As the models have been generated using only the most recent
data, their T0 are set in 2008. The first step to the YORP modelling was then to determine
a new T1, that would be a date close to the first observations performed in 1989. The first
three lightcurves were used for that purpose and synthetic lightcurves were compared with
the observations. A range of possible starting dates, T1, were tested with a step of 0.5° of
rotation. The best-fit values for the three lightcurves were then averaged and a new T1 was
recorded (Table 4.3).
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Using the new starting point for each model, a grid of possible YORP factors, ν, and
initial sidereal rotation periods, P1, were scanned. The artificial lightcurves were generated
using the fixed pole orientation and shape, the model sidereal period P0 and the newly
determined T1. The asteroid brightness was calculated for all available observations and
for 100 points evenly spaced in rotation phase across the full rotation. The lightcurves were
then interpolated to achieve a continuous representation. At each point of the grid the
observations were phased with the new period and YORP acceleration. The χ2 of the fit
of artificial lightcurves to all the observations at each point were recorded. To illustrate
the best-fit for each model we plot the 1σ and 1% error ellipses in period and YORP space,
Figure 4.10. The 1σ error ellipse corresponds to an increase of χ2 of 2.3 above the minimum,

















P 1.936e−06   2.595e−11  3.5809e−07 YORP 4.45e−09  1.3952e−13  1.8078e−09
(a)Model A





















(1917) Cuyo 2000+, λ = 46, β = −63, P = 2.6897649, YORP = 4.45e−09, χ  = 62355.92
(b)Model A

















P 2.62e−07    3.91e−12  1.6891e−07 YORP −1.32e−09  2.0868e−14   8.688e−10
(c)Model B




















(1917) Cuyo 2000+, λ = 56, β = −63, P = 2.68976368, YORP = −1.32e−09, χ  = 55802.4
(d)Model B
Figure 4.10: Panels on the left focus on the red contours representing the 1σ error ellipses for
YORP strength (rotation-rate change) versus initial synodic rotation period two-parameter fit
for models A (Figure 4.10a) and B (Figure 4.10c). Panel on the right represent a zoomed-out
view, with the blue-outlined error ellipse marking a 1% increase in χ2 value, which the au-
thor considers more realistic representation of the measurement error for the YORP/period
scan, panels correspond to models A (Figure 4.10b) and B (Figure 4.10d). Black crosses mark
the best-fit solution. It is clear that the 1%-ellipses encompass a constant-period solution for
both models.
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Model A B C
Data range 2008 to 2013 2008 to 2013 1989 to 2013
λ (46± 5)° (56± 5)° 46°
β (−63± 5)° (−63± 5)° −62°
T0 [JD] 2 454 680.0 2 454 680.0 2 456 416.0
P0 [h] 2.689 763 0 2.689 763 4 2.689 764 2
T1 [JD] 2 447 774.0309 2 447 774.0312 —
P1 [h] 2.689 764 9(±3.3× 10−6) 2.689 763 7(±3.5× 10−6) —
ν [rad/d2] (0.4± 1.7)× 10−8 (−0.1± 1.8)× 10−8 0+1.5× 10−8−0.7× 10−8
Table 4.3: Summary of model parameters for the three convex-inversion models of
(1917) Cuyo. Models A and B were developed from the 2008-2013 data, model C is the
best-fit solution for the modelling than involved all available data. The table lists: the ecliptic
coordinates of the rotation pole, longitude (λ) and latitude (β), T0 – the model epoch accord-
ing to CONVEXINV output (set at the beginning of the 2008 data for models A and B, and at
the end of 2013 for model C), P0 – the period for a constant-period solution as output by
the CONVEXINV, T1 – the new epoch of the model (calculated to fit the first lightcurves in the
1989 data), P1 – the best-fit period solution, and ν– the best-fit YORP spin-up factor. The
uncertainties of P1 and ν are estimated based on 1% increase of minimum χ
2 value.




















Aspect Angle =115.8°Phase Angle =64.24°
Model Peak−to−peak =0.28m
(a)With YORP




















Aspect Angle =115.8°Phase Angle =64.24°
Model Peak−to−peak =0.28m
(b)Without YORP




















Aspect Angle =111.2°Phase Angle =64.24°
Model Peak−to−peak =0.28m
(c)With YORP




















Aspect Angle =111.2°Phase Angle =64.24°
Model Peak−to−peak =0.28m
(d)Without YORP
Figure 4.11: Examples of lightcurve fits for both models and T1 + 22 years (lightcurve 21,
NTT RunK, Table 4.1). The artificial lightcurves from left to right were generatedwith: model
A with T1, measured YORP factor ν = 4× 10−9 rad/d2 and starting period P1 (a), model A
with T1 and constant period P1 (b), model B with T1, measured ν = −1× 10−9 rad/d2 and
initial period P1 (c), and model B with T1 and a constant P1 (d).
as the fit is considered a 2-parameter fit (Wall, 1996). However, the χ2 values are quite large,
given the noise in some data sets. Additionally, the data set is not treated as a whole, but
each artificial lightcurve level is separately adjusted to best fit the data for each P and ν pair.
Therefore one should be careful when treating fitting for period and ν as a two-parameter
fit. The author considers the 1% increase of χ2 value above minimum to be a more realistic
measure of uncertainty of the result.
The exact values of best-fit period and YORP factor are reported in Table 4.3, including
uncertainties of period, P1, and ν estimated from the 1%-ellipse. It could be concluded that
a slight YORP-induced slow-down is observed for both shapes A and B. However, careful
inspection of lightcurve fits for model B shows a very minuscule improvement of the fit after
including the YORP spin-up factor. An example of such fit is presented in Figure 4.11. Two
sets of panels, for models A and B, show the fit of an artificial lightcurve to the data gathered
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YORP scan with pole scan
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YORP factor [10−7 rad/d2]
YORP scan with pole scan
(b)
Figure 4.12: Minimum χ2 value from each plane versus YORP factor plot has a ‘top-hat’
shape with a wide flat bottom (a). The green line marks the best-fit χ2 minimum +1%,
red +10%. A zoomed view of the ‘top-hat’ (b) shows that there is a wide range of possible
solutions including spin-up, spin-down, or no period change.
during December 2011 NTT run (lightcurve labelled 21 in Table 4.1). In each case two fits are
shown. The first one shows the model propagated from T1 with period, P1, changing due to
a YORP factor ν. The second panel shows the same model, also propagated from T1, but this
time the period, P1, is treated as constant. The full set of artificial lightcurves generated with
the T1, P1 and ν values for both models can be found in the Appendix Figures A.3 and A.4.
4.3.2 Global shape modelling including archive data
Another approach to dealing with the long time-span of the observations was to use all
available lightcurves for modelling (1917) Cuyo at once. In order to account for the possibility
of changing sidereal period, the YORP-induced acceleration of the rotation rate had to be
included in the modelling procedure, as discussed in subsection 3.1.2.
A fragment of celestial sphere was selected around the region containing the likely pole
position, as concluded from the previous section. For the full data set an initial period and
shape optimization was performed on a grid of possible pole positions. The T0 was fixed to
be 2 456 416.0, which is a date in 2013, close to the last observation. The last few years of ob-
servations provide a denser data set, so the selection of the T0 at this end should provide the
modelling procedure with solid starting conditions when propagating the model backwards
to the archive data sets. At each grid-point χ2 values of the fit of artificial lightcurves to the
data were recorded creating a χ2-plane. The χ2-planes were created for a range of YORP
factor values between −1× 10−7 and 1× 10−7 rad/d2 as shown in Figure 3.4.
The best-fit models from each χ2-plane were then extracted and examined. The smallest
χ2 value from each YORP plane has been plotted against the YORP factor corresponding to
that plane to identify the best solution and assess the possibility of a YORP detection. The
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Figure 4.13: The results of the pole scan with full data set and the ν value set to 0 are shown
in the left with the χ2 values colour-coded. In the χ2 plot the best solution is marked with
a yellow cross, the yellow line marks 1% increase of χ2 value above the minimum, and the
black contour marks 10% increase (compare to Figure 4.8). The best-fit model, model C, is
shown in the left on four panels (for descriptions of the panels see Figure 4.9). The shape
strongly resembles the best-fitmodel from just themost recent data, model A (see Figure 4.9a).
The spin-state parameters for this model are also close to model A (see Table 4.3).
shape of the resulting plot resembles an inverted top-hat, see Figure 4.12. While the best-fit
solution is at ν= 1× 10−9 rad/d2 the 0-YORP solution has 0.01% worse χ2, so it is the latter
that is adopted here as model C, see Table 4.3. The broad minimum of the χ2 plot envelops
all possible scenarios, including no-YORP (constant period), as well as positive and negative
rotation rate change solutions. All of those lay within 1% above the minimum χ2 value. The
three cases are indistinguishable, with all three cases providing models that can perfectly
reproduce shapes of lightcurves from all the epochs. The lightcurve fits of model C to all
available data can be found in the appendix Figure A.5. For both the spin-up and slow-down
scenarios one example of lightcurve fit is shown in Figure 4.14. Even though in all the plots
the model has been propagated with a starting point, T0, set in 2013 and all of them have
different starting period values and YORP factors, they all match the lightcurve taken in
1989.
4.3.3 Summary and discussion of the spin-state analysis
Lightcurve observations of the asteroid (1917) Cuyo spanned almost 24 years. In such a long
time a YORP-induced change of rotation period, on the order of magnitude typical to the
detections to date, should be clearly visible. For example, a ν = 1× 10−8 rad/d2 (a typical
value of YORP-induced rotation acceleration for the detections made to date, see Table 1.2)
would produce a phase offset between the artificial lightcurves and the data of about 44°.
Two different approaches were applied to assess the spin-state of this object. At this stage
any YORP-induced change of the rotation rate can be neither confirmed nor totally ruled
out. The two models that had been developed from only the most recent data both indicate a
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Aspect Angle =86.7°Phase Angle =54.30°
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(b) C- , no YORP


















Aspect Angle =85.8°Phase Angle =54.30°
Model Peak−to−peak =0.39m
(c)Model C+




















Aspect Angle =85.8°Phase Angle =54.30°
Model Peak−to−peak =0.39m
(d) C+ , no YORP
Figure 4.14: Lightcurve fits to best-fit models from selected YORP planes. All models have
been generated with T0 = 2456416.0 in Julian days (year 2013, at the end of the last lightcurve
set). The example lightcurve was taken at T0 − 22 years (lightcurve 2, (Wisniewski et al.,
1997), Table 4.1). Both models have been developed using the same lightcurve set as model
C (Table 4.3). The model C-, in the two panels to the left (a and b), is representing a YORP-
slow-down, with ν = −70× 10−10 rad/d2, and rotation pole λ = 46°, β = −62°. The model
C+, in the panels to the right (c and d), is an example of a model showing a YORP-spin-up,
with ν = 150× 10−10 rad/d2, and rotation pole λ = 48°, β = −63°.
slight slow-down of the rotation rate. The models utilising all available lightcurve data from
across the 24 years of observations can be developed for a constant period solution just as
well as for a spin-up or slow-down.
One possible source of a large uncertainty in the period and spin-up measurements
can be linked to the quality of the archive data sets. The observations can be essentially
divided into two epochs, the earliest observations from 1989 together with the ESO Danish
telescope lightcurves from 1995, and the most recent observations from 2008-2013. In terms
of looking for a quadratic trend in phase offsets, as was found for Itokawa (Lowry et al.,
2014, Figure 1), the YORP fitting can be compared to trying to decide whether a parabola
or a straight line fits two points better. What is required to resolve the ambiguity is another
series of observations of the object in a somewhat more distant future, for example during
the next radar opportunity in 2030 when the target would pass about 0.0896AU from Earth
allowing for high-resolution imaging (which, while at a distant date, will remain a part of
the author’s scientific plans).
4.4 Conclusions
The analysis of lightcurve data for (1917) Cuyo allowed a determination of a few robust
convex shape models. Two possible models were developed using an extensive visual light-
curve data set from 2008-2013, both indicating a slight spin-state change when linked to the
archived data set, but with uncertainties encompassing the constant-period solution. On the
other hand, the recent observations can be successfully combined with archived data from
1989 and 1995, at the level of shape-modelling to create models that reproduce lightcurves
for all possible scenarios, that is spin-up, slow-down, and constant period. Currently, a
YORP-induced rotation-rate change over the entire time-frame of our data cannot be con-
firmed, however the range of possible ν values was constrained. To measure any possible
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YORP value an additional data point would be required to determine the quadratic trend in
the phase offset change with time, or an independent shape and pole orientation estimate,
perhaps by radar. The three shape models that were obtained give consistent lightcurve fits
and ν measurements. The shapes are also in agreement with earlier lightcurve estimates
(Ostro and Wisniewski, 1992).
The results of this work were applied in further physical characterisation of the asteroid.
The ESO LP data includes near-infra-red observations from VISIR at ESO VLT. Those ob-
servations were combined with the shape models, and the ATPM model (Rozitis and Green,
2011, 2012, 2013) was used to establish some physical properties of (1917) Cuyo. Thermo-
physical modelling with the ATPM provides valuable constraints on physical properties
required to make a theoretical prediction of the strength of the YORP and Yarkovsky ef-
fects that can be compared with the observed values. Assuming that H = 14.7± 0.3 and
G = 0.23 ± 0.10. The geometric albedo was estimated to be Pv = 0.25± 0.07. The max-
imum equatorial diameter Deq = (4.33± 0.05) km compares well with the radar-derived
Deq = 4.6
+0.6
−0.4km, Ostro and Wisniewski (1992)). The thermal inertia value is quite small, Γ =
(50± 10) Jm−2 s−1/2K−1, which, together with quite high roughness fraction of 0.72± 0.17,
indicates a surface covered in fine regolith. The thermal inertia mainly affects the Yarkovsky
effect, a non-gravitational force affecting orbital motion of asteroids. The surface roughness
changes the beaming of thermal radiation and significantly alters predicted strengths of
YORP and Yarkovsky. This combination of parameters enabled a YORP strength predic-
tion of ν = (1.568± 0.486)× 10−10 rad/d2. This value lies within the uncertainties of values
measured for all three asteroid shapes.
Chapter 5
Combined planetary radar and lightcurve
observations of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6
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5.1 Introduction
The asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is an object of the Apollo group discovered on 13th May 1999
by MIT Lincoln Laboratory’s Near-Earth Asteroid Research program (Stokes et al., 2000),
classified as a Potentially Hazardous Asteroids due to its absolute magnitude and close
approaches to Earth. It has been identified as the spectral type Xk (Binzel et al., 2001) in the
SMASS taxonomy (Bus, 1999; Bus and Binzel, 2002). The spectral class contains asteroids
with rather broad spectral features marking a transition between classes X and K. The Xk-
type spectral properties are attributed to the presence of orthopyroxene, an iron-bearing
mineral from the pyroxene family (Fornasier et al., 2011). The X-complex to which this class
belongs is the third most numerous among the near-Earth population (Binzel et al., 2004).
The thermal-infra-red observations from the ExploreNEOs (Trilling et al., 2010, near-
infra-red survey with the Spitzer Space Telescope) had been used to estimate the object’s
diameter to be 498+134−88 m (Mueller et al., 2011). The optical observations from January 2014
demonstrated a large amplitude of the lightcurve, 0.87mag (Warner, 2014a). The observa-
tions also allowed an initial estimate of the synodic rotation period of (6.538± 0.001) h using
Fourier transform of the lightcurves. The object was followed up in January 2015 when
the lightcurve amplitude was slightly larger, 0.93mag, and the synodic rotation period was
determined to be (6.543± 0.002) h (Warner, 2015b). Both data sets are available via the Minor
Planet Centre (Warner et al., 2009) and were included in the analysis.
The object was previously observed through our YORP programme in 2007 and 2008
with the 2.5m INT in La Palma (Spain). It was then monitored photometrically as one of the
ESO LP targets at the NTT in 2013. The specific orbital configuration of the object offered
an opportunity to observe it with ground-based radars. Two consecutive proposals were
submitted and A. Roz˙ek was successful in securing over 20 hours of time at the Arecibo
Planetary Radar over two observing runs in January 2015 and January 2016. The object
was also followed by the Goldstone Solar System Radar (GSSR) team in January 2016, and
additional lightcurve data were collected within the YORP programme at TMO in 2015, and
at INT in 2016.
A comprehensive description of the observing campaign is contained in Section 5.2. The
radar and lightcurve data were combined and analysed in order to obtain a realistic shape
model of (85990) 1999 JV6. This has been a complex andmulti-stage process. Initial modelling
was done as part of the first radar observing run and training at the Arecibo telescope in
January 2015, see Section 5.3. The shape model was later improved and updated by adding
data from the 2016 observations, covered in Section 5.4. The results of spin-state analysis, that
uses all available lightcurves and the best radar-derived model, are detailed in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Observing campaign
5.2.1 Optical lightcurve data
The visual lightcurve data for (85990) 1999 JV6 span ten years. The orbit of this near-Earth
asteroid is inclined only about 5°, and has a semi-major axis of 1.008AU. It takes just over
4 days longer than the Earth to complete a full orbit around the Sun. From an observers
point of view, it means that it can be seen quite regularly, always returning at a similar
time of year, appearing in a very constrained location in the sky. But it also means that
the observational geometry does not vary much. The graphs in Figure 5.1 illustrate the
distance from Earth, ecliptic latitude and longitude, and phase angle at which the target was
observed, and a summary of all available lightcurves is in Table 5.1. Those conditions make
the lightcurve-inversion methods quite difficult to use in this case, as they rely on changing
observational geometries to assess the shape properties. That is one of the reasons why
supporting lightcurve observations with radar was crucial in the case of (85990) 1999 JV6.
Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) – 2007, 2008, 2016
The asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 was observed optically by the YORP programme collaboration
(discussed in 2.1.2) before the ESO Large Programme started. It was monitored primarily at
the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope in La Palma (Spain) on four different nights in 2007, three
in 2008, and another four in 2016, giving a total of 10 usable lightcurves. One lightcurve,
collected on 16 February 2016 had been dropped from the analysis due to poor observing
conditions on that night (thick clouds overcasting the sky). The INT sets from 2007 and
2008 had been provided for the analysis, already reduced, by A. Fitzsimmons at the Queens




















































































(85990) 1999 JV6 observing
geometries during the ESO
LP and associated projects.
The black closed circles
mark data gathered within
the YORP programme.
The red circles mark the
two data sets acquired
from MPC (Warner, 2014a,




Radar data are the red
crosses. The blue dashed
line is the objects observa-
tional ephemeris.
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ID Date Rh ∆ α Observing Reference
(UT) [AU] [AU] [◦ ] facility
1 02/03/2007 1.31 0.36 24.16
INT this work
2 03/03/2007 1.31 0.36 23.21
3 04/03/2007 1.31 0.36 22.25
4 06/03/2007 1.32 0.35 20.39
5 15/02/2008 1.28 0.38 34.09
6 17/02/2008 1.29 0.38 32.25 INT "
7 18/02/2008 1.29 0.37 31.35
8 04/02/2013 1.19 0.21 16.82
NTT "
9 04/02/2013 1.19 0.21 16.61
10 28/01/2014 1.14 0.17 16.56
11 28/01/2014 1.14 0.17 16.26
12 29/01/2014 1.15 0.17 14.63
13 29/01/2014 1.15 0.17 14.32 Palmer Divide Warner (2014a)
14 01/02/2014 1.16 0.18 9.29
15 02/02/2014 1.16 0.18 8.01
16 02/02/2014 1.16 0.18 7.80
17 16/01/2015 1.07 0.10 27.83
Palmer Divide Warner (2015b)
18 16/01/2015 1.07 0.10 27.37
19 17/01/2015 1.07 0.10 24.73
20 17/01/2015 1.07 0.10 24.29
21 18/01/2015 1.08 0.10 21.69
22 18/01/2015 1.08 0.10 21.29
23 23/01/2015 1.10 0.12 8.30 Table Mountain this work
24 03/02/2016 1.14 0.18 29.79
INT "25 04/02/2016 1.14 0.18 30.43
26 06/02/2016 1.15 0.20 31.71
Table 5.1: A chronological list of lightcurve data sets for (85990) 1999 JV6 used in this study.
For each lightcurve an ID is listed, that is used though the chapter for identification, then the
Date (Universal Time) of the beginning of the night is given as well as the heliocentric (Rh)
and geocentric (∆) distances measured in AU, the solar phase angle (α), and the Observing
facility used to obtain the lightcurve. Where applicable a Reference to the already published
work is given. Each line represents a single lightcurve (sometimes a few segments were
observed on a night).
handled by T. Zegmott at Kent.
New Technology Telescope (NTT) – 2013
The asteroid was observed optically at two further facilities. A few lightcurve data sets were
obtained at ESO’s 3.6m NTT telescope in La Silla (Chile) in 2013. The object was detected on
three nights, between 4th to 6th of February 2013. Strong winds imposed pointing restrictions
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ID frames exposure [s] total [h] filter observers
2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope + WFC, La Palma (Spain)
1 55 36 6.3 r
A. Fitzsimmons (QUB)
2 54 35 6.0 r
3 54 34 5.4 r
4 67 32 6.4 r
5 31 51 2.7 r
A. Fitzsimmons (QUB)6 49 46-92 3.2 r
7 143 43-86 5.1 r
24 107 150 5.9 V
S. Lowry / T. Zegmott25 110 150 6.8 V
26 102 150 5.4 V
ESO 3.6m New Technology Telescope + EFOSC, La Silla (Chile)
8 88 50 2.4 V
S. Duddy/A. Roz˙ek
9 72 50 2.0 V
JPL 0.6m Table Mountain Observatory + 1k × 1k CCD (USA)
23 63 300 7.0 R P. Weissman / M. Hicks/ W. Smythe (JPL)
Table 5.2: The YORP programme lightcurve data gathered for (85990) 1999 JV6. First column
is the chronological ID, the same as in Table 5.1, followed by the number of frames, exposure
time per frame in seconds, a total time-span of the lightcurve in hours (the rotation period
is ≈ 6.5h), imaging filter used, and the observers. The sets are grouped according to the
observing facility and then sorted chronologically. Where the affiliation of the observer is
not with the University of Kent, it is given in parentheses.
at the telescope and forced a break in the observing, which resulted in obtaining two separate
lightcurve segments on 4th February. Two additional partial lightcurves were collected on
5th and 6th, but due to their length and quality they are not included in the analysis. The data
were reduced using the standard procedures outlined in Section 2.1.4. Additionally, frames
had to be summed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting lightcurve.
The images are grouped into sets of 3. The pixel values of the product image are obtained
by adding the values of corresponding pixels in the summed frames. This way the small
fluctuations between frames are smoothed-out, in a similar way as they would be with a
longer exposure. However, as the object moves across the sky, the exposure times of single
frames are adjusted to prevent the asteroid and stars from trailing. A circular aperture
can be used for photometry on the co-added image, when simply using a longer exposure
time would cause either the target or stellar background to trail in a single frame. Relevant
keywords are updated, most importantly the exposure times are added and the new mid-
exposure time is calculated being midway between the start of the exposure of the first frame
and the end of the last frame. Each set of three produces two output images. One image
is obtained by co-adding the original frames shifted so that the background stars match
up and produce a point-source-like image, so it can be used for photometry of stars. The
asteroid is a series of points in this image, so it is ignored. The other image is obtained by
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co-adding frames shifted to keep the target asteroid in the same place, allowing the stars
to trail. Photometry is then done on the asteroid, which light is focused in one region of
the frame. The results are used in calculating relative lightcurves, see Section 2.1.5 for more
details on this process and an example Figure 2.7.
Table Mountain Observatory (TMO) – 2015
Last of the YORP programme data used in this work come from JPL’s Table Mountain
Observatory 0.6m telescope (USA). The data reduction process in this case was performed
in just two basic steps of bias removal and flat-fielding. A single lightcurve covering just
over one full rotation was obtained.
Details of the YORP programme lightcurves of (85990) 1999 JV6 are gathered in Ta-
ble 5.2. The analysis presented here also includes previously published photometry from
outside the ESO Large Programme collaboration, obtained at the Palmer Divide Observatory
(Warner, 2014a, 2015b). The processed lightcurves were retrieved from Minor Planet Centre
(Warner et al., 2009).
5.2.2 Planetary radar (85990) 1999 JV6 campaign
Lightcurve inversion methods are powerful tools for recovering shape models for small
Solar System bodies, but offer limited capabilities. The lightcurve features can be success-
fully reproduced even for complex lightcurve shapes, albeit what can be reliably modelled
is usually a convex hull of the real object (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001). That means the
resulting shape resembles that of the actual asteroid or comet wrapped in packing paper,
therefore it might lack surface features important for modelling the YORP and Yarkovsky
effects (Rozitis and Green, 2013). Including details of the surface produces degeneration of
the shape model that can be resolved by combining optical lightcurves with other types of
ground-based observations such as stellar occultations or radar. In a few rare cases spacecraft
fly-bys provided detailed information on shapes and surface properties for small bodies. Ex-
amples include asteroid (25143) Itokawa visited by Hayabusa (Demura et al., 2006), asteroid
(2867) Steins (Keller et al., 2010), and comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Preusker et al.,
2015), both visited by Rosetta. Currently no missions are planned to visit (85990) 1999 JV6.
The radar observations of Solar System bodies are performed mainly at Arecibo (Puerto
Rico) and Goldstone (USA) facilities. The radar images can be highly detailed, providing
information about even the small surface features, like boulders and craters, down to the
level of 7.5m. Large concavities can be easily modelled with radar, an important advantage
when in fact many asteroids are reported to have bi-lobed shapes in a configuration that is
called asteroid ‘contact binaries’ (Benner et al., 2015). Amongst the near-Earth asteroids, the
profound examples are (25143) Itokawa for which an elongated shape was deduced from
radar images (Ostro et al., 2004), contact binary nature inferred from spacecraft imagery
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Figure 5.2: January 2015 Arecibo continuous-wave observations of (85990) 1999 JV6 (see
Table 5.3a for more details). The signal is recorded in two channels, with the same circular
polarisation as the transmitted radiation (SC) marked with a dashed line in pictures, and the
opposite circular polarisation (OC), marked with continuous. The spectra show high SC/OC
ratio, which might suggest a rough surface. The bifurcation of the object can also be seen,
especially in the first spectrum, taken on 14th.
(Demura et al., 2006), and different natures of two lobes inferred from YORP measurement
(Lowry et al., 2014), and (8567) 1996 HW1 with two distinct ellipsoidal lobes (Magri et al.,
2011). Even when high-resolution imaging with radar is not possible, combining radar
and lightcurve observations can improve shape determination, or, at the very least, help
constrain the pole (Ostro et al., 2002). Moreover, using a pre-determined radar shape model
to derive artificial lightcurves greatly simplifies the spin-state analysis performed in the
YORP programme.
Arecibo (2015)
Having access to an extensive lightcurve data set and in order to obtain a comprehensive
physical model, A. Roz˙ek led a proposal to observe (85990) 1999 JV6 with Arecibo Planetary
Radar in January 2015, with M. Nolan from Arecibo and S. Lowry as co-investigators. In the
proposal, 6 days of observation between January 13th and January 18th 2015 were requested,
while the object was best visible at Arecibo. Expected resolution of the images was at least
30m per pixel and the time required, about 2.5 h/d, was sufficient to cover a full range of
the rotation phases over the duration of the run.
The proposal ‘Observations of a near-Earth asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 with Arecibo Plane-
tary Radar’ was assigned number R2959 and was subsequently awarded five nights between
14th and 18th January 2015, and granted a few additional hours on 28th of January. The con-
tinuous-wave spectra were taken on each night (see Section 2.2.2), as well as imaging (see
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UT Date MJD Eph RTT Ptx Baud Spb Code Start-Stop Runs
yyyy-mm-dd [s] [kW] [µs] hhmmss-hhmmss
2015-01-14 57036 138 92 809 cw none 060253-061840 5
789 4 1 8191 062400-063436 4
140 734 0.1 2 65535 064205-071117 9
819 0.5 1 8191 071648-074225 8
2015-01-15 57037 140 94 774 cw none 055103-060510 5
762 0.2 4 65535 061257-065021 12
789 0.5 1 8191 065607-071324 6
754 0.2 4 65535 071632-074010 8
2015-01-16 57038 140 96 727 0.2 4 65535 052654-062116 16
707 cw none 062556-064021 5
97 716 0.2 4 65535 064850-073222 14
2015-01-17 57039 140 99 716 0.2 4 65535 052419-070422 30
711 cw none 070826-072318 5
2015-01-18 57040 140 102 741 0.2 4 65535 045701-065248 32
730 cw none 065622-071820 7
2015-01-28 57050 140 139 756 cw none 042118-045123 7
795 0.5 1 8191 045644-055456 13
(a) January 2015
UT Date MJD Eph RTT Ptx Baud Spb Code Start-Stop Runs
yyyy-mm-dd [s] [kW] [µs] hhmmss-hhmmss
2016-01-14 57401 178 56 639 cw none 030535-031730 4
702 0.1 2 65535 032353-040213 19
612 0.05 1 65535 040710-043214 14
2016-01-15 57402 180 60 642 cw none 024516-030009 5
640 0.05 1 65535 030420-031523 6
61 599 0.1 2 65535 032959-044409 34
2016-01-17 57404 180 70 680 cw none 022000-023047 4
670 0.1 2 65535 023518-033047 24
660 cw none 033258-034107 4
71 641 0.1 2 65535 034429-044442 26
2016-01-18 57405 180 76 604 0.1 2 65535 021809-033245 30
618 cw none 033900-034744 4
594 0.1 2 65535 035118-044306 21
2016-01-19 57406 180 81 628 cw none 021010-021929 4
640 0.1 2 65535 022834-044128 48
(b) January 2016
Table 5.3: Radar observations of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 at Arecibo in January 2015 (a) and
in January 2016 (b). UT Date is the universal-time date on which the observation began. MJD
is the corresponding modified Julian date. Eph is the ephemeris solution number used, as
listed by the on-site orbit determination system. RTT is the round-trip light time to the target.
Ptx is the transmitter power. Baud is the delay resolution of the pseudo-random code used for
imaging; baud does not apply to cw data. Spb is the number of complex samples per baud
giving an effective delay resolution of baud/spb; cw data are typically sampled at a rate of
12.5 kHz. Code is the length (in bauds) of the pseudo-random code used. The timespan of
the received data is listed by the UT start and stop times. Runs is the number of completed
transmit-receive cycles. Details of radar observations can be found in Section 2.2.
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Section 2.2.2), mainly with 0.2 µs baud length code, see detailed list of radar experiments
executed in Table 5.3a. During the run, the object made an approach to the Earth to approx-
imately 0.092AU and was slowly receding. All observations were conducted by A. Roz˙ek
supported by the Planetary Radar team at Arecibo.
The asteroid appeared to have a complex shape already in the continuous-wave (cw)
spectra, see Figure 5.2. Clear bifurcation can be noted, especially in the 14th and 16th January
spectra, suggesting the object might have two different-sized lobes. Using the cws, some early
surface characterisation was done. The ratio of the same (SC) to opposite circular polarisation
to the transmitted signal (OC), SC/OC, for this object is ≈ 0.3, which is a typical value for
a near-Earth asteroid, with the mean value being 0.34± 0.25 (Benner et al., 2008). There is
only a limited sample of Xk-class asteroids for which this ratio is measured, so it is difficult
to compare it with its taxonomic class. Generally the SC/OC ratio is considered a measure
of the surface roughness, as the presence of signal in SC means multiple reflections of the
transmitted radiation had occurred. The high SC/OC ratio for (85990) 1999 JV6 suggests
there are surface features at the scale of the radar wavelength (13 cm for Arecibo). Doppler-
delay imaging confirm the bi-lobed nature of the object. The initial simplified shape model
shows that object can be represented with two different-sized ellipsoids glued together, as is
discussed later (Section 5.3.3).
Goldstone (2016)
The object was observable again, during an even closer approach to Earth of around 0.053AU
in January 2016. The Goldstone Solar System Radar (GSSR) targeted the asteroid between
8th and 13th January 2016 obtaining two more cw spectra and high-resolution Doppler-delay
images. The closest approach during the Goldstone run was to about 0.035AU. The range
resolution obtained was down to 0.125 µs (18.75m) for observations for which Goldstone
was used for both transmitting and receiving, and 0.05 µs (7.5m) in bi-static observations
between Goldstone, transmitting, and Green Bank, receiving the radio signal. The data had
been provided for analysis in this work by the GSSR teams at Goldstone and Green Bank
observatories (courtesy of L. Benner and colleagues).
Arecibo (2016)
A second proposal was submitted by A. Roz˙ek for follow-up observations of (85990) 1999 JV6
with Arecibo to improve the initial model. It was designated R3036 and was scheduled for
six nights of 13th-18th January 2016. The observations were performed by P. Taylor and
L. Ford at Arecibo with A. Roz˙ek supervising the observations remotely. Only five nights
were used due to transmitter malfunction on 15th January. The summary of Arecibo 2016
observations is presented in Table 5.3b. It has to be noted that not all of available radar
observations are useful for the purpose of shape modelling. Whenever observations are
taken at a very similar geometry, but with different resolutions, it is better to concentrate on
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UT Date MJD Eph RTT Ptx Baud Code Start-Stop Runs Mode
yyyy-mm-dd [s] [kW] [µs] hhmmss-hhmmss
2016-01-08 57395 178 35 413 cw none 063038-063705 6 monostatic
180 373 0.125 127 070838-094927 138 monostatic
2016-01-09 57396 182 37 371 0.125 127 060252-061208 8 monostatic
426 0.05 2000 061354-070000 bistatic chirped
2016-01-10 57397 184 40 395 0.125 127 043043-044204 9 monostatic
420 0.125 127 045046-050706 bistatic
402 0.125 127 051142-072438 100 monostatic
2016-01-12 57399 186 47 417 cw none 061050-061802 5 monostatic
388 0.25 127 062230-064858 17 monostatic
48 406 0.125 127 065400-083000 bistatic
391 0.25 127 083258-112528 108 monostatic
2016-01-13 57400 186 51 376 0.25 127 043240-043835 4 monostatic
399 0.125 127 044300-045800 bistatic
52 407 0.25 127 050100-084230 bistatic
392 0.25 127 084716-103009 57 monostatic
Table 5.4: Radar observations of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 at Goldstone and Green Bank. UT
Date is the universal-time date on which the observation began. MJD is the corresponding
modified Julian date. Eph is the ephemeris solution number used. RTT is the round-trip light
time to the target. Ptx is the transmitter power. Baud is the delay resolution of the pseudo-
random code used for imaging; baud does not apply to cw data. Code is the length (in bauds)
of the pseudo-random code used. The timespan of the received data is listed by the UT start
and stop times. Runs is the number of completed transmit-receive cycles. Mode indicates
whether the signal transmitted from Goldstone has been received at Goldstone (monostatic),
or at Green Bank (bistatic). Details of radar observations can be found in Section 2.2.
the higher-resolution images, as the low-resolution observations do not improve the model.
Moreover, using more images considerably slows down the computations. Therefore, the
analysis concentrates on the continuous-wave spectra (see Figure A.6) and highest-resolution
imaging (see Figure A.7).
5.2.3 Arecibo observing run in January 2015
The observations with Arecibo Planetary Radar were performed as a part of A. Roz˙ek’s train-
ing visit at the Arecibo Observatory that took place between 7th January and 12th February
2015. During her visit at Arecibo A. Roz˙ek participated in radar observations of NEAs, in-
cluding the (85990) 1999 JV6, and the moons of Jupiter. The visit included training on data
reduction and development of an initial model of (85990) 1999 JV6.
The observations at Arecibo are executed from a control room in a building situated
close to the rim of the 305m telescope. The transmitter, constantly monitored by a telescope
technician, is located in the Gregorian dome that can be reached by cable-car for maintenance,
see Figure 5.3. The transmitter has a maximum output power of 1MW, and is supplied by
an on-site diesel generator. The signal focused in the receiver, also situated in the dome, is
then transferred with fibre optics back to the control room.




Figure 5.3: The Gregorian dome of Arecibo telescope hangs about 137m above the 305m
primary mirror. It is attached to a rotating azimuth arm suspended from a triangular plat-
form. The dome hosts secondary and tertiary mirrors, as well as a wide range of instruments,
including the S-band radar transmitter and receiver, which can be accessed after a short trip
with the cable car or a walk up a narrow bridge. As the telescopes primary mirror is not mov-
able, the Gregorian dome can be slid along the azimuth arm to control the elevation at which
objects are observed and the whole arm can be turned to adjust azimuth. The photograph
was taken from the perspective of the control room by A. Roz˙ek during her observations in
January 2015.
The astronomers main place of work is the console that allows telescope pointing, and
set-up of the observations (Figure 5.4). The telescope tracking is done automatically based
on ephemeris generated with JPL On-Site Orbit Determination software (OSOD) installed on
Arecibo computers. The system can be updated with radar astrometry to allow precise delay
and Doppler predictions during the observations. The new measurements are later revised
and incorporated into ephemerides available on-line through the JPL Horizons ephemeris
system. The observer then requests observations in a specific mode by using one of the
pre-programmed templates. The templates contain the baud length, code length, and speci-
fication of the system receiving and recording signal. They need to be adjusted for a specific
target by providing ephemeris information. The transmit and receive time are then automat-
ically selected by the software, and the user selects howmany runs (full transmit and receive
cycles) are to be performed. The quality of the incoming data is controlled throughout the
night by processing the data after each transmit-receive cycle.
Usually, astronomical observations are a passive process, in which the light of a selected
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Figure 5.4: Arecibo control board and observer station. The wiring on the board, visible
in the background, is set up with BNC cables every evening and adjusted throughout the
observing according to the observation mode. The console shown in foreground gives the
astronomer control over telescope steering and data gathering. Picture taken by A. Roz˙ek
during her observations in January 2015.
wavelength coming from the target is collected by a telescope and recorded with a relevant
detector. The radar observations of Solar System bodies are an active experiment. The signal
is being transmitted for the time of about the round-trip time, which is the time it takes the
radio signal to reach the object, get reflected from the surface, and come back. After that
the transmitter power is redirected to the cooling system and the receiving can begin. What
happens next, how the signal is recorded and reduced, depends on the mode of observations.
The observer can select from a few modes, with the main two types being continuous-wave
spectra that record the Doppler offset of the transmitted signal, and imaging that contains
the additional distance information. The details of the set-up depend on number of factors
with size, rotation rate, and distance to the object being the major ones, as they limit the
reflected signal power, bandwidth, and frequency and ranging resolution, as discussed in
Section 2.2.2.
For new radar detections usually just the cw observations as well as very crude ranging
are made. The latter is imaging with a very coarse range resolution, and usually reduced
with low frequency resolution as well, done in order to locate the asteroid and refine its orbit
before more detailed observations. In case of (85990) 1999 JV6 the observations started with
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cw and ranging, to get an accurate estimate on the signal strength and to make correction
of the ephemerides in OSOD. Then, the observations focused on high-resolution imaging,
mainly using code with baud-length of 0.2 µs.
In the control room, the receiving system has to be prepared for recording the signal
delivered from the telescope receiver via optical fibres. This requires the astronomer to
wire up specific components of the control board using BNC connector cables (Figure 5.4).
Depending on the type of observations, there is a few different types of filters, to filter
down unwanted part of the spectrum, and attenuators amplifying the signal, that have to be
wired up, as well as oscilloscopes to check the signal strength. Ultimately the pre-processed
signal is fed to the appropriate receiving system that samples and records it in a digital
form. The wiring is done on an experiment-to-experiment basis and can change during a
single observing night. The time for re-wiring the telescope set-up while the telescope is in
operation should be kept down to a necessary minimum. Sometimes the time it takes to slew
to the object is used for that purpose, but in extreme cases the re-wiring of receiver is done
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Figure 5.5: Results of the initial convex inversion pole scan for asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 on a
5°× 5° grid. The axes are ecliptic coordinates of the asteroids pole in degrees, longitude – λ,
and latitude – β. The colour changes from black at the minimum χ2 with 1% increments of
the minimum (the darker the colour, the smaller the χ2), with the white region representing
all the solutions with χ2 more than 50% above the minimum. Additionally, the model with
smallest χ2 is marked with a ‘+’ sign and contours corresponding to 1% (yellow), 5% (white
dotted) and 10% (white solid) increase above the minimum χ2 are plotted.
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5.3 Shape modelling after the January 2015 campaign
5.3.1 Pole scan with lightcurve data
In order to obtain a good starting point for the radar modelling done during the 2015 Arecibo
visit, an early lightcurve-inversion pole scan was performed, using the methods discussed
in Section 3.1.2. Only 14 of the lightcurves listed in Table 5.1 were used, namely the 7 INT
lightcurves from 2007 and 2008 as well as the 7 lightcurves published inMinor Planet Bulletin
(Warner, 2014a). The scan was performed on a rectangular grid of ecliptic coordinates of the
pole with a 10°× 10° resolution on the entire celestial sphere. The initial period estimate from
literature (Warner, 2014a) was used and the T0 was allowed to be determined automatically
by the software, which put it at the beginning of the first data set used.
The pole scan can be summed up as inconclusive, as there are many very similar solu-
tions lying across the celestial sphere, see Figure 5.5. The solutions within 10% of the best
solution cover the entire southern hemisphere of the sky and most of the northern hemi-
sphere. The pole seems to be located away from the orbital plane of the object (inclined at
5° to the ecliptic), with the best model obtained at λ = 10°, β = −70°. The convex model
corresponding to the best solution is elongated, slightly flattened, and has both large planar
areas covered sparsely with vertices as well as sharp corners where the vertices are quite
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Figure 5.6: The convex shape model of (85990) 1999 JV6, developed from a limited lightcurve
set in January 2015. The model corresponds to the best solution from scan depicted in
Figure 5.5. The rotation pole is located at λ = 10°, β = −70°. The six panels represent views
of the shape model along the x, y and z axes of the body reference frame, with z being the
rotation axis.
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densely packed, see Figure 5.6.
5.3.2 Initial non-convex model
The radar shape modelling was performed using the SHAPEmodelling software (Magri et al.,
2007). As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the process requires an initial guess on the shape model
as a starting point for the process. For the first attempt at modelling the radar data the best-fit
CONVEXINVmodel was used. Due to the nature of the convex-inversion method the model is
a convex hull of the actual shape represented with a triangular mesh. The assumption was
made that the SHAPE software should be able to modify the vertices of input shape so that it
would include the obvious concavities seen in the radar images (Figure A.7). This method
did not bring expected results, producing an amorphous blob rather than the expected bi-
lobed shape, see Figure 5.7.
The problem with using a CONVEXINVmodel as a base for SHAPEmodelling in this specific
case could stem from the way the faceted model is represented within SHAPE, see Figure 3.8.
The position of each vertex can be modified only along the direction of vertex deviation
vector, limiting in away the capabilities of SHAPE. There is room for improvement of the shape
detail, but the overall characteristics of the shape remains close to the initial model. Hence,
view from +y view from +x view from +z













Figure 5.7: The convex shape developed from lightcurve-inversion methods, as shown in
Figure 5.6, was used as a starting point of the radar SHAPEmodelling. The non-convex shape
solution, shown here, fails to reproduce the radar echoes and displays interesting artefacts.
The six panels represent views of the shape model along the x, y and z axes of the body
reference frame, with z being the rotation axis.
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a model that had large planar surfaces and no vertices where the neck region should be
located, failed to reproduce the bifurcation of the shape. Indeed, as can be seen in Figure 5.7,
the shape obtained as a result of the process is a rather bizarre amoeboid.
Another explanation for the unexpected result of the shape modelling process might
be improper use of the various penalties that can be implemented in SHAPE. The penalty
functions control for example the amount of non-convexity on the local and global scales, or
the deviation of the centre of rotation from centre-of-mass. The SHAPE software computes the
quality of the model not only by comparing it to observations but adds an extra term to the
computed goodness-of-fit χ2 value depending on the specific penalties set, see Equation (3.5).
The local convexity weight might have been set too small to prevent the vertex displacements
from changing too much and creating an amorphous shape.
5.3.3 Two-ellipsoid model
In this case, a better way to find initial conditions for the SHAPE modelling software was
to manually set up the initial shape that would reproduce the radar echoes. For this pur-
pose available best-quality observations, with the baud length of 0.2 µs, from the January
2015 campaign were selected, see Table 5.3a. Since the object echoes resembled those of
other contact binary asteroids, like (8567) 1996 HW1 (Magri et al., 2011) or (25143) Itokawa
view from +y view from +x view from +z













Figure 5.8: The two-ellipsoid shape model of (85990) 1999 JV6. The model pole corresponds
to the best solution from scan depicted in Figure 5.5 and is located at λ = 10°, β = −70°. The
six panels represent views of the shape model along the x, y and z axes of the body reference
frame, with z being the rotation axis.
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(Ostro et al., 2004), a two-ellipsoid model was adopted.
The parameters that have to be set up for a two-ellipsoid model are dimensions of el-
lipsoids, angular and spatial offsets of both components, and initial rotation of the whole
model. For an assumed pole position and rotation period, the parameters had been manually
adjusted. Then the SHAPE software was used to output the synthetic radar echoes for a given
set of parameters to be inspected visually. Further manual adjustments were made until the
fit to the radar echoes was satisfying. Then model details were refined using SHAPE. This
process has been repeated for a few different possible rotation pole positions to get a good
picture of the overall model properties. Finally, the model with the pole located at λ = 10°
and β = −70° (best-fit convex inversion pole location) was selected as the focus of further
study, see Figure 5.8.
5.3.4 Reﬁned radar model
The two-ellipsoid shape was then transformed to a faceted model. The surfaces of the two
ellipsoids were sampled with a resolution of ≈ 12° and described with a set of 532 vertices
arranged into 1059 triangular facets. The SHAPE software was used to find the optimal
values of vertex displacements and sidereal rotation period. The resulting model (Figure 5.9)
reproduced the radar echoes quite well, but its reliability was limited. The position of the
rotation pole was not very well constrained to begin with and, for the sake of the shape
view from +y view from +x view from +z













Figure 5.9: The vertex model developed from the two-ellipsoid shape model of
(85990) 1999 JV6 depicted in Figure 5.8. The six panels represent views of the shape model
along the x, y and z axes of the body reference frame, with z being the rotation axis.
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modelling exercise, was chosen almost arbitrarily from a wide range of possible solutions.
More detailed study of the object was possible after the asteroid was observed during the
even closer approach to Earth in January 2016. The additional observing geometries, and
higher resolution radar observations helped to improve the model.
5.4 Shape modelling after the January 2016 campaign
5.4.1 Pole scan with expanded lightcurve data
Having an expanded lightcurve observations set, after the 2015 and 2016 radar observing
campaigns, a new convex pole scan was attempted. However, not all available lightcurves
were included in the scan, some pre-selection was made based on completeness and signal-
to-noise ratio. The first and last lightcurves from 2007 were used (lightcurves 1 and 3 in
Table 5.1), and the 2008 set was limited to the only full lightcurve, the last one (number 7),
which gives a total of 22 lightcurves included in the scan. The T0 for this scan was selected
automatically to be the beginning of the first lightcurve (in March 2007). The initial period
was set to be 6.53679h, an approximation from earlier scans. A grid of 5°× 5° fixed pole
positions covering the entire celestial sphere was used to perform shape and period fitting.
At each point of the grid the quality of the fit, χ2, of the model to all the lightcurves included
in the modelling, were recorded.
The process was repeated for a range of YORP spin-up factors, ν, in order to obtain a first
estimate on whether the effect is acting on this asteroid or not. In other words, multiple pole
scans were performed, keeping the ν factor fixed for each scan, creating plots of χ2 against
fragment of celestial sphere, or YORP-planes (Figure 3.4). The minimum χ2 value from each
of the YORP-planes was plotted against the values of ν in Figure 5.10. The best fit to the


















YORP factor [10−7 rad/d2]
YORP scan with pole scan
Figure 5.10: Results of com-
bined convex shape and YORP
scan for (85990) 1999 JV6. For
a set of YORP factors, ν, a
grid of possible pole positions
was scanned with shape and
period optimised at each point.
The quality of the fit, χ2, was
recorded and a smallest value
of χ2 from each scan is plot-
ted here against the values of
ν. The green line marks the
best-fit χ2 minimum +1%, red
+10%. A YORP-induced spin-up
of 4× 10−8 rad/d2 gives the best
fit to observational data, but the
constant period solution cannot
be discarded.
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Figure 5.11: Final results of the convex lightcurve-inversion pole scan for asteroid
(85990) 1999 JV6 on a 5° × 5° grid, which used lightcurve data up to and including the
new lightcurve data from 2016. The axes are ecliptic coordinates of the asteroids pole in
degrees, longitude – λ, and latitude – β. The colour changes from black at the minimum
χ2 with 1% increments of the minimum (the darker the colour, the smaller the χ2), with the
white region representing all the solutions with χ2 more than 50% above the minimum. Ad-
ditionally, the model with smallest χ2 is marked with a ‘+’ sign and contours corresponding
to 5% (white dotted) and 10% (white solid) increase above the minimum χ2 are plotted.
χ2
Figure 5.12: Results of the convex inversion
pole scan for asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6. This
is same as Figure 5.11, but the results are pro-
jected on the surface of the celestial sphere de-
scribed in ecliptic coordinates of the asteroids
pole. The blue line marks the equator with lat-
itude β = 0. The red line marks the longitude
λ = 0 and the green line λ = 180. From top-
right clockwise, the coordinates of the central
point in each projection are (λ = 90°,β = 0°),
(λ = 270°,β = 0°), (β = 90°), and (β = −90°).
The colour changes from black at the mini-
mum χ2, with 1% increments of the minimum,
and the white region representing all the solu-
tions with χ2 more than 50% above the mini-
mum. Projecting the pole scan results this way
rather than as a rectangular projection of the
celestial sphere is a much better way of illus-
trating the constraint on the pole position, es-
pecially for ecliptic longitude.
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lightcurve set for (85990) 1999 JV6 is obtained for a shape model developed assuming a slight
YORP-induced spin-up with ν = 4× 10−8 rad/d2, and the YORP torque could be as strong
as ν = 7× 10−8 rad/d2. However, the constant period solution, with ν = 0, still reproduces
the lightcurves very well, with the χ2 different by less than 1% from the best-fit model.
The pole search under assumption of a constant period, ν = 0, puts a better constraint
on the rotational pole position than the initial scan performed in 2015. The pole can be
restricted to negative ecliptic latitudes (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). The proximity of the location
of the rotation pole to the southern pole of the celestial sphere and the range of observing
geometries available (Figure 5.1) make estimating the longitude of the pole, using only the
lightcurve-inversion methods, unreliable for this object.
5.4.2 Pole scan with two-ellipsoid model
Using the radar data, a new pole scan was performed, with one of the two-ellipsoid models
developed after the January 2015 run used as a starting point. To speed-up the computation
at this stage, only a sample of radar data were used. The radar subset was selected to cover
the full range of rotation phases and be representative of the two years of the observing



















































Figure 5.13: Rotation phase coverage of radar data used in the pole scan (upper panel) and
in the final shape modelling (lower panel) of (85990) 1999 JV6. The rotation phase was
calculated using the best-fit vertex model with λ= 132°, β=−88°. Circles represent the two
Arecibo runs, with green open circles marking data gathered in 2015, and blue filled – 2016.
The red squares mark Goldstone data (both mono-static and bi-static with Green Bank). The
horizontal axis on both plots is the rotation phase in degrees and the vertical axis is the baud
length for imaging frames. The cw observations are marked as well.
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A total of 8 continuous-wave spectra from Arecibo were used, 4 from each year. The cw
spectra were masked to show only the bandwidth of the recorded signal and any drops due
to bi-lobed shape of the asteroid. Any signal outside the masked region was multiplied by
0, see Figure A.6. This masking speeds up the computation and is especially important at a
later stage, when SHAPEmight unnecessarily try to fit all the spikes often present in cws and
create a hedgehog-like structure, comparable to what is shown in Figure 5.7.
Rotational phase coverage and delay resolution were the main criteria applied when
selecting the Doppler-delay frames for the scan. Preference was given to data sets where
a series of consecutive images was taken, rather than single observations. The analysis
focused on the 0.1 µs and 0.2 µs-baud imaging from Arecibo and 0.125 µs from Goldstone,
as well as the highest resolution (with baud of 0.05 µs). Due to some intermediate issues
with data reduction of higher-resolution data sets, a few low-resolution, baud length 0.25 µs,
frames from Goldstone were used. Those issues were later resolved and the rotation phases
covered initially by the 0.25 µs were covered by 0.125 µs imaging from Goldstone in later fits
(compare both panels of Figure 5.13).
The radar imaging frames can be quite large compared to the number of pixels that
contain the actual echo. Unconstrained calculations of the χ2 would take into account all
image pixels, effectively making SHAPE attempt to fit the background nose. Therefore the
images are initially vignetted, to contain as little background as possible. Having synthetic
radar images from the earlier modelling based on an initial model were used to set up more
accurate masks. For any image the mask would cover the area of the image where the radar
signal is expected to be plus an extra 5 pixels (Magri et al., 2011, value selected following).
Pixel values outside the mask were multiplied by 0, so they would not provide any input to
the χ2 sum.
The lightcurve data were included, though limited to those obtained closest to the radar
runs. Lightcurves 19, 20 and 21 (Warner, 2015b), 23 (from TMO, 2015), and 24 and 25 (from
INT, 2016) were selected. The Table 5.1 lists the numerical IDs of all the lightcurves. Once
more, to speed up the computation, the lightcurves were binned with a resolution of 15° in
rotation phase.
Running the SHAPE modelling procedure is computationally demanding even with a
limited data set and a simplifiedmodel. Therefore a pole scan as detailed as for the lightcurve
inversion is not necessarily recommended, and the parameter space needed to be restricted.
Taking into account the earlier results the rotation pole could be constrained to high negative
latitudes. Hence, the spin-state modelling with radar data has been performed on a selection
of pole positions which were divided into two batches, as shown in Figure 5.14.
In the first batch, a coarse pole scan was performed using pole positions approximately
evenly distributed on a celestial sphere, with a resolution of 10°. The distribution is achieved
by selecting points lying on circles on the celestial sphere parallel to the ecliptic (circles of
constant latitude, β), separated by 10°. A point with ecliptic longitude λ = 0° is always
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Figure 5.14: The set up of the
(85990) 1999 JV6 pole scan with
SHAPE using two-ellipsoidmodel
and the radar data. The pole
directions for which the model
was optimised were marked.
The scan was divided in two
batches. The red dots show
the coarse whole-sky scan with
points evenly distributed with a
10° separation. The blue dots
show the detailed 2° × 4° scan
on a fragment of celestial sphere
below β = −60°.
selected and the distance between subsequent points along each circle is such that it is ap-
proximately 10°, when it is calculated along each circle as the product of cosβ and difference
in λ.
The second batch was restricted to a rectangular grid with a 4° separation in λ and 2° in β.
This grid was set up on a fragment of celestial sphere most likely to contain the pole solution.
The region enclosed pole positions with λ from 0 ° to 356 ° and β from −88 ° to −60 °.
The pole scan was then executed in two steps. In the first step the size-related parameters
of the two ellipsoid components were held fixed. The quantities optimised for each possible
pole were the rotation rate, the initial rotation phase, and the angular offsets of the two
ellipsoids, which could be tilted in any direction. After that a second round of modelling
was performed on each model, this time adjusting the sizes of both ellipsoids along three
axes, as well as all the angular variables. The result of the pole scan wasmore conclusive than
when using the lightcurves alone. The χ2 plot, Figure 5.15, shows that the ecliptic latitude
of the rotation pole of (85990) 1999 JV6 is lower than β = −80°. As seen in the spherical
projection in Figure 5.16, the proximity to pole of the celestial sphere makes the longitude of
the pole quite difficult to determine, albeit less relevant for the solution.
The best solution from the two-ellipsoid radar scan is located at λ = 144°, β = −84°.
Some basic assessment of the asteroid properties can be done based on a set of 100 models
with the smallest χ2, which all lie within 3% of the best-solution χ2 value. As can be seen
in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 the uncertainty region is roughly circular around the pole λ = 0°,
β = −90°, with a radius ≈ 10°. The smaller lobe is close to spherical and has diameters
345± 9, 281± 8 and 291± 9m, and the larger is more elongated, with 580± 10, 322± 5 and
332± 7m. The refined period (6.536 787± 0.000 006) h.
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Figure 5.15: Results of the pole scan for asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 on a sample of possible
pole positions. The scan was performed using a two-ellipsoid model, and a selection of
lightcurve and radar data. The axes are ecliptic coordinates of the asteroids pole in degrees,
longitude – λ, and latitude – β. The colour changes from black at the minimum χ2 with 1%
increments of the minimum (the darker the colour, the smaller the χ2), with the white region
representing all the solutions with χ2 more than 50% above the minimum. Additionally, the
model with smallest χ2 is marked with a ‘+’ sign and contours corresponding to 1% (yellow),
5% (white dotted) and 10% (white solid) increase above the minimum χ2 are plotted.
χ2
Figure 5.16: Results of the two-ellipsoid pole
scan for asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6. This is
same as Figure 5.15, but the results are pro-
jected on the surface of the celestial sphere de-
scribed in ecliptic coordinates of the asteroids
pole. The blue line marks the equator with lat-
itude β = 0. The red line marks the longitude
λ = 0 and the green line λ = 180. From top-
right clockwise, the coordinates of the central
point in each projection are (λ = 90°,β = 0°),
(λ = 270°,β = 0°), (β = 90°), and (β = −90°).
The colour changes from black at the mini-
mum χ2, with 1% increments of theminimum,
and the white region representing all the solu-
tions with χ2 more than 50% above the mini-
mum.
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5.4.3 Reﬁned radar model
In the two-ellipsoid pole scan there are a few solutions within 1% of the minimum χ2, and
those within 10% of the minimum essentially cover the southern pole of the celestial sphere
up to latitude −74°. Given the uncertainty on the pole position, especially in determining
the pole longitude, a few models were selected for further development, rather than just the
best-fit model. As illustrated in Figure 5.19, a sample of 16 models were selected for further
development, with a focus on the radar models with goodness-of-fit within 1% of the best
solution.
Each of the models was realised with around 1000 vertices, arranged into approximately
500 facets for each model, with an average length on a facet edge being 40m. Vertex real-
isation of the models had been optimised using an extended radar data set and the same
lightcurves as were used in the pole scan. The observation set now included all cw observa-
tions available, see Figure A.6 and Table A.1, all frames with 0.2 µs, 0.1 µs, and 0.05 µs baud
length from Arecibo, and 0.125 µs and 0.05 µs from Goldstone. The sampling of rotation
phases for the radar data used is shown in Figure 5.13. Each of the models was optimised
in two stages, allowing first the size and then the deviation of each vertex to vary, along
with the sidereal rotation period and initial rotation phase at both stages (this is similar to
adjusting the T0 in CONVEXINV).
The final quality of the fit of the new model to the extended data set is correlated with
view from +y view from +x view from +z













Figure 5.17: The model corresponds to a solution with a χ2 within 1% of the best solution
from the scan depicted in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. This is the model that best reproduced the
full lightcurve data set, with the rotation pole located at λ = 96°, β = −88°. The six panels
represent views of the shape model along principal axes of inertia.




Figure 5.18: Example of the quality of fit of the final shape model with λ= 96° and β=−88°
of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 to the radar data. The three subfigures represent different
observing runs: Arecibo 2015 (a), Goldstone (b), Arecibo 2016 (c). The subsets of 16 images
were selected to cover a full rotation for each run and are subscribed with the rotation phase
(as a fraction of the full rotation) as well as set and frame number in the SHAPE observations
file (in brackets). Each set of three panels represents one Doppler-delay image and is made
of the actual observation (left panel), echo simulated from the model (middle panel), and
plane-of-sky projection of the model (right panel). On the observation and simulation images
the delay increases downwards and the frequency (Doppler) to the right. The plane-of-sky
image is orientated with north to the top and east to the left. The principal axes of inertia
are marked with coloured rods (red, green and blue), and the rotation vector (z-axis of fixed
body coordinate system) is marked with a purple arrow. Note the rotation axis and z-axis of
the body overlap with the axis of maximum inertia.
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Set Frame Obs. UT Date UT Time Baud Pix. height Pix. width Looks Phase
yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss [µs] [µs] [Hz]
16 00 A1 2015-01-16 05:35:46 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.06
16 01 A1 2015-01-16 05:49:48 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.10
16 03 A1 2015-01-16 06:15:40 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.16
17 00 A1 2015-01-16 06:54:26 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.26
17 01 A1 2015-01-16 07:08:59 0.200 0.100 0.067 30 0.30
19 01 A1 2015-01-18 05:23:57 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.36
19 03 A1 2015-01-18 05:51:18 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.43
19 05 A1 2015-01-18 06:18:35 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.50
14 01 A1 2015-01-15 06:31:06 0.200 0.100 0.068 24 0.54
19 07 A1 2015-01-18 06:46:54 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.57
15 00 A1 2015-01-15 07:22:01 0.200 0.100 0.068 24 0.67
18 00 A1 2015-01-17 05:31:40 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.71
18 02 A1 2015-01-17 05:58:37 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.78
18 03 A1 2015-01-17 06:11:49 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.82
18 04 A1 2015-01-17 06:27:44 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.86
18 06 A1 2015-01-17 06:56:56 0.200 0.100 0.065 30 0.93
(a) Arecibo 2015
Set Frame Obs. UT Date UT Time Baud Pix. height Pix. width Looks Phase
yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss [µs] [µs] [Hz]
25 02 G 2016-01-08 07:31:45 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.02
25 05 G 2016-01-08 07:59:50 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.09
28 06 G 2016-01-10 06:20:56 0.125 0.125 0.158 47 0.16
25 10 G 2016-01-08 08:46:38 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.21
25 12 G 2016-01-08 09:05:21 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.26
25 15 G 2016-01-08 09:34:02 0.125 0.125 0.158 45 0.33
25 16 G 2016-01-08 09:44:32 0.125 0.125 0.158 45 0.36
26 00 G 2016-01-09 06:07:31 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.47
29 02 G 2016-01-09 06:34:59 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.54
29 05 G 2016-01-09 06:59:29 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.60
31 02 G 2016-01-12 07:20:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.64
31 05 G 2016-01-12 07:50:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.72
31 07 G 2016-01-12 08:10:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.77
31 09 G 2016-01-12 08:30:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.82
32 00 G 2016-01-13 04:48:26 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.92
25 00 G 2016-01-08 07:13:03 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.98
(b) Goldstone
Table 5.5: Details of the example radar imaging frames shown in Figure 5.18. The three
sub-tables represent different observing runs: Arecibo 2015 (a), Goldstone (b), Arecibo 2016
(c). Set column lists the number of set as it appears in the SHAPE observations file. Frame
column contains the frame number in the SHAPE file. The set and frame numbers are given
as they are unique labels and are convenient for identification of images in the figures. Obs.
is a designation of the observing run, A1 for Arecibo 2015, A2 for Arecibo 2016, and G for
Goldstone. UT Date is the UT date at which the observation was taken. UT Time is the mid-
receive time. Baud is the signal code baud length in µs. Pix. height is the pixel size in the delay
domain in µs. Pix. width is the pixel size in the frequency (Doppler) domain in Hz. Looks is
the total number of independent measurements (looks) in each frame. Phase is the rotation
phase, assuming the spin-state of the refined radar model with λ = 96° and β = −88°, as a
fraction of full rotation. The frames for each run are listed in order of increasing rotation
phase.
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Set Frame Obs. UT Date UT Time Baud Pix. height Pix. width Looks Phase
yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss [µs] [µs] [Hz]
39 00 A2 2016-01-15 03:06:49 0.050 0.050 0.038 6 0.00
23 09 A2 2016-01-18 03:29:39 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.07
21 04 A2 2016-01-15 03:56:06 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.13
23 14 A2 2016-01-18 04:24:48 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.21
22 00 A2 2016-01-17 02:38:12 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.27
22 03 A2 2016-01-17 02:59:29 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.32
20 00 A2 2016-01-14 03:26:09 0.100 0.100 0.042 6 0.38
22 08 A2 2016-01-17 03:46:12 0.100 0.100 0.032 4 0.44
22 12 A2 2016-01-17 04:13:24 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.51
22 15 A2 2016-01-17 04:34:43 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.56
24 02 A2 2016-01-19 02:48:46 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.63
24 05 A2 2016-01-19 03:13:03 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.70
24 08 A2 2016-01-19 03:37:33 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.76
24 12 A2 2016-01-19 04:10:21 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.84
23 00 A2 2016-01-18 02:21:15 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.89
23 05 A2 2016-01-18 02:59:15 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.99
(c) Arecibo 2016
Table 5.5: Continued from Page 123.
how well the two-ellipsoid model fit the original data set, which is to be expected. An
example of a final vertex model is shown in Figure 5.17. The model that gives the best fit to
all of lightcurve data is shown. For the samemodel a sample of radar images from each radar
run was selected to illustrate full rotation of the asteroid and is shown in Figure 5.18, details
of the imaging frames used in this illustration are gathered in Table 5.5. For a figure showing
the full imaging data set used in the modelling please refer to Figure A.7 with images listed
in Table A.2
5.5 Spin-state analysis
The 16 candidate shape models, that had their faceted shapes optimised, were used for phase
offset measurements for the full lightcurve data set described in Table 5.1. The T0 used in
spin-state analysis should be, ideally, set at either end of the observing interval. Within the
shape modelling, it was forced to be after the date of the last observation with INT, so this
point was used to propagate the model.
First of all, the quality of the fit χ2 of the model to the full lightcurve data set was
checked, see Figure 5.19. The best fit is obtained for a model with λ = 132° and β = −88°.
The selected shape models reproduce the full lightcurve data set quite accurately, with a few
% difference in χ2 between them. The Figure 5.19 illustrates the location of the rotation pole
positions of the models investigated and the differences between χ2 of lightcurve fits for
them, over-plotted on the χ2 plot obtained from the two-ellipsoid pole scan (a fragment of
Figure 5.15).
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Then, for each model the phase offsets between the data and artificial lightcurves were
measured. The nominal rotation phase of each observed data point was calculated using the
selected T0 and period P. An artificial lightcurve was then calculated for those phases as well
as a 100 equally spaced points in the phase angle space. Then the artificial lightcurve was
interpolated, using linear interpolation, to create a continuous representation of the curve.
The observed points were then slid along the artificial lightcurve, by adding a phase offset
with a step of 0.5° of rotation. At each point, the quality of the fit of the artificial lightcurve
to the data was calculated and the offset giving the best fit was recorded.
The phase offsets for each of the lightcurves, given in degrees, were then plotted as a
function of time. The number of days elapsed since T0 is used here, but sometimes the
number of years since T0 can be given. An example of such plot is shown here, in Figure 5.20,
for the model that best reproduced the lightcurves, but additional plots for the remaining 12
models can be found in Figure A.8. The expected result for a constant period solution is the
measurements laying in a straight line, either representing a systematic phase offset if the
T0 is set incorrectly, or tilted to indicate an inaccuracy in period measurements. In case that
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Figure 5.19: A few of the best two-ellipsoid models of (85990) 1999 JV6 were selected for
further development. The coloured dots mark positions of the rotation pole for each model.
Colour changes from best fit marked with blue, to worst fit marked with green, with text
labels showing the increase of χ2 goodness-of-fit of the model to all available lightcurves
above the minimum value in %. The background is a fragment of scan illustrated by Fig-
ure 5.15. It can be noted that however the solution with λ = 136°, β = −88° produced the
best overall fit to the combined data, it was the λ = 96°, β = −88° that produced the best
lightcurve fit.
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constant period fit, std. dev.=1.6449[deg]
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Figure 5.20: Phase offset measurements for (85990) 1999 JV6 model that best reproduces
the lightcurves, with λ = 132°, β = −88°, period P = 6.536782h, and starting point T0 =
2457425.2133 (February 2016). The blue points represent individual lightcurves with error
in the phase offset measurement marked with the vertical bars. The lightcurves utilised in
SHAPE modelling are circled in red. Purple solid line marks best-fit, assuming a constant-
period solution (the σ of the fit is given in the legend). The red dashed lines mark possible
spread in phase offsets due to uncertainty in the measured period alone.
YORP would be acting, the phase offsets would demonstrate a quadratic trend, as seen for
example for (25143) Itokawa (Lowry et al., 2014), or (54509) YORP (Fig. 2 Taylor et al., 2007,
reproduced here in Figure 1.9b).
The constant period solution seems to reproduce all of the (85990) 1999 JV6 data very well.
A small spread can be observed in the phase offset measurements, see Figures 5.20 and A.8,
but the trend corresponding to a constant period solution can be fitted to the observations
with σ ≈ 2°, and individual offsets lay within the error in period determination for most
models. The points from 2013 NTT run seem not to follow those trends, but these are
short lightcurve segments and the phase offset measurement error might be underestimated.




The asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is a bi-lobed body, a likely representative of a class of aster-
oid called contact-binaries, which are estimated to make up to 35% of NEA’s population
(Jacobson et al., 2016). The characterisation of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 was made possible
thanks to combining the extensive lightcurve data set with precise radar measurements.
The lightcurves have a large amplitude of variation, often close to 1mag. The shape of the
lightcurves is characteristic of an elongated body, they have two sharp minima and arched
maxima. The lightcurve analysis constrains the rotation pole to be located at a low ecliptic
latitude.
The radar observations were collected at Arecibo and Goldstone observatories in January
2015 and January 2016. The radar experiment revealed a bi-lobed body with surface charac-
teristic typical for a near-Earth asteroid. A robust shape model was obtained with a rotation
pole very close to the southern pole of the celestial sphere in ecliptic coordinates. The base
for developing the model was a shape constructed with two ellipsoids. One of the lobes
was slightly more spherical and had the largest semi-major axis about 40% shorter than the
larger lobe. The larger lobe is elongated and has the smaller lobe attached at an angle. A
vertex model was developed with an effective resolution of about 40m.
The analysis including radar data confirmed the findings from the lightcurve study
and allowed to further constrain the location of rotation pole. The radar-derived shape
of (85990) 1999 JV6 is similar to other known contact-binary asteroids, like (8567) 1996 HW1
(Magri et al., 2011) which had a clear neck region. The two lobes of (85990) 1999 JV6 are
not quite as distinct. One way to confirm the contact-binary status, would be to investi-
gate the interior structure. This was done for example in case of asteroid (25143) Itokawa
(Lowry et al., 2014). In case of Itokawa, it was impossible to match the theoretical predictions
of YORP strength without shifting the centre of mass away from the geometric centre of the
figure. The shift was explained with different densities assigned to the lobes. In case of
(85990) 1999 JV6 the model was developed assuming a principal axis rotation and forcing
the centre-of-mass position in the geometric centre using modelling penalties. A linear offset
of the centre of mass might be probed in the future to check whether there is a scope for
investigation of density inhomogeneity.
While the YORP spin-up was not detected for this asteroid, it can be noted here that the
radar astrometry performed at Arecibo in January 2016 led to a detection of non-gravitational
force changing the orbit of (85990) 1999 JV6. The discoverywas announced in an electronic cir-
cular by Giorgini et al. (2016). The asteroid had a well known orbit, with 945 optical astromet-
ric measurements available as well as 4 radar astrometric measurements from January 2015 at
Arecibo, and four in early January 2016 from Goldstone. The new measurements were taken
on 14th, 17th and 19th January did not follow a ballistic trajectory. The newmeasurements are
reportedly offset by (−5.6± 1.0)× 10−6, (−8.4± 0.5)× 10−6 and (−11.4± 0.5)× 10−6 seconds
from the ephemeris round-trip time. Some non-gravitational force is required to explain
the detected offsets. A new orbital solution was thus published, incorporating all existing
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astrometry and including a transverse acceleration (−1.6± 0.2)× 10−12m/s2 necessary to de-
scribe the orbital motion of (85990) 1999 JV6. A possible explanation of the observed orbital
dynamics of this asteroid might be the influence of Yarkovsky effect, see Section 1.3.
The YORP programme collaborator, B. Rozitis form the Open University, Milton Keynes
modelled thermal observations for this object using the shape model and spin-state de-
veloped here. Working under the assumption that the acceleration detected in the orbital
motion could be explained by the Yarkovsky effect, allowed him to estimate the mass of
(85990) 1999 JV6. Depending on the thermal inertia, the density of this object might be be-
tween 500 kg/m3 to 850 kg/m3. The low bulk density might suggest that the object could be
an extinct comet. Indeed, the target’s geometric albedo measured by the ExploreNEOs cam-
paign pν = 0.076
+0.058
−0.035 could put it in the low-albedo regime typical for comets and P-type
asteroids (Mueller et al., 2011; ?). However, due to the considerable error-bar on the albedo
measurement, the target might still belong to the metallic M-type which is unlikely to be
linked to cometary population.
Some further work is required for this asteroid. The radar scattering law needs to be re-
fined to better reproduce the fine details of imaging and continuous-wave spectra. Influence
of surface roughness on the lightcurves could also be investigated (the high SC/OC ratio
suggests a rough surface, see Figure 5.2). New radar observations of (85990) 1999 JV6 were
performed at Arecibo and Goldstone in January 2017. They are lower resolution than the ob-
servations used here, and consisted with the current model. More photometric observations
are required to confirm or fully reject the possibility of YORP effect acting on this asteroid.
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Figure 5.21: Lightcurve fits of shape model of (85990) 1999 JV6 to all available lightcurves.
The model was generated with λ = 132°, β = −88°, P = 6.536782h, T0 = 2457425.2133.
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Figure 5.21: Continued from page 129
Chapter 6
Analysis of Rosetta OSIRIS and ground-based
data of comet 67P
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Comets can be studied using similar techniques, as were applied to NEAs in Chapters 4
and 5. In a few rare cases the comets come within the planetary radar range and can be
modelled using delay-Doppler images (Harmon et al., 2011, for example). With sufficient
data, lightcurve-inversion methods can be used to develop shape model of any small Solar
System body, including a cometary nucleus, as was done for 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
The Jupiter family comet 67P was recently visited by the Rosetta spacecraft, equipped with
a suite of instruments including the Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging
System (OSIRIS). The instrument imaged the nucleus and its environment in detail, and
was used for lightcurve study before the comet could be resolved. The framework described
in Chapter 3 was used to model the data acquired by OSIRIS in early stages of the Rosetta
mission.
The analysis of the lightcurves OSIRIS acquired on approach to 67P was performed using
convex-lightcurve-inversion method and phase offset measurements. It built on results of
earlier ground-based observational campaign and brought a robust detection of the sidereal
rotation period decrease by about 20 minutes (Mottola et al., 2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek). The
tools developed for artificial lightcurve computation, described in Section 3.3.1, were used
for assessment of mean daily insolation of the nucleus surface, leading to determination
of dust production rates (Guilbert-Lepoutre et al., 2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek). The calculations
of illumination and visibility of surface elements were also incorporated in a geometric
method for identification of source-regions of cometary jets (Lara et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015,
2016, incl. A. Roz˙ek). And finally, the artificial lightcurves were produced for the complex
spacecraft shape model (Snodgrass et al., 2016, incl. A. Roz˙ek).
Selected results are presented in this chapter. Following a brief Rosetta mission overview
in this section, the detection of spin period change is discussed in Section 6.2, and the deter-
mination of jet-source regions in Section 6.3.
6.1.1 The `comet chaser' mission overview
The European Space Agency (ESA)’s Rosetta spacecraft mission was first endeavour by
a man-made object to orbit and land on a comet. It was launched on 2nd March 2004,
after an initial launch delay prompted a change of mission target, comet 46P/Wirtanen,
to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P). The target was selected from amongst the
Jupiter family comets, characterised by short orbital periods and strong dynamical influence
from Jupiter (see Figure 1.1). The mission benefited from multiple gravity assists and sur-
vived over 2.5 years of hibernation to rendezvous with the target on 6th August 2014. The
spacecraft carried eleven instruments on-board, designed to provide an in-depth physical
characterization of the comet nucleus and activity. It deployed a small lander Philae onto the
surface of 67P on 12th November 2014. The lander bounced off the cometary surface a few
times, before landing in a position inconvenient for prolonged operation, where it carried
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Figure 6.1: The Rosetta mission poster shows the orbital probe, the lander Philae and the
target comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The peculiar duck-like shape of the nucleus
came as a big surprise (Sierks et al., 2015). The lander Philae reached the comet nucleus
in November 2014 and bounced off it a few times before landing sideways under a cliff
(Biele et al., 2015). The image of the comet was taken with the navigation camera on Rosetta
(ESA/Rosetta/NavCam), and the collage was downloaded from the ESA websiteb.
bhttp://sci.esa.int/rosetta/55799-rosetta-at-comet-67p-landscape/
out most of its planned science experiments (Biele et al., 2015). The mission ended on 30th
September 2016 with the probe delivering final data from as close as 20 meters from the
surface before crashing into the nucleus.
Comets are considered the primordial bodies of the Solar System. The giant planets,
as they were formed and migrated through the Solar System, perturbed gravitationally
the material around them that failed to form planets (Walsh et al., 2011). The cometary
material, that was delivered this way to the outer reaches of the Solar System, likely reflects
the composition of the early proto-planetary disk (Meech et al., 2016). Some scenarios for
Earth formation predict that comets, as they collided with a young Earth, brought water or
components of life to the surface (Altwegg et al., 2015). The Rosetta mission was designed
to investigate that possibility by looking into the composition and constitution of the comet.
It was also the first mission to follow a comet along for an extended period of time rather
than a short fly-by. It would provide insight into the activity on perihelion approach usually
limited by the cometary nuclei being mostly obscured by coma at that stage.
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The mission brought multiple breakthrough scientific results, many of them regarding
chemical composition of the comet. The ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in the emitted
gases was shown to be the highest for any comet measured to date (Altwegg et al., 2015),
significantly different to the Earth’s oceans. This has shown that Jupiter family comets have
a varied composition and thus origin, which makes this family of comets less likely to be
the main source of water on Earth. New numerical simulations suggest that the presence of
water in the inner Solar System can be explained with the material pushed towards Earth
from Jupiter’s surroundings when it accreted gas (Raymond and Izidoro, 2017). Amongst
some other chemical compounds, glycine was found in the 67P coma. The presence of
this basic amino-acid combined with other organic molecules and phosphorus encouraged
theories of life ingredients originating from comets (Altwegg et al., 2016).
6.1.2 The orbiter OSIRIS camera system
The physical appearance of the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko was mainly investi-
gated using the Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System (OSIRIS). The
instrument incorporated two devices, the Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) and the Wide Angle
Camera (WAC). Each Camera encapsulated a 2048× 2048 pixels CCD detectors, yet was
equipped with a slightly different optical systems. The NAC was equipped with a telescope
with 2.2°× 2.2° field of view, while the WAC’s was 11.3°× 12.1°. The main goal of the in-
strument was to characterise the shape, spin-state, and surface details of the comet nucleus,
and also monitor the near-nucleus environment. The NAC was achieving those goals by
providing high-resolution imagery, for example close-ups of the cliffs and surface formations,
while the WAC was used when the size of the field-of-view was a priority, for example to
monitor the near-nucleus activity (Keller et al., 2007).
The OSIRIS cameras proved to be a rich source of information on the comet’s nature.
Early images revealed a peculiar bi-lobed shape with a varied morphology (Sierks et al.,
2015). The surface of the cometary nucleus showed great diversity with wide dust-covered
planes, sharp ridges, cliffs, cracks, and numerous boulders (Thomas et al., 2015). The comet
was changing and evolving as it was followed by Rosetta, with collapsing cliffs (Pajola et al.,
2017), boulders shifting across the surface and widening cracks (El-Maarry et al., 2017). Sur-
face ice forming by condensation by night and sublimating under sunshine was found to be
the source of short-term activity bursts (De Sanctis et al., 2015). Perfectly round sink-hole-
like features were linked to the dust and gas jets (Vincent et al., 2015) and were a target of the
final descend imaging sequence. And the layered structure of cliffs was a base for suggesting
that the comet is made of two independently formed lobes (Massironi et al., 2015).
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Precise spin-state determination was crucial for planning the orbit insertion manoeuvre
prior to Rosetta’s arrival at the comet. The collection of ground-based lightcurve data begun
before the mission was launched, and continued around the time of the comet’s previous per-
ihelion approach (Lamy et al., 2006; Tubiana et al., 2008, 2011; Lowry et al., 2012, list details
of the 2003-2007 observing campaign). Two models were functioning in mission planning
before the early OSIRIS data became available, a spherical harmonics non-convex model
(Lamy et al., 2006), and a convex lightcurve-inversion model (Lowry et al., 2012).
The FFT of those early lightcurves also contained a signature of two possible rotation
periods, (12.762 36± 0.000 06) h and (12.409 71± 0.000 05) h. However, the shorter period
solution was rejected as some of the lightcurves appeared out-of phase when fitted with
this period, and the longer period was adopted. The best convex lightcurve-inversion
model, shown in Figure 6.2, indicated the rotation pole should be at the ecliptic longitude
λ = (78± 10)° and latitude β = (58± 10)°. The sidereal rotation period was refined to
(12.761 37± 0.000 06) h (Lowry et al., 2012).
The spacecraft rotational lightcurves of the nucleus were collected by OSIRIS cameras on
the approach to the comet, between 23rd March, before the nucleus could be resolved, and
20th June 2014, just a few weeks before the rendezvous (Mottola et al., 2014). The lightcurves
were reduced to a standard observing geometry at 1AU. A composite of the spacecraft light-
curves was made by using FFT method to phase them (Harris et al., 1989). The Fourier series
fit required a synodic rotation period about 20 minutes shorter than previously measured,
around 12.4 h, see Figure 6.3. The tools discussed in Section 3.3 were used to confirm the
spin-rate change, and develop new robust shape and spin-state model.
Figure 6.2: The starting point of the spin
state analysis was the convex model and
spin-state solution developed from Earth-
based observations (Lowry et al., 2012).
The sidereal rotation period was deter-
mined to be (12.761 37± 0.000 06) h, with
pole ecliptic coordinates λ = (78 ± 10)◦,
β = (58 ± 10)◦. Clockwise from the up-
per left corner the images show a general
overview of the shape, projection along
the z-axis, projection along the y-axis, and
projection along the x-axis of the body.
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6.2.1 Modelling OSIRIS lightcurves using the convex shape model of Lowry
et al. (2012)
The first issue to resolve was whether the cometary rotation period has actually changed
between the 2009 perihelion visit and spacecraft approach. That is to examine the possibility
that a shorter period could reproduce ground-based data, as reported earlier by Lowry et al.
(2012). The first step to confirm the rotational speed-up was to verify if there was scope
to fit all of the lightcurve data with a single period using the existing shape. That would
mean either fitting the original data set with a shorter rotation period, or the newer data with
longer spin period.
The spin-state analysis requires generating artificial lightcurves with a known shape solu-
tions at geometries corresponding to the spacecraft observations. The asteroid ephemerides
used in generating lightcurves for NEAs usually come from the Horizons ephemeris system.
However, the service provides only position vectors for small bodies relative to major bod-
ies. Due to high positional accuracy required for observations done on such short distance
from the comet it was practical to use ephemeris from SPICE kernels (Spacecraft ephemeris,
Planet, satellite, comet, or asteroid ephemeris, Instrument description, C-matrix, Events)
(Acton, 1996). The positions available through the kernels are updated regularly with live
mission data.
Some adjustments to the spin-state analysis software were required to use ephemeris
from SPICE kernels. The position of the spacecraft relative to the comet was given in km and
represented in the J2000 equatorial coordinate system based on the International Celestial
Reference Frame (ICRF). This is different to the ecliptic coordinate system normally used to
represent the position vectors in Horizons. Both systems are illustrated in Figure B.1. They
use the same reference frame, ICRF, and have the x-axes pointing towards the same point, the
point of vernal equinox, designated . However, the reference plane for the ecliptic system
is the Earth’s orbital plane and the z-axis overlaps with the Earth’s orbital momentum. The
coordinates in this system are ecliptic longitude, λ, and ecliptic latitude, β, both expressed
in degrees. This system is traditionally used for Solar System objects. For the equatorial
coordinate system the reference plane is Earth’s equator so the z-axis of the system is parallel
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
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Figure 6.3: Figure reproduced from
Mottola et al. (2014, Fig. 1). The compos-
ite lightcurve was obtained by performing
the FFT on the lightcurves (Harris et al., 1989).
The lightcurves were then reproduced using
the Fourier series and their mean brightness
levels were shifted to overlap. The horizontal
axis is the rotation expressed in the units of
full rotation, with the 1-1.2 range reproducing
the 0-0.2 of rotation phases. The vertical axis
is calibrated to reflect the first lightcurve in
the series.
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to Earth’s spin axis. The longitude angle is called right ascension α and can be sometimes
expressed in hours, minutes, and seconds of arc. The latitudinal angle is called declination,
δ, and is given in degrees.






0 cos ε⊕ sin ε⊕
0 −sin ε⊕ cos ε⊕

 (6.1)
Where ε⊕ = 23°26′21.448′′ is the obliquity of Earth’s rotation axis for J2000 epoch (the angle
between the orbital and equatorial planes of the Earth). It can be used to transform vectors
from the equatorial to ecliptic coordinate system before transforming them to the body-
centric coordinate system (see Figure B.3 and transformations discussed in Section 3.3). After
performing this extra step, the lightcurves were calculated using the procedures described
in an earlier chapter (see Chapter 3). Artificial lightcurves for the archive observations (2003-
2007) were calculated using the position vectors from Horizons.
The shape of the spacecraft lightcurves was correctly reproduced by the available convex-
inversion model and pole developed by Lowry et al. (2012). However, the period and T0
did not seem to be valid for the newest data. An offset of few tens of degrees could be
clearly seen between the rotation phases of artificial lightcurves and observations. Phase
offset measurements were used to assess whether the rotation rate could be adjusted to
accommodate all the lightcurves.
For all measurements, a T0 = 2452709 was adopted, corresponding to the earliest light-
curve observations available with the original sidereal period from convex lightcurve-inver-
sion. Then, to ensure that the misalignment of lightcurves is not due to of period uncertainty,
a series of sidereal period values was selected in two ranges, close to both ‘long’ and ‘old’ pe-
riod. For each potential sidereal period solution phase offsets were calculated and a straight
line was fitted to the points representing phase offset against time elapsed since the first
observation. The line had the equation similar to Equation (3.26), but without the YORP
term
∆φ = ∆ω(T − T0) + φ0, (6.2)
where
∆φ is the offset of rotation phase (in °)
∆ω is the error in synodic spin rate (in ° d−1), which would be related to the
error in period determination, as here ω = 360°P ,
T the epoch of the lightcurve (Julian date of the first point),
T0 the epoch of the model,
φ0 the initial phase offset.
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data used in fit
LC 12
line fit φ0=−7.636
(a) P = 12.7614h, φ0 = −7.6°, σφ = 10.3°





















data used in fit
LC 12
line fit φ0=166.2
(b) P = 12.4047h, φ0 = 166.2°, σφ = 2.5°
Figure 6.4: The two panels in this figure represent the phase offset measurements made
using the best convex shape and rotation pole model from Lowry et al. (2012). The upper
panel (a) shows the phase offset measurements for a period close to the spin-state reported
by Lowry et al. (2012), P = 12.7614h. The lower panel (b) shows the measurements done
with a period close to the spacecraft period solution, P = 12.4047h. The blue dots mark
individual lightcurves and are plotted with phase offset measurement uncertainties. The red
circles mark lightcurves used for constant-period fits, the red ‘x’ marks the only lightcurve
that couldn’t be reproduced with the shape model (it is essentially a lightcurve fragment
with no clear maximum). The purple line marks a constant-offset fit to a subset of data,
corresponding to a constant-period solution. Fitting a constant period to all the data has
proven impossible.
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The phase offset measurements lying near a straight line would mean that the whole
data set could be fit with a single rotation period. If the line was at an angle to the x-axis,
then there was an error in the rotation period determination. A line parallel to the x-axis
would mean that the period is correct, but there is an error in determining the T0, in other
words a constant offset φ0 has to be applied to all the artificial lightcurves in order to match
the observed data. The conclusion of these measurements was that there are two separate
spin-rate solutions, as shown in Figure 6.4.
The phase offsets of the archival lightcurve observations lay approximately around a
straight line when fitted with a sidereal period P = 12.7614h. The line corresponds to a
constant rotation phase offset φ0 = −7.6°, with the early observations scattered around it
with a deviation of σφ = 10.3°. But, with this period, the newer lightcurves are scattered
across over half of a rotation. The spacecraft lightcurves can, in turn, be very well reproduced
with a sidereal period P = 12.4047h, requiring a φ0 = 166.2°. The mean noise of the phase
offsets of the most recent lightcurves is σφ = 2.5°, but the measurements made for the archive
data set are scattered across the full rotation.
6.2.2 Re-evaluation of the convex-inversion model of the nucleus using
ground-based and spacecraft lightcurves
Using the lightcurve phase offset measurements it was determined that the rotation period
change occurred after the ground-based lightcurves were obtained and before Rosetta’s
encounter. Another issue remained namely how to recover the full geometry information. In
other words how to combine the old and new data, to improve the pole and shape solution.
Attempts to combine all the data into a single-period solution resulted in an non-physical
solution with a shape rotating about the axis of minimum inertia (Mottola et al., 2014).
The convex-inversion modelling procedure was therefore altered to accommodate the
(impulsive) period change between the two data sets. The whole celestial sphere was
scanned, with a 2° × 2° resolution of pole positions. At each point the shape was opti-
mised. A period close to the ‘old’ rotation period was optimised for the ground-based data.
For spacecraft data the period was held fixed at the best-fit value from the period search
using phase offsets.
The χ2 plane displays two regions with local minima, see Figure 6.5. Two best pole
solutions are marked there with white dots. However, both regions have quite irregular
shapes, so the more central locations, marked with crosses, were selected for further analysis.
The convex shapes corresponding to the best solutions are shown in Figure 6.6. Details of
the spin-states are gathered in Table 6.2.
The two solutions are about 180° apart in ecliptic longitude, an ambiguity that is a result
of the limited observing geometry (Kaasalainen and Lamberg, 2006). For a target that has
been observed with the viewing and illumination direction staying in the same plane two
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Model A (min) A (pub) B (min) B (pub) Spacecraft
λ 64° (65± 15)° 272° (275± 15)° 79.3°
β 64° (59± 15)° 54° (50± 15)° 42.0°
P1 [h] 12.761 29 12.761 29(5) 12.761 29 12.761 29(5) 12.7617
P2 [h] 12.4047 12.4043(7) 12.4047 12.4043(7) 12.4043
Table 6.2: Summary of spin-state and shape models of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimen-
ko. The spin-state solutions marked A (min) and B (min) are the best-fit solutions developed
using the convex-inversion method, as marked in Figure 6.5. Those spin-states correspond to
convex shapemodel shown in Figure 6.6 and artificial lightcurves plotted in Figure 6.7. Those
solutions are slightly different to the values located more centrally in the uncertainty regions
in Figure 6.5, adopted for publication, listed in columns A (pub) and B (pub). The details for
the spacecraft model correspond to an early low-resolution model Capanna et al. (SHAP1
2014); Jorda et al. (SHAP1 2016) that was used to project 67P lightcurves, see Figures 6.6
and 6.7. The parameters listed for all spin-state solutions are given λ and β are ecliptic
longitude and latitude of the pole, P1 is the period before the previous perihelion passage
(valid for 2003-2007 data), and P2 is the 2014 period. A ‘final’ period and pole position are
not given here as the pole was shown to be precessing and the period changed throughout
Rosetta monitoring of the comet (Preusker et al., 2015; Jorda et al., 2016).
pole positions shifted by 180° in ecliptic longitude are indistinguishable, with correspond-
ing shapes ‘mirrored’ across the z axis. The first solution, A, gave slightly better fit of the
lightcurves, see Figure 6.7, and was also close to the solution preferred earlier (Lowry et al.,
2012). Rotation pole obtained by OSIRIS team was α = (69.3± 0.1)° and δ = 64.1° in equato-
rial coordinates (Sierks et al., 2015). This corresponds to λ = 78.1° and β = 41.5° in ecliptic
coordinates. Given the uncertainty of the measurement, the lightcurve-inversion pole is






















Figure 6.5: The coloured plot shows nor-
malised χ2 distribution for the lightcurve-
inversion pole search for nucleus of
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The
whole celestial sphere was scanned with
a 1°× 1° grid of possible poles. The eclip-
tic longitudes, λ, are along the horizontal
axis, and the ecliptic latitudes, β, are along
the vertical axis. The contour lines show
the +5%, +7.5%, and +10% levels from the
minimum χ2. The darker colours mark
smaller values of χ2, and two regions, A
and B with highest probability of contain-
ing the pole can be clearly seen.
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(a)Model A (b)Model B
(c) Spacecraft model
Figure 6.6: The shape models in pan-
els (a) and (b) correspond to the pole so-
lutions A and B, as listed in Table 6.2.
The model in panel (c) is an early low-
resolution spacecraft model developed
from OSIRIS imaging data Capanna et al.
(SHAP1 2014); Jorda et al. (SHAP1 2016).
Clockwise, from upper left corner each
set of figures represents a general view of
the shape, a view from positive z, positive
y, and positive x directions. The models
were rotated to have the x-axis match the
axis of smallest moment of inertia. There
is a clear mismatch between the convex-
inversion and spacecraft shapes.
6.2.3 Discussion of spin-state change
The robust measurement of the period change along with the new spin-states were pub-
lished by Mottola et al. (2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek), and gained wide range of applications.
The article was cited 50 times (as of 9th October 2017) by authors of publications in
seminal journals like Nature, Science, MNRAS or A&A. The new spin-state was funda-
mental for spacecraft modelling of the cometary nucleus (for example Sierks et al., 2015;
Preusker et al., 2015; Jorda et al., 2016), and instrumental in understanding comet’s activity
(for example Lara et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Snodgrass et al., 2016). This was the fifth time
a measurement of the spin-rate change was made at a periodic comet (Mottola et al., 2014;
Kokotanekova et al., 2017). The rotation rate changes are most likely linked to cometary
activity and non-gravitational torques due to out-gassing the comets are experiencing when
approaching their perihelia (Keller et al., 2015b; Bertaux, 2015). The rotation period was
closely monitored throughout the mission. The OSIRIS camera has seen it initially increase
from the value reported here, reach a maximum in May 2015 before dropping to 12.305 h just
before perihelion (Jorda et al., 2016). The precise monitoring also revealed the comet to be
in an excited state rather than the initially assumed principal axis rotation (Preusker et al.,
2015; Jorda et al., 2016).
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Figure 6.7: The graphs show artificial lightcurve fits of three shape models to example
lightcurve data. The lightcurve shown in panels (a-c) was collected on 11th March 2003 with
the Hubble Space Telescope (Lamy et al., 2006). The lightcurve in panels (d-f) is a composite
of lightcurves collected on 17th and 20th June 2007 with NTT and VLT (Tubiana et al., 2008;
Lowry et al., 2012). The lightcurve in panels (g-i) was collected with the OSIRIS NAC. The
model used to generate the lightcurves in panels (a), (d), and (g) was model A, and in panels
(b), (e) and (h), model B see Figure 6.6. The spacecraft model was used to generate the
artificial lightcurves in panels (c), (f), and (i). Details of spin-states for the models are listed
in Table 6.2. From visual assessment there is little difference in the quality of the lightcurve
fits between the two convex models A and B (see Figure 6.6 and table 6.2). However, model
A gives slightly lower χ2 of the fit. The pole position of this model agrees with the best
convex lightcurve-inversionmodel (Lowry et al., 2012) andwas later confirmed by spacecraft
observations (Sierks et al., 2015). The spacecraft model used to generate the lightcurve is a
5120 facet model from 18th June 2014 Capanna et al. (SHAP1 2014); Jorda et al. (SHAP1 2016).
The Lommel-Seelinger scattering lawwas used to reproduce lightcurves with convexmodels.
The match of the artificial lightcurves to the data using spacecraft models was not as good,
so different scattering functions are plotted with different line types continuous for Lommel-
Seelinger, dotted – Lambertian, and dashed – linear combination (see Section 3.3.1).
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At the timewhen the lightcurve analysis was performed, a preliminary non-convex shape
model was available, developed from low-resolution images (SHAP1, version from 18th June
2014 Capanna et al., 2014; Jorda et al., 2016) using the ‘Multi-resolution PhotoClinometry by
Deformation’ method (Capanna et al., 2013). The shapemodel is presented in Figure 6.6c and
spin-state details listed in Table 6.2. This shapewas used to generate lightcurves as illustrated
in Figure 6.7. The shape of the comet nucleus from convex lightcurve inversion does not
reflect the ‘duck-like’ bi-lobed shape of the comet. However, the convex model reproduces
the lightcurves very well, both for the ground-based, as for the spacecraft observations (see
Figure 6.7). Artificial lightcurves generated with the spacecraft model, on the other hand,
failed to match the amplitude of the real lightcurves. Some further development is required
to link the lightcurve features with the peculiar shape.
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6.3 Early mapping of the nucleus surface source-regions of
observed jet structures
Tracking and understanding cometary activity was one of the major science goals of the
Rosetta mission. The primary signs of such activity are the presence of dust coma and
tails. Previous spacecraft missions, as well as ground based observations, revealed surface
material to be lifted in the form of jet-like structures (A’Hearn et al., 1986, for example).
Identifying the sources of jets aids efforts to better understand their formation process and
composition.
In order to investigate the source regions the positions of the jets need to be known. The
focus of this chapter is the image sequence taken between 25th and 26th June 2014, by the
OSIRIS WAC camera. The images were taken in the optical Vis610 filter over the span of the
comet’s full rotation. Selected images are displayed in Figure 6.8. The jet-like features are
quite faint and difficult to locate visually. In order to enhance the jet location in the images,
individual frames were filtered by co-authors using radial re-normalisation (A’Hearn et al.,
1986) and Laplace filtering (Boehnhardt and Birkle, 1994) techniques. The images were then
centred on the comet nucleus. Finally, the jet-like structures were identified and their angular
positions measured counter-clock-wise relative to the y-axis of the image (the axis pointing
up) (Lara et al., 2015).
6.3.1 Angular tolerance method of jet-source region assessment
The positions of jets identified on the OSIRIS images were used to locate the regions on
the comet surface from which they originated. The method used to identify jet sources
presented here is based on geometric tracing using angular tolerance limits. There are a few
assumptions made. The first one is that all material would be lifted from the surface either
perpendicular to the surface or at an angle close to 90°. Another is that the surface elements
(a) 25th June 2014, 23:25 (b) 26th June 2014, 1:22 (c) 26th June 2014, 3:18
Figure 6.8: Selected panels of Figure 2 from Lara et al. (2015). Each pair of panels represents
a different OSIRIS WAC image, as labelled in the captions, with a field-of-view of approx-
imately 73 km× 73 km. In each pair, the left panel shows the radially renormalised image
(A’Hearn et al., 1986), and the right panel, the Laplace-filtered image (Boehnhardt and Birkle,
1994). The arrows on the radially renormalised images indicate how the image coordinate
system is defined. The jet position angles were measured counter-clock-wise from the direc-
tion ‘up’, the image y-axis. A correction, obtained from the SPICE kernels, was necessary to
obtain the jet position angles relative to celestial north, as listed in Table 6.3.
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UT Date Time Jet 1 Jet 2 A B C D
YYYY-MM-DD hh.mm.ss.sss ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
2014-07-25 20.50.54.291 38 38 19 29 32 77
2014-07-25 23.25.54.130 44 10 25 17 30 58
2014-07-26 00.04.39.142 44 7 29 19 30 9
2014-07-26 00.43.25.150 41 7 32 21 30 345
2014-07-26 01.22.10.125 41 7 36 24 31 341
2014-07-26 02.00.54.167 46 11 40 28 32 343
2014-07-26 02.39.40.112 52 6 43 32 32 348
2014-07-26 03.18.25.118 53 2 45 36 33 354
2014-07-26 03.57.10.132 61 2 46 40 34 2
2014-07-26 04.35.54.145 25 25 46 43 35 11
2014-07-26 05.14.39.151 25 25 44 46 35 21
2014-07-26 05.53.25.128 0 0 41 47 35 31
Table 6.3: The table collects locations of jets in the OSIRIS images series taken between 25th
and 26th July 2014. First two columns correspond to the image exposure UT Date and Time.
The Jet 1 and Jet 2 correspond to the jet position angles, measured anticlockwise relative
to celestial north. The columns labelled A, B, C, and D list the position angles of synthetic
jets generated from the possible source regions, as identified in Lara et al. (2015, Figure 7),
see also Figure 6.11. The geometric jet tracing method with angle tolerances gives quite
good agreement with the observations. This table can be compared to the observations log
(Lara et al., 2015, Table 1). Note that the authors analysis focus was on the 25th-26th July
series, but the final frame was not provided.
that produce jets would be illuminated, imposing a minimum elevation of the Sun above the
facet horizon. Also related to the position of the Sun was that stronger illumination would
mean greater contribution to jet activity. The last one is that jets visible at different times
would come from a similar region of the surface, that is the surface activity is localised.
Before proceeding with the analysis images were rotated to align the ‘up’ direction, or
y-axis, of the image with celestial north. The rotational offset can be retrieved from the
SPICE kernels, and it had to be added to measured jet position angles. The final position
angles for the jets identified in the discussed image series are gathered in Table 6.3. The
position of the jets between frames were not linked, meaning the Jet 1 and Jet 2 designations
in Table 6.3 do not always refer to the same two jets. Position of the Sun relative to the
nucleus, dˆ⊙, was retrieved using the Horizons ephemeris system, and translated into the
body-centric coordinate frame using Equation (3.10). The information about the spin-state
of the model was used to calculate the position of celestial north (the z-axis of the equatorial
coordinate system) in body-centric coordinates using the same transformation. Finally, the
position of spacecraft relative to the asteroid, dˆOSIRIS, was retrieved from the SPICE kernels
to establish the OSIRIS line of sight. The dˆOSIRIS is similar to the dˆ⊕ vector pointing at
Earth, used in calculations of artificial lightcurves Section 3.3.1. The body-centric coordinate
system and positions of surface elements used here come from one of the early low-resolution
shape models of the comet nucleus, with approximately 5000 facets (Capanna et al., 2014;

















Figure 6.9: A schematic of the geometric
calculations required to estimate whether
a surface element can be considered as
possible jet-source region. The surface ele-
ment is represented here with a triangular
facet, green, with vertices V1, V2, V3 and
facet normal unit vector nˆ. The unit vector
dˆOSIRIS points towards the OSIRIS cam-
era. The blue square represents the plane
of sky, or OSIRIS image. The facet nor-
mal projection on the image is labelled ‘nˆ
proj.’. The position of the jet as projected
onto the image captured by OSIRIS cam-
era is marked with vector jˆ. The angle
between the facet normal projection and
jet position is labelled θJ . The unit vector
dˆ⊙ is directed at the position of the Sun
with and α⊙ being the elevation of the Sun
above facet horizon.
Jorda et al., 2016, see also Table 6.2 and Figure 6.6).
For each image in the series a set of facets was identified as possible jet sources using a
simple geometric procedure, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. First, for each facet the illumination
conditions were calculated. The angle α⊙, is the elevation of the Sun above facet horizon,
calculated between the facet plane and dˆ⊙. This angle was automatically set to 0°, if the facet
was found to be in shadow. Next, the normals of illuminated facets, nˆ, were projected onto
the plane-of-sky as seen from Rosetta, or plane of the specific OSIRIS image. The plane-of-
sky is a plane perpendicular to the camera’s line of sight, dˆOSIRIS. The vector marking the
position of the jet as projected on to the image, jˆ, is constructed by drawing a vector tilted
to the celestial north at the jet-position angle. The angle between the projected facet normal
and the position of the jet, θJ , was measured. In other words, the θJ is the angle between
plane containing line of sight (dˆOSIRIS) and facet normal (nˆ), and the plane containing the
line of sight and the jet. The images delivered by OSIRIS camera are two-dimensional, so
any single image gives only an indication of a plane in which the jet can lie.
For each image of the series the facets within certain tolerance limits for both α⊙ (facets
with values above the minimum) and θJ (facet with values below the maximum) were se-
lected. The number of times a facet was identified as a possible jet - source were recorded and
presented in the form of a heat-map, marking how many times a given facet was identified
as the jet source region. Different tolerances were tested for both angles, as shown in the
Figure 6.10. Putting too conservative a limit on the θJ resulted in poorly defined jet-source
regions, quite a liberal limit of 15° was selected. For any given value of θJ the angular tol-
erance in α seemed to influence mostly the shape of the region, with larger values creating
a multitude of disjoint regions. As the intention was to create continuous ‘patches’ on the
surface we selected a small value for this angle. The results of analysis presented by in
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(a) θJ < 15°, α⊙ > 10° (b) θJ < 15°, α⊙ > 20° (c) θJ < 15°, α⊙ > 30°
(d) θJ < 10°, α⊙ > 10° (e) θJ < 10°, α⊙ > 20° (f) θJ < 10°, α⊙ > 30°
(g) θJ < 5°, α⊙ > 30° (h) θJ < 2°, α⊙ > 30° (i) θJ < 0.5°, α⊙ > 30°
Figure 6.10: The results of the jet source identification are presented here as ‘heatmaps’
overlaid on the surface of comet. The 3D shape model of the comet nucleus is seen projected
from the north pole (positive end of the z-axis of the body). On each individual panel the
different colours correspond to how many times the facets were identified as possible jet
sources (with legend always to the right). Options with different minimum solar elevation
(α⊙ - angle between facet horizon and the position of Sun), and maximum tolerance of
projected jet zenith angle (θJ - the angle between the jet and the facet normal as projected
onto the OSIRIS’s plane-of-sky). The combination presented in panel (a), of α⊙ > 10° and
θJ < 15° was used for the final source-region determination.
Lara et al. (2015) assumed 15° for θJ and 10° for α⊙. Figures 5 and 6 in Lara et al. (2015) are
different projections of panel (a) of Figure 6.10.
6.3.2 Comparison of the jets projected from the identiﬁed source regions
with OSIRIS images
Based on the distribution of times single facets were identified as possible jet-sources, four
regions were identified, see map of the nucleus in panel (b) of Figure 6.11. The regions, that
were determined with the geometric method to be possibly active, correspond to actually
active and strongly insolated regions on the comet nucleus. Region A, marked with red,
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(a) Heat-map with θJ < 15°, α⊙ > 10° (b) Identified jet-source regions
Figure 6.11: The results of the jet source identification using the geometric method with
angular tolerances. The panel on the left (a) is another projection of panel (a) in Figure 6.10
representing the number of times a facet was identified as a possible jet-source in a 12-
frame series. The image on the right (b) shows the result of post-processing of the heat-map
Continuous regions with concentrations of facets with high identification scores are selected
and labelled A (red), B (blue), C (green), and D (yellow). The panel (b) is also reproduced in
Lara et al. (2015, Fig. 7).
corresponds mostly to the comet’s ‘neck’ region Hapi with a slight overlap with Hathor
and Anuket regions. This area of the comet has been observed to be the major source of jet
activity (Sierks et al., 2015). Region B is located on the small lobe, it’s coloured blue in the
figures and corresponding to the Ma’at and Serqet regions. Further two regions are found
on the larger lobe, the green-coloured region C (Ash and Aten), and yellow coloured region
D in the Aten area of the nucleus. The image in panel (b) of Figure 6.11 combines the view of
the selected regions with a projection of an average of facet normals (indicated with colour-
coded arrows), that can be viewed as an average jet direction from this region. It can be
observed, that regions A, B, and C share similar directions of the possible jet activity, while
region D facet normals are oriented in a considerably different way.
Selected results of a visual test of the geometric jet-source identification method for the
OSIRIS images are collected in panels of Figure 6.12. The figures shown correspond to the
same times as image examples in Figure 6.8. The panels show projections of jets that could
be produced in the marked regions as well as illustration of the measured jet positions in the
OSIRIS images. For each example, four synthetic jets were generated. Each jet corresponds
to one of the regions A, B, C, or D. The directions of jets are calculated as a sum of facet
normals weighted by the cosine of solar zenith angle (insolation) for each source-region
facet. The images are oriented to reflect OSIRIS viewing geometry and rotated, so that the
north would be up. The jets are compared with the measured position angles of the jets in
OSIRIS images. In most cases there has been two position angles measured. The synthetic
jets produced by regions A, B and C usually correspond to one of them, while region D
seems to be the source of the other. Three images from the series of 12 are shown here. The
detailed information about the measured location of the jets and projection of synthetic jets
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(a) 25th June 2014, 23:25
(b) 26th June 2014, 1:22
(c) 26th June 2014, 3:18
Figure 6.12: Selected jet projections, similar to panels of Figure 8 from Lara et al. (2015).
Each panel (a,b,c) is made up of 3 parts. The rightmost panel shows the nucleus shape model
overlaid with the active regions (the colours of the patches are consistent with panel (b) of
Figure 6.11). The shape model is oriented to reflect the OSIRIS viewing geometry when
the image was taken. The green line is aligned with celestial north. The directions of the
coloured arrows pointed at the source regions are calculated as sum of the facet normals
in a given region weighted by the cosine of solar zenith angle. The colours of the arrows
correspond to the average cosine of the solar zenith angle across the source region, with red
corresponding to 1 (most insulated regions) and blue to 0 (no illumination). The leftmost
panel is the same projection, only at different scale, to reflect the structure of the synthetic
jets. The middle panel is the processed OSIRIS frame with the measured jet position overlaid
(solid yellow lines) and the projected positions of the jets protruding from the identified
source regions (colour-coded dashed lines). The label contain information on the time stamp,
as well as the angular positions of measured and synthetic jets (in degrees, measures counter-
clockwise from celestial north). The images are oriented to be consistent with the shape-
model projections, so the north is up.
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onto the OSIRIS plane-of-sky is gathered in Table 6.3.
6.4 Conclusions on cometary applications of the lightcurve
analysis tools
The author’s involvement in the analysis of Rosetta’s OSIRIS instrument data enabled fur-
ther development and expansion of the software tools used primarily to analyse spin-state
evolution of NEAs. The application of the lightcurve-analysis tools to the data gathered
for the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko resulted in co-authorship of 6 refereed papers.
The tools were adopted to serve a range of purposes:
• to compute a map of rotationally-averaged insolation for a specific position of the
comet in its orbit. This was achieved by calculating illumination, µ⊙ (defined by
Equation (3.12)), of comet’s surface elements for a series of evenly-spaced rotation
phases. The assessment of mean daily insolation proved to be useful for determination
of dust production rates (Guilbert-Lepoutre et al., 2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek, cited 10 times).
• to confirm the spin-rate change and develop spin-state and shape of the nucleus, as
discussed in Section 6.2 (Mottola et al., 2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek, cited 50 times). The spin-
pole location of the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko nucleus by Mottola et al.
(2014) has been in agreement with earlier ground-based observations as well as with
the later spacecraft estimates (Sierks et al., 2015; Preusker et al., 2015; Jorda et al., 2016).
Detection of the period change and determination of the new rotation period from
approach photometry was crucial at the early stage of mission (Ashman et al., 2016). It
could be confirmed by means of phase offset measurement, that is usually applicable
in search of the YORP-induced period change (Lowry et al., 2014).
• to identify surface source regions of cometary jets at 67P, using a geometric tracing
method with angular tolerance limits, as discussed in Section 6.3 (Lara et al., 2015, incl.
A. Roz˙ek, cited 24 times), and also applied in (Lin et al., 2015, 2016, cited 23 and 14
times respectively). The identification of jet-source regions gave results consistent both
with other independent methods, as well as with the observed evidence (Lara et al.,
2015).
• to calibrate the target brightness from sparse photometry of the comet. Investigation of
comet activity from pre-landing ground-based observing campaign included absolute
photometry of the nucleus. The mean brightness of, usually short, lightcurve segments
was corrected for the rotation phase by computing artificial lightcurves using spacecraft
model and spin-state (Snodgrass et al., 2016, incl. A. Roz˙ek, cited 15 times).
Chapter 7
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7.1 Final remarks on spin-state and shape modelling results
The goal of this work was the investigation of how the YORP effect influences the physical
evolution of small Solar System bodies. The research was part of the ESO LP, a programme
dedicated to improving the YORP-related theory. By measuring YORP torques on the pro-
gramme targets, it provides ground truth for YORP modelling efforts. The shape and rota-
tional characteristic of asteroids (1917) Cuyo (Chapter 4) and (85990) 1999 JV6 (Chapter 5)
are used for thermophysical modelling and will help advance the theoretical work on the
dynamic evolution of rubble-pile asteroids.
The asteroids were also targets of VLT/VISIR thermal-infra-red observations. The ob-
jects were observed at a range of near-infra-red wavelengths for the purpose of a detailed
thermophysical analysis that was performed by the ESO LP collaborator, Ben Rozitis, using
the Advanced Thermophysical Model (Rozitis and Green, 2011, 2012, 2013, ATPM). Ther-
mophysical modelling with the ATPM provides valuable constraints on physical properties,
which, along with the shape model, are required to make a theoretical prediction of the
strength of the YORP and Yarkovsky effects. Among those parameters are size, thermal iner-
tia, and surface roughness. The size of the asteroid derived from thermal measurements is a
diameter of a sphere with the same volume and the strength of both YORP and Yarkovsky is
inversely proportional to the object’s size. The thermal inertia mainly affects the Yarkovsky
effect, a non-gravitational force affecting the orbital motion of asteroids, and gives informa-
tion about the material covering asteroid surfaces. The surface roughness influences the
beaming of thermal radiation and can be set against the radar-derived measure of roughness
at centimetre scales.
The robust spin-states and shapes of both asteroids, developed in this work, were used
in thermophysical analysis to develop physical properties of both targets. The graph in Fig-
ure 7.1 illustrates the two NEAs discussed here, in the context of size and spin distribution
of asteroids. The objects probe the region of the parameter space where YORP detections
have been reported before, marked in the graph with purple squares. Therefore, in principle,
they were expected to reveal signatures of YORP-induced spin-rate change. However, the re-
ported non-detections are in line with the more detailed predictions of YORP strength using
thermophysical analysis (B. Rozitis, private communication), given the shape characteristics,
and as both targets seem to be highly YORP-evolved systems with obliquities close to the
critical value where the YORP effect on rotation rate shuts down.
Both asteroids discussed are retrograde rotators with very low latitudes of rotation pole,
and high obliquities, 173.5° for (85990) 1999 JV6 and 133.7° for (1917) Cuyo. The two newly
determined pole positions are in line with the distribution of known spin-states in Figure 7.2.
Two distributions are plotted here, one is of pole ecliptic latitude, expressed by sinβ, illus-
trating the sense of rotation relative to the ecliptic, shown in Figure 7.2a. The other is of the
spin-axis obliquity, expressed by sin(90°− ε), illustrating the sense of rotation of the asteroid
relative to its own orbit, plotted in Figure 7.2b. Expressing the angles this way makes it
easier to interpret the horizontal axes in Figure 7.2a. In both histograms the negative val-
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ues means retrograde rotation, with β < 0° or ε > 90°. The positive values correspond to
prograde rotation, meaning that β > 0° or ε < 90°. Both histograms for main-belt asteroids
(blue bars) show a roughly symmetric bimodal distribution, with a ratio of retrograde to
prograde rotators of 80:56, when considering sin(β), and 79:57, when looking at sin(90°− ε).
For the NEAs’ distribution there is a stronger excess of retrograde rotators, with the ra-
tio 27:11 in sin(β), and 28:10 in sin(90°− ε). The abundance of retrograde rotators in the
near-Earth environment is consistent with the model of migration of NEAs from asteroid
belt (Vokrouhlický et al., 2015a). The prograde rotators can be caught in so-called spin-orbit
resonances, which slow down the orbital evolution (Vokrouhlický et al., 2006b). For retro-
grade rotation, the diurnal and seasonal components of Yarkovsky effect add up, leading
to a more effective shrinking of asteroid orbits. The locations of main ‘escape paths’ for
asteroids to leave the main belt and join near-Earth population require a decrease in small
bodies’ semi-major axes (Granvik et al., 2017), hence producing the abundance of retrograde
rotators.
The shapes of both asteroids suggest they are evolved systems. Asteroid (1917) Cuyo has
a diamond-like shape, characteristic for a quickly rotating rubble pile (Sánchez and Scheeres,

































Figure 7.1: The Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1 updated to include results of the spin-state analysis
and size measurements for the two NEAs discussed in this work. Putting them in context
with the study of thermal recoil effects. The asteroids are marked with grey circles with
the NEAs highlighted in orange, and binary asteroid population in yellow. The literature
reports of YORP effect spin-up are marked with purple squares, with filled symbols marking
confirmed measurements, and open symbols used for tentative detections or upper limits,
see Table 1.2. Targets of interest are marked with black symbols, asteroid (1917) Cuyo, with
a diamond, asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 with a triangle, and asteroid (29705) 1950 DA with a
filled circle.
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(a) β – pole ecliptic latitude



























(b) ε – spin-axis obliquity
Figure 7.2: Distribution of spin-axis orientations of 136 small main-belt asteroids (MBA - blue
bars), 38 near-Earth asteroids (NEA - black patterned bard), and 2 targets investigated here
(solid black). Panel (a) shows the distribution of the sine of ecliptic latitude (sin(β)). Panel (b)
illustrates the distribution of sine of spin-axis obliquities (or, more precisely sin(90°− ε)). The
spin-state information used in this plot was downloaded from LCDB (summary published
13th August 2017, Warner et al. (2009)). Only small main-belt asteroids are plotted here, and
the 30 km cut-off was determined using sizes taken from the LCDB. The spin-states are only
given for the bodies for which the most recent rotation pole is unambiguous (no more than
one pole listed). The osculating orbital elements used to calculate the obliquities were taken
from the NASA Solar System Dynamics siteb (accessed 25th September 2017). This figure is
similar to Figure 9 in Vokrouhlický et al. (2015a). However, the plot in that figure included de-biased
MBA spin-states fom Hanuš et al. (2013).
bhttps://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?sb_elem
(≈24°), combined with eccentricity and semi-major axis close to the ν6 secular resonance
with Saturn (see Figure 1.1) might suggest that it recently migrated from the asteroid belt.
The lack of measurable spin-up by the YORP effect in case of this object might be a result of
the YORP self-limiting properties (Cotto-Figueroa et al., 2015). The reorientation of surface
material on the surface can reduce the body asymmetry leading to the decrease of the YORP
magnitude. The high spin rate makes this object a target of interest for the study of cohesive
forces preventing asteroids from breaking up (B. Rozitis, private communication). The target
is slightly larger and faster than the asteroid (29705) 1950 DA for which the effect was studied
before (Rozitis et al., 2014, see also spin-rates and sizes of both objects in Figure 7.1).
The shape of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 resembles that of other contact binary asteroids,
like asteroid (25143) Itokawa, as shown in Figure 7.3. Itokawa has a rotation period almost
twice as long as (85990) 1999 JV6 (see list of current YORP detections in Table 1.2). The
detection of YORP-induced spin-up was initially considered to be in strong disagreement
with the slow-down expected frommodelling the effect using the spacecraft model. However,
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(a) Spacecraft image of (25143) Itokawa (b) Radar model of (85990) 1999 JV6
Figure 7.3: The two panels compare the two NEAs, a 350m-diameter (25143) Itokawa (a)
and 570m (85990) 1999 JV6 (b). The asteroids have similar bi-lobed shapes, however there
is a difference in projection in the presented images. Asteroid (25143) Itokawa was imaged
from the body-centric negative end of y axis by Hayabusa spacecraft (Demura et al., 2006).
The asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is projected as seen from positive z-axis, the final radar shape


































1999 JV6  Bulk density estimates
Smooth
Rough
Figure 7.4: The results of ther-
mophysical analysis performed
for (85990) 1999 JV6 by B. Rozi-
tis using infra-red observations
and modelled with the ATPM
(Rozitis and Green, 2011, 2012,
2013). The plot shows bulk den-
sity estimates as a function of
possible thermal inertia values.
The red and blue lines mark ex-
treme values of surface rough-
ness. The figure was provided
by B. Rozitis for presentation at
the Binaries in the Solar System 4
conference in Prague, June 2016,
and shows preliminary results.
the theoretical calculations of YORP were reconciled with observations by accounting for
uneven density distribution (Lowry et al., 2014). In the case of (85990) 1999 JV6 there is
no detectable rotation rate change. However, the radar shape model shows even more
bifurcation than asteroid (25143) Itokawa. Thus the object might still be a contact binary
and a target for dynamical study of possible contact-binary formation mechanism through
re-collision of a rotational-fission formed asteroid binary (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011).
Asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 is a noteworthy target for future studies also due to the detec-
tion of a non-gravitational acceleration, also referred to as ‘NGA’ detection. If the semi-major
axis drift detected could be attributed to the Yarkovsky effect, then the model requires that
the object has quite low density. The early results of ATPM thermophysical analysis per-
formed by the ESO LP collaborator, B. Rozitis, are shown in Figure 7.4. The bulk density
estimates are plotted against the possible thermal inertia values, assuming Yarkovsky drift.
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Different values of surface roughness are plotted, with red colour marking completely rough
surface, and blue denoted a completely smooth surface. The ATPM allows for simulation
of the small-scale surface roughness by adding crater-like features to triangular facets of
the model. The method allows for controlling the ‘roughness-fraction’ expressed by the
ratio of triangular facets with the roughness detail, to those without. Even considering the
results of radar measurements suggesting a rough surface, the expected density range is
below 0.9 g cm−3. This value is low even for an Xk class object, in fact closer to the comet
range (Carry, 2012). Considering the abundance of X-complex targets amongst the objects
arriving in the near-Earth population from the JFC family (Binzel et al., 2015), it might be
possible that the object is in fact an extinct comet. An in-depth dynamical study of the orbital
evolution of (85990) 1999 JV6 would be required to confirm its origin.
The shape and spin-state modelling software package, available at Kent, was expanded
to include self-shadowing effects, and perform effective phase-offset measurements. The
tools were later adopted to be applied to the analysis of Rosetta data and ground-based
observations of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The modelling of early OSIRIS imag-
ing described in Chapter 6 was seminal to the comet study, an important result being the
determination of rotation pole and measurement of the period increase relative to the value
known from the previous perihelion passage (Mottola et al., 2014).
The pre-encounter spin-state modelling of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko was
widely used in the study of the comet nucleus. The work has numerous applications, that
include the result being used in
• mission and instrument operations planning (Krüger et al., 2015; Ashman et al., 2016),
• study of the comet’s changing rotation rate and precession, and linking its dynam-
ical evolution to active processes on the surface (Keller et al., 2015b; Bertaux, 2015;
Jorda et al., 2016; Gutiérrez et al., 2016; Lhotka et al., 2016),
• developing the 3D shape model, and investigation morphology and surface properties
from OSIRIS imaging, other on-board instruments’ data, and associated ground-based
campaigns (Ciarniello et al., 2015; Preusker et al., 2015; Keller et al., 2015a; Pajola et al.,
2015; Mousis et al., 2015; Sierks et al., 2015; Jutzi and Asphaug, 2015; Pajola et al.,
2016b; Brugger et al., 2016; Pajola et al., 2016a; Giacomini et al., 2016; Fornasier et al.,
2016; Keller et al., 2017),
• modelling the formation and internal structure of the comet (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2015;
Mousis et al., 2015; Sierks et al., 2015; Jutzi and Asphaug, 2015; Davidsson et al., 2016;
Hirabayashi et al., 2016; Pajola et al., 2017),
• interpretation of observations, both spacecraft and ground-based, and modelling of
the cometary jets, coma, and surface activity (Tubiana et al., 2015; Bieler et al., 2015;
Lara et al., 2015; Nilsson et al., 2015; Bertaux, 2015; Mousis et al., 2015; De Sanctis et al.,
2015; Hässig et al., 2015; Sierks et al., 2015; Moreno et al., 2016; Snodgrass et al.,
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2016; Marshall et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2016; Gicquel et al., 2016; Fougere et al., 2016;
Fornasier et al., 2016; Hässig et al., 2017; Opitom et al., 2017; Keller et al., 2017;
Schmitt et al., 2017; Pajola et al., 2017),
• giving a context to study spin and orbital dynamics of other comets, including
extrasolar comets (Santos-Sanz et al., 2015; Veras et al., 2015; Davidsson et al., 2016;
Marboeuf et al., 2016; Kokotanekova et al., 2017; Barbieri and Bertini, 2017).
7.2 Future work to reﬁne spin-state solutions and advance
YORP modelling eﬀorts
At the time of writing this thesis, the 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko data analysis has
already gained impact. The list of published work encompasses ground-based study of
cometary activity (Guilbert-Lepoutre et al., 2014; Snodgrass et al., 2016, incl. A. Roz˙ek),
study of the rotation period change (Mottola et al., 2014, incl. A. Roz˙ek), and analysis
of jet-activity from OSIRIS images (Lara et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015; Snodgrass et al., 2016;
Lin et al., 2015, incl. A. Roz˙ek). The results for individual asteroid targets are in preparation
for publication and were presented at conference meetings (a comprehensive list is presented
in Publications). However, there is scope for further study and some of the ideas for future
work involve the exploitation of the ESO LP, the details of spin-state analysis of small bodies
of the Solar System, as well as development of the YORP effect theories.
The data-base of the ESO LP programme is rich in likely YORP-detection candidate tar-
gets observed over long periods of time. Recently, the VISIR instrument was recommissioned
at the VLT, and the programme was awarded more time to observe NEAs. There are a few
independent sources of information about the objects available, which means those are good
material for further shape and physical modelling. Detection of a yet-unseen YORP-induced
slow-down of an asteroid’s rotation, that might result from the extensive ESO LP, would be
a major breakthrough in study of the non-gravitational effect.
Moreover, there are a few ESO LP targets among the radar-detected targets (P. Taylor
and L. A. M. Benner, private communication). Combining ESO LP optical and thermal
photometry with the radar data could result in a few new robust physical models of NEAs
in the near future. Amongst those is the asteroid (2102) Tantalus that has been extensively
observedwith optical facilities, andwas a recent target of ESO LP near infra-red observations
as well as Arecibo and Goldstone radar campaigns. There is also scope to include other radar-
detected asteroids in planning the future ESO LP and associated programme’s targets.
Majority of the spin-state modelling performed here was done assuming Lambertian or
Lommel-Seelinger scattering, and the linear combination of the two (see Equations (3.15)
to (3.17)). This approach has been accepted in the planetary community as a valid approx-
imation for investigation of lightcurve shape models of most targets. The shape modelling
methods that were used here were tried and tested on hundreds of targets gathered in the
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DAMIT database (Dˇurech et al., 2010). The spin-state analysis was tested with the known
YORP detections before applying them to new objects. However, the Lambertian-Lommel-
Seelinger scattering law has a caveat of ignoring small-scale shadowing effects that can be
very important for rough surfaces (Wilkman and Muinonen, 2014). This issue is an avenue
worth exploring, as it might explain some issues with phase offset computation that the
author encountered during her investigation of asteroid (8567) 1996 HW1 (Roz˙ek et al., 2014).
The analysis of this object was not included in this thesis, as the details of those spurious
phase offset measurements require further work.
With regards to the development of spin-state modelling tools, a point to make is
that most of the computation performed in this thesis utilised single processor algebra.
Even when the multiple models were processed during pole-scans at the same time, each
CONVEXINV of SHAPE run was still a single-CPU job. Some parallelisation of the lightcurve
phase offsets measurement was achieved using parfor loops from Matlab’s Parallel Com-
puting Toolbox. However, there is scope for improvement, especially in the field of speeding
up computation of rotational lightcurves of highly convex bodies. Currently the shadowing
procedure requires a pre-computed lookup table listing all possible shadow-casters for each
facet, which is memory-heavy. The whole procedure of computing the lightcurve could prob-
ably be made quicker using graphics processing unit (GPU). This type of processing units
can be found usually in graphics cards. They are designed to perform simple operations
that need to be executed multiple times efficiently. Their main application is still graphics
processing, but also in the quickly growing field of machine learning and training of neural
networks. Use of processors specifically designed for graphics computations could make
lightcurve studies more efficient, and also enable the use of complicated scattering functions.
An interesting fact emerged during the spin-state modelling of comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko was that the convex lightcurve-inversion model reproduced the lightcurves
much better than the subsequent spacecraft models. On one hand this is to be expected,
as the lightcurve inversion model is calibrated for the visible and illuminated cross-section
of the object at any given time. On the other hand, it is surprising as the spacecraft mod-
els contain much more information about the surface details of the target. One solution
to the problem could be to include albedo maps of the surface in the lightcurve modelling
(Mottola et al., 2014). Such albedo maps were for example produced from VIRTIS photomet-
ric data (Ciarniello et al., 2015).
The recent developments in the YORP torque modelling suggest a new way the small-
scale thermal conductivity can act on boulders and rocks on asteroid surfaces producing
a torque that is parallel to the asteroid surface (Golubov et al., 2014). The effect of those
torques, so-called T-YORP, taken into account in thermophysical modelling, as they should
be included in predictions of YORP strength. It might be important to take the T-YORP
into account especially for targets like (85990) 1999 JV6, for which radar observations sug-
gest considerable decimetre-scale surface roughness. More YORP detections and detailed
physical models are still required to better constrain the comprehensive theoretical YORP
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determination. Especially considering that all YORP detections to date were accelerations of
the spin-rate. Establishing whether a YORP-induced deceleration can be directly detected
is considered to be top-priority in the investigation of this non-gravitational effect (recent
THERMOPS conference, private communication).
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Figure A.1: Lightcurve fits of model A of asteroid (1917) Cuyo to all available lightcurves
using the T0 and P0 developed with the convex model summarised in Table 4.3. The light-
curves are labelled chronologically and the numerical IDs match those in Table 4.1 as well as
Table 4.2. One lightcurve has been usually gathered per night, but lightcurves 1,2,4,5, and 28
are composites of multiple observing nights.
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Figure A.1: Continued from page 183
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Figure A.2: Lightcurve fits of model B of asteroid (1917) Cuyo to all available lightcurves us-
ing the T0 and P0 developed with the convex model summarised in Table 4.3 (see description
of fig. A.1).
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Figure A.2: Continued from page 185
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Figure A.3: Lightcurve fits of model A of asteroid (1917) Cuyo to all available lightcurves
using the T1 and P1 developed with the convex model summarised in Table 4.3. The light-
curves are labelled chronologically and the numerical IDs match those in Table 4.1 as well as
Table 4.2. One lightcurve has been usually gathered per night, but lightcurves 1,2,4,5, and 28
are composites of multiple observing nights.
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Figure A.3: Continued from page 187
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Figure A.4: Lightcurve fits of model B of asteroid (1917) Cuyo to all available lightcurves us-
ing the T1 and P1 developed with the convex model summarised in Table 4.3 (see description
of fig. A.3).
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Figure A.4: Continued from page 189
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Figure A.5: Lightcurve fits of model C of asteroid (1917) Cuyo to all available lightcurves us-
ing the T0 and P0 developed with the convex model summarised in Table 4.3 (see description
of fig. A.1).
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Figure A.5: Continued from page 191
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(a) Arecibo 2015, masked cw spectra (as used in the modelling procedure)
(b) Arecibo 2015, full cw spectra (illustration only)
Figure A.6: Description in page 195
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(c) Arecibo 2016, masked cw spectra (as used in the modelling procedure)
(d) Arecibo 2016, full cw spectra (illustration only)
Figure A.6: Description in page 195
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(e) Goldstone, masked cw spectra (as used in the modelling procedure)
(f) Goldstone, full cw spectra (illustration only)
Figure A.6: Fit of the final shape model of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 to the full continuous-
wave data set. Each panel is a graph of echo power in units of standard deviation of the noise
against Doppler frequency offset in Hz (relative to centre of mass). The black bar at the 0Hz
frequency has a unit length. Each panel is labelled with the date of observations in yyyymmdd
format and the unique set number in SHAPE. Solid lines represent observations (received OC
spectra), and the dashed line is a simulated echo based on the best-fit model with λ = 96°
and β = −88°. Different sub-figures represent different observing runs: panels (a), and (b) –
2015 run at Arecibo, panels (c), and (d) – 2016 run at Arecibo, and panels (e), and (f) – the
run at Goldstone. Also, in panels (a), (c), and (e) the cropped spectra are shown, masked to
only show the bandwidth and significant drops in the echo power. This is how the spectra
are input to the SHAPE modelling procedures and it is from those cropped spectra that the
contribution to the χ2 goodness-of-fit is calculated. The panels (b), (d), and (f) are included
for illustration purposes only, to show how the full modelled spectra look like relative to the
observations.
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Set Obs. UT Date UT Time Pix. width Looks Phase
00 A1 2015-01-14 06:11:55 0.036 5 0.82
01 A1 2015-01-15 05:58:29 0.034 5 0.45
02 A1 2015-01-16 06:33:03 0.034 5 0.21
03 A1 2015-01-17 07:15:03 0.033 5 0.98
04 A1 2015-01-18 07:05:53 0.032 7 0.62
05 A1 2015-01-28 04:36:37 0.046 7 0.91
06 A2 2016-01-14 03:12:35 0.021 4 0.35
07 A2 2016-01-15 02:55:30 0.019 5 0.97
08 A2 2016-01-17 02:26:48 0.016 4 0.24
09 A2 2016-01-17 03:37:00 0.016 4 0.42
10 A2 2016-01-18 03:43:18 0.015 4 0.10
11 A2 2016-01-19 02:15:07 0.014 4 0.55
12 G 2016-01-08 06:33:53 0.330 63 0.88
13 G 2016-01-12 06:14:28 0.330 75 0.47
Table A.1: Full details of continuous-wave spectra used for detailed modelling of
(85990) 1999 JV6. Set column lists the number of set as it appears in the SHAPE observa-
tions file. Obs. is a designation of the observing run, A1 for Arecibo 2015, A2 for Arecibo
2016, and G for Goldstone. UT Date is the UT date at which the observation was taken. UT
Time is the mid-receive time. Freq. res. is the frequency (Doppler) resolution in Hz. Looks is
the total number of independent measurements (looks) in each frame. Phase is the rotation
phase, assuming the spin-state of the refined radar model with λ = 96° and β = −88°, as a
fraction of full rotation.
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Figure A.7: Fit of the final shape model of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 to the full radar data set.
Each set of three panels represents one imaging frame and is made of the actual observation
(left panel), echo simulation based on the model (middle panel), and plane-of-sky projection
of the model (right panel). On the observation and simulation images the delay increases
downwards and the frequency (Doppler) to the right. The plane-of-sky image is orientated
with north to the top and east to the left. The principal axes of inertia are marked with
coloured rods (red, green and blue), and the rotation vector (z-axis of fixed body coordinate
system) is marked with a purple arrow.
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Figure A.7: Continued from Page 197
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Figure A.7: Continued from Page 197
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Set Frame Obs. UT Date UT Time Baud Pix. height Pix. width Looks Phase
14 00 A1 2015-01-15 06:18:26 0.200 0.100 0.068 24 0.50
14 01 A1 2015-01-15 06:31:06 0.200 0.100 0.068 24 0.54
14 02 A1 2015-01-15 06:44:19 0.200 0.100 0.068 24 0.57
15 00 A1 2015-01-15 07:22:01 0.200 0.100 0.068 24 0.67
15 01 A1 2015-01-15 07:34:41 0.200 0.100 0.068 24 0.70
16 00 A1 2015-01-16 05:35:46 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.06
16 01 A1 2015-01-16 05:49:48 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.10
16 02 A1 2015-01-16 06:02:44 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.13
16 03 A1 2015-01-16 06:15:40 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.16
17 00 A1 2015-01-16 06:54:26 0.200 0.100 0.067 24 0.26
17 01 A1 2015-01-16 07:08:59 0.200 0.100 0.067 30 0.30
17 02 A1 2015-01-16 07:25:09 0.200 0.100 0.067 30 0.34
18 00 A1 2015-01-17 05:31:40 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.71
18 01 A1 2015-01-17 05:45:25 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.75
18 02 A1 2015-01-17 05:58:37 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.78
18 03 A1 2015-01-17 06:11:49 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.82
18 04 A1 2015-01-17 06:27:44 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.86
18 05 A1 2015-01-17 06:41:56 0.200 0.100 0.065 24 0.89
18 06 A1 2015-01-17 06:56:56 0.200 0.100 0.065 30 0.93
19 00 A1 2015-01-18 05:08:29 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.32
19 01 A1 2015-01-18 05:23:57 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.36
19 02 A1 2015-01-18 05:37:43 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.40
19 03 A1 2015-01-18 05:51:18 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.43
19 04 A1 2015-01-18 06:04:55 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.46
19 05 A1 2015-01-18 06:18:35 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.50
19 06 A1 2015-01-18 06:32:51 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.54
19 07 A1 2015-01-18 06:46:54 0.200 0.100 0.074 28 0.57
20 00 A2 2016-01-14 03:26:09 0.100 0.100 0.042 6 0.38
20 01 A2 2016-01-14 03:31:45 0.100 0.100 0.042 6 0.40
20 02 A2 2016-01-14 03:37:21 0.100 0.100 0.042 6 0.41
20 03 A2 2016-01-14 03:42:01 0.100 0.100 0.042 4 0.42
20 04 A2 2016-01-14 03:49:41 0.100 0.100 0.042 4 0.44
20 05 A2 2016-01-14 03:54:21 0.100 0.100 0.042 6 0.45
20 06 A2 2016-01-14 03:59:57 0.100 0.100 0.042 6 0.47
39 00 A2 2016-01-15 03:06:49 0.050 0.050 0.038 6 0.00
39 01 A2 2016-01-15 03:12:54 0.050 0.050 0.038 6 0.02
21 00 A2 2016-01-15 03:31:27 0.100 0.100 0.038 4 0.06
21 01 A2 2016-01-15 03:36:31 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.08
Table A.2: Full details of radar imaging frames spectra used for detailed modelling of
(85990) 1999 JV6 (see Figure A.7). Set column lists the number of set as it appears in the
SHAPE observations file. Frame column contains the frame number in the SHAPE file. The set
and frame numbers are given as they are unique labels and are convenient for identification
of images in the figures. Obs. is a designation of the observing run, A1 for Arecibo 2015,
A2 for Arecibo 2016, and G for Goldstone. UT Date is the UT date at which the observa-
tion was taken. UT Time is the mid-receive time. Baud is the signal code baud length in
µs. Pix. height is the pixel size in the delay domain in µs. Pix. width is the pixel size in the
frequency (Doppler) domain in Hz. Looks is the total number of independent measurements
(looks) in each frame. Phase is the rotation phase, assuming the spin-state of the refined radar
model with λ = 96° and β = −88°, as a fraction of full rotation. The observations are listed
chronologically.
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Set Frame Obs. UT Date UT Time Baud Pix. height Pix. width Looks Phase
21 02 A2 2016-01-15 03:43:54 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.10
21 03 A2 2016-01-15 03:50:01 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.11
21 04 A2 2016-01-15 03:56:06 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.13
21 05 A2 2016-01-15 04:02:12 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.14
21 06 A2 2016-01-15 04:08:19 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.16
21 07 A2 2016-01-15 04:14:24 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.17
21 08 A2 2016-01-15 04:20:31 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.19
21 09 A2 2016-01-15 04:26:36 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.20
21 10 A2 2016-01-15 04:41:41 0.100 0.100 0.038 6 0.24
22 00 A2 2016-01-17 02:38:12 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.27
22 01 A2 2016-01-17 02:45:18 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.29
22 02 A2 2016-01-17 02:52:24 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.30
22 03 A2 2016-01-17 02:59:29 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.32
22 04 A2 2016-01-17 03:06:35 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.34
22 05 A2 2016-01-17 03:13:41 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.36
22 06 A2 2016-01-17 03:20:48 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.38
22 07 A2 2016-01-17 03:27:54 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.39
22 08 A2 2016-01-17 03:46:12 0.100 0.100 0.032 4 0.44
22 09 A2 2016-01-17 03:52:07 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.46
22 10 A2 2016-01-17 03:59:12 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.47
22 11 A2 2016-01-17 04:06:18 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.49
22 12 A2 2016-01-17 04:13:24 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.51
22 13 A2 2016-01-17 04:20:31 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.53
22 14 A2 2016-01-17 04:27:37 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.55
22 15 A2 2016-01-17 04:34:43 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.56
22 16 A2 2016-01-17 04:41:48 0.100 0.100 0.032 6 0.58
23 00 A2 2016-01-18 02:21:15 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.89
23 01 A2 2016-01-18 02:28:51 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.91
23 02 A2 2016-01-18 02:36:27 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.93
23 03 A2 2016-01-18 02:44:03 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.95
23 04 A2 2016-01-18 02:51:39 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.97
23 05 A2 2016-01-18 02:59:15 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.99
23 06 A2 2016-01-18 03:06:51 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.01
23 07 A2 2016-01-18 03:14:27 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.03
23 08 A2 2016-01-18 03:22:03 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.05
23 09 A2 2016-01-18 03:29:39 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.07
23 10 A2 2016-01-18 03:54:24 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.13
23 11 A2 2016-01-18 04:02:00 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.15
23 12 A2 2016-01-18 04:09:36 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.17
23 13 A2 2016-01-18 04:17:12 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.19
23 14 A2 2016-01-18 04:24:48 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.21
23 15 A2 2016-01-18 04:32:24 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.23
23 16 A2 2016-01-18 04:40:00 0.100 0.100 0.044 9 0.25
24 00 A2 2016-01-19 02:31:52 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.59
24 01 A2 2016-01-19 02:40:12 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.61
24 02 A2 2016-01-19 02:48:46 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.63
24 03 A2 2016-01-19 02:56:51 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.65
24 04 A2 2016-01-19 03:04:58 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.68
24 05 A2 2016-01-19 03:13:03 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.70
24 06 A2 2016-01-19 03:21:10 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.72
24 07 A2 2016-01-19 03:29:21 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.74
24 08 A2 2016-01-19 03:37:33 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.76
24 09 A2 2016-01-19 03:45:45 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.78
24 10 A2 2016-01-19 03:53:57 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.80
24 11 A2 2016-01-19 04:02:09 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.82
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Set Frame Obs. UT Date UT Time Baud Pix. height Pix. width Looks Phase
24 12 A2 2016-01-19 04:10:21 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.84
24 13 A2 2016-01-19 04:20:40 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.87
24 14 A2 2016-01-19 04:29:55 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.89
24 15 A2 2016-01-19 04:38:07 0.100 0.100 0.041 9 0.91
25 00 G 2016-01-08 07:13:03 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.98
25 01 G 2016-01-08 07:22:25 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 1.00
25 02 G 2016-01-08 07:31:45 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.02
25 03 G 2016-01-08 07:41:08 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.05
25 04 G 2016-01-08 07:50:29 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.07
25 05 G 2016-01-08 07:59:50 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.09
25 06 G 2016-01-08 08:09:11 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.12
25 07 G 2016-01-08 08:18:33 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.14
25 08 G 2016-01-08 08:27:56 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.17
25 09 G 2016-01-08 08:37:17 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.19
25 10 G 2016-01-08 08:46:38 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.21
25 11 G 2016-01-08 08:56:00 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.24
25 12 G 2016-01-08 09:05:21 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.26
25 13 G 2016-01-08 09:14:43 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.28
25 14 G 2016-01-08 09:24:05 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.31
25 15 G 2016-01-08 09:34:02 0.125 0.125 0.158 45 0.33
25 16 G 2016-01-08 09:44:32 0.125 0.125 0.158 45 0.36
26 00 G 2016-01-09 06:07:31 0.125 0.125 0.158 40 0.47
27 00 G 2016-01-10 04:36:25 0.125 0.125 0.158 53 0.90
28 00 G 2016-01-10 05:16:44 0.125 0.125 0.158 45 1.00
28 01 G 2016-01-10 05:27:26 0.125 0.125 0.158 45 0.02
28 02 G 2016-01-10 05:38:09 0.125 0.125 0.158 47 0.05
28 03 G 2016-01-10 05:48:51 0.125 0.125 0.158 46 0.08
28 04 G 2016-01-10 05:59:32 0.125 0.125 0.158 45 0.11
28 05 G 2016-01-10 06:10:14 0.125 0.125 0.158 46 0.13
28 06 G 2016-01-10 06:20:56 0.125 0.125 0.158 47 0.16
28 07 G 2016-01-10 06:31:36 0.125 0.125 0.158 48 0.19
28 08 G 2016-01-10 06:42:16 0.125 0.125 0.158 48 0.22
28 09 G 2016-01-10 06:52:57 0.125 0.125 0.158 44 0.24
28 10 G 2016-01-10 07:03:39 0.125 0.125 0.158 46 0.27
28 11 G 2016-01-10 07:14:20 0.125 0.125 0.158 47 0.30
28 12 G 2016-01-10 07:22:20 0.125 0.125 0.158 24 0.32
29 00 G 2016-01-09 06:18:39 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.49
29 01 G 2016-01-09 06:26:49 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.51
29 02 G 2016-01-09 06:34:59 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.54
29 03 G 2016-01-09 06:43:09 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.56
29 04 G 2016-01-09 06:51:19 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.58
29 05 G 2016-01-09 06:59:29 0.050 0.050 0.144 70 0.60
30 00 G 2016-01-10 04:54:51 0.125 0.125 0.158 77 0.94
30 01 G 2016-01-10 05:03:35 0.125 0.125 0.158 77 0.96
31 00 G 2016-01-12 06:58:17 0.125 0.125 0.160 98 0.59
31 01 G 2016-01-12 07:10:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.62
31 02 G 2016-01-12 07:20:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.64
31 03 G 2016-01-12 07:30:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.67
31 04 G 2016-01-12 07:40:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.69
31 05 G 2016-01-12 07:50:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.72
31 06 G 2016-01-12 08:00:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.74
31 07 G 2016-01-12 08:10:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.77
31 08 G 2016-01-12 08:20:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.79
31 09 G 2016-01-12 08:30:03 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.82
32 00 G 2016-01-13 04:48:26 0.125 0.125 0.160 96 0.92
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(a) λ = 116°, β = −84°, P = 6.536776h, T0 = 2457425.2249























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.6881[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Phase offset measurements for (85990) 1999 JV6 faceted models. The blue points
represent individual lightcurves with error in the phase offset measurement marked with
the vertical bars. The lightcurves utilised in SHAPE modelling are circled in red. Purple
solid line marks best-fit, assuming a constant-period solution (the σ of the fit is given in the
legend). The red dashed lines mark possible spread in phase offsets due to uncertainty in
the measured period alone.
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(b) λ = 120°, β = −84°, P = 6.536786h, T0 = 2457425.2226























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.7349[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
(c) λ = 140°, β = −84°, P = 6.536783h, T0 = 2457425.2072























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.7147[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Continued from Page 203
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(d) λ = 144°, β = −84°, P = 6.536783h, T0 = 2457425.2045























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.723[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
(e) λ = 156°, β = −84°, P = 6.536783h, T0 = 2457425.1951























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.6259[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Continued from Page 203
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(f) λ = 40°, β = −86°, P = 6.536794h, T0 = 2457425.2843























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.7553[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
(g) λ = 96°, β = −86°, P = 6.536788h, T0 = 2457425.2404























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.6068[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Continued from Page 203
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(h) λ = 132°, β = −86°, P = 6.536800h, T0 = 2457425.2148























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.6551[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
(i) λ = 140°, β = −86°, P = 6.536789h, T0 = 2457425.2072























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.6571[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Continued from Page 203
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(j) λ = 148°, β = −86°, P = 6.536787h, T0 = 2457425.2012























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.7217[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
(k) λ = 164°, β = −86°, P = 6.536791h, T0 = 2457425.1904























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.5502[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Continued from Page 203
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(l) λ = 168°, β = −86°, P = 6.536793h, T0 = 2457425.1863























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.7119[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
(m) λ = 172°, β = −86°, P = 6.536782h, T0 = 2457425.1838























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.7115[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Continued from Page 203
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(n) λ = 96°, β = −88°, P = 6.536781h, T0 = 2457425.2413























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.9443[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
(o) λ = 104°, β = −88°, P = 6.536781h, T0 = 2457425.2344























LCs used for the modelling
constant period fit, std. dev.=1.5531[deg]
0.000006 [h] uncertainty in period
Figure A.8: Continued from Page 203
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Figure B.1: The schematic shows the relation between the ecliptic and equatorial coordinate
systems. The two coordinate systems are rotated relative to each other around the common
x axis, by the angle ε⊕, which is the obliquity of Earths spin axis. The x-axis of both co-
ordinate systems is defined with the vernal equinox point – marked traditionally with the
astronomical sign of Aires  as it lays within this constellation. The z-axis of the ecliptic
coordinate system is defined by the Earth orbital momentum versor, unit vector perpendic-
ular to the plane of Eartgs orbit, the ecliptic, marked here with Nˆ⊕, The elevation angle in
ecliptic coordinate system is called the ecliptic latitude, β, and is measured from the plane
of the Earths orbit and β ∈ [−90°,90]. The azimuth angle is the ecliptic longitude, λ and is
measured counter-clock-wise between the semi-plane stretching from the orbital momentum
containing the vernal equinox, and semi-plane containing the position of the target, and
λ ∈ [0,360]. The z-axis of the equatorial coordinate system (also called J2000 from the epoch
for which it was defined) is defined by the angular momentum versor of Earth, unit vector
along the Earths spin axis at the epoch for which the system was defined, marked here with
ωˆ⊕. The celestial equator is the projection of Earth equator on the celestial sphere, and the
plane containing it is perpendicular to the spin axis. The celestial equator plane serves as a
reference plane for the elevation angle called declination, δ, and δ ∈ [−90°,90°]. The azimuth
angle is the right ascension, α, and is measured between semi-plane stretching from the spin
axis containing the vernal equinox, and semi-plane containing the position of the target, and
α ∈ [0h,24h]. Coordinates of an example target which position is marked with a star, are
















Figure B.2: The schematic shows how obliquity is calculated for a small body. The spin-axis
obliquity, ε, is the angle between rotation axis ωˆ and the orbital momentum Nˆ. The position
of spin-axis, or pole, is defined by the ecliptic coordinates, longitude λ and latitude β. It can
be expressed as
ωˆ = (cosβcosλ, cosβsinλ, sinβ)T .
The position of the orbital momentum is defined by two Keplerian elements, i and Ω. The
inclination, i, is the angle between the orbital plane of the small body, and the ecliptic. In
ecliptic coordinate system the latitude of Nˆ can be expressed as βN = 90°− i. The second
element, Ω, is the ecliptic longitude of the ascending node of the orbit. A node is an inter-
section of orbital plane of the object with the ecliptic. An orbit with a non-0° inclination has
two nodes, the ascending node is the one where the object would pass from below to above
the plane of the ecliptic in its orbital motion. The ecliptic longitude of Nˆ can be expressed as
λN = Ω + 270°. The vector Nˆ in ecliptic coordinate system is then
Nˆ = (cosβN cosλN , cosβN sinλN , sinβN)
T , or









































(d) Third rotation: around the ωˆ by φ
Figure B.3: The schematic shows how a vector is transformed from ecliptic to body-centric
coordinate system. he position of Sun, dˆ⊙, and Earth, dˆ⊕, are given in the ecliptic coordinate
system, with x-axis pointing towards the vernal equinox, , and z-axis parallel to orbital
momentum of the Earth (Nˆ⊕). The first panel (a) is included to show the initial coordinates of
vector dˆ in the ecliptic coordinate system, with dˆ= (xd,yd,zd)
T.During lightcurve calculations
this position vector needs to be transformed to the body-centric coordinate system, for a
given moment of time, or rotation phase φ, calculated for that moment. For principal-axis
rotators the body-centric frame is defined by z-axis aligned with spin-axis, ωˆ, and with
the axis of maximum inertia. The x axis might be aligned with the minimum moment of
inertia, or arbitrarily shifted to have 0° rotation phase occur at a specific moment in time.
The rotation of the coordinate system from ecliptic to body-centric frame can be described
with 3 steps, illustrated in panels (b-d). Panel (b) shows the first rotation around the initial
z-axis by ecliptic longitude of the pole, λ. Panel (c) shows rotation about the new y1 axis by
angle (90°− β), where β is the ecliptic latitude of the rotation pole. Panel (d) shows the final
rotation by the phase φ calculated for the given epoch (see for example Equation (3.4)). To
obtain the coordinates of vector dˆ in the new coordinate system the original position has to be
rotated by the three angles (λ,90°− β,φ), as discussed in Section 3.3.1. The final coordinates












Figure B.4: A schematic of the complementary na-
ture of radar and optical astrometry. The asteroid
(black circle) is in the position~r moving with a ve-
locity ~˙r relative to Earth. The optical astrometry
is performed on the image of the asteroid (red cir-
cle) projected onto the plane of sky (blue rectan-
gle). The coordinates of the target can be measured
relative to the background stars in the selected ref-
erence system. Here the coordinates xast and yast
are measured for the target. Having multiple ob-
servations also allows to determine the asteroids
plane-of-sky or transversal rate of motion~˙rt, which
is orthogonal to the line-of-sight component.
Using radar observations it is possible to determine
the distance to the target, r ≡ ‖~r‖, as well as the
radial component of its velocity, ~˙rr, where ~˙r =~˙rr +
~˙rt.
The orbital properties of asteroids are determined thanks to complementary use of optical
and radar astrometry, illustrated in Figure B.4. The optical astrometry measures the position
of the asteroid in the plane of sky relative to catalogue positions of background stars. A few
measurements are necessary for determination of orbital elements. The radar astrometry is
performed by estimating the position of the asteroid centre-of-mass in delay-Doppler image
(the radar images are discussed in Section 2.2). Due to the nature of the radar images, this
kind of astrometry is performed along the observers line-of-sight. One of the measured
quantities is the distance to the target, inferred from the delay of the signal. The second
quantity is the radial velocity (velocity along the line-of-sight), obtained from the Doppler
shift of received radar echo. Combining both types of observations allows to significantly
reduce the uncertainties of orbit determination, and, over sufficiently long periods of time,
allowing for detection of non-gravitational effects (Benner et al., 2015).
Appendix C
Mathematical formulation of the Yarkovsky
eﬀect
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Contemporary numerical and analytical models of the Yarkovsky forces tackle intricacies
like various kinds of heat transfer, inhomogeneities of the asteroid building material, or
shape-dependence. Here, a formula for a simplified case, taken from Vokrouhlický et al.
(2015a), is discussed. The expressions below are developed assuming a spherical body on
a circular orbit, with fixed orientation of the spin-axis in the ecliptic reference frame, and
uniform linear heat transfer. The orbitally-averaged change of semi-major axis for the diurnal





Wω (Rω,Θω)cos ε, (C.1)








with the symbols defined as follows
a˙ semi-major axis drift (time derivative), with D denoting the diurnal and S
– the seasonal component,
A the Bond albedo,
Φ radiation pressure coefficient,
n mean motion, one of the Keplerian elements of the orbit,
Rν scaled radius of the body, frequency dependent,
Θν thermal parameter, frequency dependent,
Wν analytical function combining the above parameters,
ν frequency dominating the effect, either ω or n
ω the sidereal spin rate, ω = 2π/P, where P is the sidereal rotation period,
ε the obliquity, angle between the direction of spin-axis – ωˆ and orbit normal
– Nˆ, cos ε = ωˆ · Nˆ (see Figure B.1).
The primary difference between the two types of semi-major axis drift, as can be deduced
from those equations, and as illustrated in Figure 1.4, are in their dependence on the spin-axis
obliquity. TheWν functions will be discussed later, but they are defined in such amanner that
they are always negative, and all other factors are positive. Hence it is the cos ε dependence
in the diurnal component, expressed with Equation (C.1), that makes it sensitive to the sense
of rotation of the body. It will cause the orbit to expand when ε ∈ [0°,90°), disappear for
ε = 90°, and cause a decrease of semi-major axis for ε ∈ (90°,180°]. The seasonal component
depends on sin2 ε, as formulated by Equation (C.2), so it is always negative, therefore causing
the orbital decay, and vanishes for bodies with spin-axis perpendicular to the orbital plane
(ε = 0° or ε = 180°).
Both aspects of the Yarkovsky effect depend on the thermal properties of the asteroid
surface in a similar manner. The common factor Φ in Equations (C.1) and (C.2) is typical






It combines the radius of the body – R, solar flux at the body – F (ratio of the solar
constant to the square of heliocentric distance), with mass – m, and speed of light – c. With
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the mass of the body proportional to R3 the Φ is a factor inversely proportional to the body
density and R.
The Yarkovsky force depends not only on the solar radiation flux received by the target,
and its size, but also on the thermal response of the surface. The physical parameters of the
asteroid material that are important here are K – the thermal conductivity of the surface, Cp –
the heat capacity, or specific heat of the surface, and ρ – density at the surface. The thermal




The thermal inertia can be considered a measure of the rate at which the surface of the body
would accumulate heat. The larger the value of Γ, the larger is the lag between absorption and
thermal re-emission of radiation, and hence smaller surface temperature variation between
the day and night side of the asteroid. When used in the reference to asteroid surfaces,
high thermal inertia is considered an indication of coarse regolith, as opposed to a fine-
grained material with a low value of Γ (Delbo et al., 2015). Typical value of thermal inertia
for kilometer-sized NEAs is (200± 40) Jm−2 s−0.5 K (Delbo’ et al., 2007).
The dependence of the Yarkovsky strength on thermal parameters is not straightforward,
but rather contained in the analytical functions,Wν (Rν,Θν). TheWν for both effects, diurnal
and seasonal, have the same form and only differ in which frequency, rotational (ν = ω) or
orbital (ν = n), they are defined. Those functions depend on two arguments, the first one is




This scaling means, for example, that for large bodies with R≫ ℓν only a thin surface layer
is heated up by radiation. In this case the dependence on size vanishes from Wν and the
semi-major axis drift becomes inversely proportional to R (coming from the definition of Φ),
becoming negligible for very large asteroids or planets. For bodies that have radii compa-
rable to ℓν the Yarkovsky drift is proportional to R
2
ν. However, for very small Rν the heat
is transferred across the small body, balancing the temperature throughout the surface and
causing the Yarkovsky to disappear.
The next thermal parameter Θν, is related to the ratio of the time required to emit in the
form of thermal radiation the heat absorbed during one rotation (ν = ω) or orbit (ν = n), as
defined for example by Farinella et al. (1998); Vokrouhlicky (1998). The parameter includes








the new quantities are
ǫ thermal emissivity of the small body surface,
σ the Stefan–Boltzmann constant,
T⋆ the sub-solar temperature, defined as εσT⋆
4 = (1− A)F.
The Yarkovsky effect is most efficient when the Θν is of the order of unity. When it is too
small, there is little delay between absorption and emission of thermal radiation and the effect
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vanishes. On the other hand, when the Θν grows too large there is no temperature difference
between the day/night, or summer/winter sides of the object and the effect vanishes as well.
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2447774.63841083 0.02538166 -1.077309 0.437201 -0.263421 -0.114713 0.137317
-0.263387
2447774.64045667 0.02506340 -1.077316 0.437166 -0.263406 -0.114709 0.137315
-0.263372
2447774.64341875 0.02431756 -1.077325 0.437115 -0.263384 -0.114703 0.137313
-0.263350
2447774.64592375 0.02377497 -1.077333 0.437072 -0.263366 -0.114699 0.137311
-0.263332
2447774.64797167 0.02340346 -1.077340 0.437037 -0.263351 -0.114695 0.137310
-0.263317
2447774.65002000 0.02301018 -1.077346 0.437002 -0.263336 -0.114691 0.137308
-0.263302
2447774.65006000 0.02155361 -1.077347 0.437001 -0.263335 -0.114691 0.137308
-0.263301
2447774.65258333 0.02044561 -1.077355 0.436958 -0.263317 -0.114686 0.137306
-0.263283
2447774.65529708 0.02057406 -1.077363 0.436911 -0.263297 -0.114681 0.137304
-0.263263
2447774.66027375 0.02074340 -1.077379 0.436826 -0.263260 -0.114672 0.137301
-0.263227
...
Figure D.1: A fragment of an example input lightcurve of asteroid (1917) Cuyo (see Chap-




2447774.63841083 0.02538166 -1.077309 0.437201 -0.263421 -0.114713 0.137317
-0.263387 0.01
2447774.64045667 0.02506340 -1.077316 0.437166 -0.263406 -0.114709 0.137315
-0.263372 0.01
2447774.64341875 0.02431756 -1.077325 0.437115 -0.263384 -0.114703 0.137313
-0.263350 0.01
2447774.64592375 0.02377497 -1.077333 0.437072 -0.263366 -0.114699 0.137311
-0.263332 0.01
2447774.64797167 0.02340346 -1.077340 0.437037 -0.263351 -0.114695 0.137310
-0.263317 0.01
2447774.65002000 0.02301018 -1.077346 0.437002 -0.263336 -0.114691 0.137308
-0.263302 0.01
2447774.65006000 0.02155361 -1.077347 0.437001 -0.263335 -0.114691 0.137308
-0.263301 0.01
2447774.65258333 0.02044561 -1.077355 0.436958 -0.263317 -0.114686 0.137306
-0.263283 0.01
2447774.65529708 0.02057406 -1.077363 0.436911 -0.263297 -0.114681 0.137304
-0.263263 0.01
2447774.66027375 0.02074340 -1.077379 0.436826 -0.263260 -0.114672 0.137301
-0.263227 0.01
...
Figure D.2: A fragment of an example input lightcurve of asteroid (1917) Cuyo (see Chap-
ter 4). The file is formatted for the MATLAB spin-state modelling routines, as described in
Section 2.3.
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{DATA FILE FOR SHAPE.C}
7 {number of sets}
{SET 0}
-1 {is mpi node responsible for this set}
c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 {Euler angle offsets}
c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 {spin vector offsets}
lightcurve {set type}
0 {optical scattering law for this set}
7 {number of asteroid ephemeris points}
{ yr mo dd hh mm ss ra dec dist}
2014 1 28 4 0 0 151.06437 16.06319 0.16660260
2014 1 28 5 0 0 151.01199 16.09954 0.16669546
2014 1 28 6 0 0 150.95936 16.13559 0.16679121
2014 1 28 7 0 0 150.90674 16.17133 0.16688994
2014 1 28 8 0 0 150.85438 16.20676 0.16699157
2014 1 28 9 0 0 150.80254 16.24190 0.16709582
2014 1 28 10 0 0 150.75142 16.27680 0.16720226
7 {number of solar ephemeris points}
{ yr mo dd hh mm ss ra dec dist}
2014 1 28 4 0 0 310.55977 -18.22742 0.98488950
2014 1 28 5 0 0 310.60348 -18.21645 0.98489516
2014 1 28 6 0 0 310.64718 -18.20551 0.98489822
2014 1 28 7 0 0 310.69083 -18.19462 0.98489882
2014 1 28 8 0 0 310.73437 -18.18376 0.98489728
2014 1 28 9 0 0 310.77779 -18.17292 0.98489406
2014 1 28 10 0 0 310.82105 -18.16209 0.98488974
-1 {number of calculated points}
63 {number of samples in lightcurve}
./1999 JV6Palmer2014.lc01.dat f 1.000000e+00 1.000000e+00 {name , calfact ,
weight}




(b) Formatted SHAPE lightcurve file.
Figure D.3: A fragment of a formatted SHAPE input file (a) along with a fragment of the
corresponding lightcurve (b) of asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 (see Chapter 5). The file is formatted
for the SHAPEmodelling software, as described in Section 2.3.
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{SET 0}
-1 {is mpi node responsible for this set}
c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 {Euler angle offsets}
c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 {spin vector offsets}
delay -doppler {set type}
0 {radar scattering law for this set}
3 {number of ephemeris points}
{ yr mo dd hh mm ss ra dec dist}
2015 1 15 6 0 0 147.86486 4.99616 0.09423055
2015 1 15 7 0 0 147.77992 5.06939 0.09432347
2015 1 15 8 0 0 147.69523 5.14233 0.09441955
2380.000000 {transmitter frequency (MHz)}
200 0.100000 4 2 short {delay: # rows , pixel height (usec), spb , stride , code
method}
200 0.068242 101.307251 72.000000 1118 {dop: # cols , pixel width (Hz), COM
col , DC col , fftlen}
2015 1 15 6 0 0 {t0 of delcor poly}
1 {order of polynomial}
f -2.041386e+00 {coefficient 0}
f -1.393239e+01 {coefficient 1}
c 1.000000e+00 {Doppler scaling factor}
/share/rserv00/radar /1999 JV6 /2015/ jan15/p2b {data directory}
2 {number of frames}
{ name year mo dd hh mm ss sdev calfact
looks COM del row weight mask}
dec1.oc.fits 2015 1 15 7 22 1 1.000000e+00 f 1.460969e+04 24.0
149.231720 1.500000e+00 1
dec2.oc.fits 2015 1 15 7 34 41 1.000000e+00 f 1.079905e+04 24.0
148.952576 1.500000e+00 1
Figure D.4: A fragment of a formatted SHAPE input file for a cw observation of asteroid
(85990) 1999 JV6 (see Chapter 5). The file is formatted for the SHAPEmodelling software, as
described in Section 2.3.
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{SET 1}
-1 {is mpi node responsible for this set}
c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 {Euler angle offsets}
c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 c 0.000000e+00 {spin vector offsets}
doppler {set type}
0 {radar scattering law for this set}
4 {number of ephemeris points}
{ yr mo dd hh mm ss ra dec dist}
2015 1 15 4 0 0 148.03372 4.84888 0.09405387
2015 1 15 5 0 0 147.94960 4.92265 0.09414076
2015 1 15 6 0 0 147.86486 4.99616 0.09423055
2015 1 15 7 0 0 147.77992 5.06939 0.09432348
2380.000000 {transmitter frequency (MHz)}
233 0.034483 117.000000 {dop: # bins , bin width (Hz), COM bin}
2015 1 15 4 0 0 {t0 of delcor poly}
1 {order of polynomial}
c 0.000000e+00 {coefficient 0}
f 0.000000e+00 {coefficient 1}
c 1.000000e+00 {Doppler scaling factor}
/share/rserv00/radar /1999 JV6 /2015/ jan15/cw {data directory}
1 {number of frames}
{ name year mo dd hh mm ss sdev
calfact looks weight mask}
1999 JV6 .2015 Jan15.s0p08Hz.d3.sum.rdf 2015 1 15 5 58 29 3.098411e-05 c
1.000000e+00 5.0 1.000000e+00 0
Figure D.5: A fragment of a formatted SHAPE input file for a delay-Doppler imaging of
asteroid (85990) 1999 JV6 (see Chapter 5). The file is formatted for the SHAPE modelling





APC Asteroid Photometric Catalogue
ATPM Advanced Thermophysical Model
CCD charge-coupled device
CPU central processing unit
cw continuous-wave
DAMIT Database of Asteroid Models from Inversion Techniques
dD delay-Doppler
DFOSC Danish Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera
EFOSC ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (version 2)
ESA European Space Agency
ESO European Southern Observatory
ESO LP ESO Large Programme
FFT fast Fourier transform
FOAM13 Fondazione Osservatorio Astronomico di Tradate Messier 13
GPU graphics processing unit
IAC Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias
ICRF International Celestial Reference Frame
ING Isaac Newton Group of telescopes
INT Isaac Newton Telescope
JD Julian date
JFC Jupiter family comet
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LCOGTN Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network
LFC Large Format Camera
LJMU Liverpool John Moores University
MBA main-belt asteroid
MPC Minor Planet Centre
MPI Max-Planck Institute
NAC Narrow Angle Camera
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NAIC National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
NEA near-Earth asteroid
NTT New Technology Telescope
NWO Nederlanse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek
OSIRIS Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System
OU Open University, Milton Keynes
PHA potentially hazardous asteroid
PSF point-spread function
QUB Queens University, Belfast
R-C Ritchey-Chrétien
RTT round-trip time
SPICE Spacecraft ephemeris, Planet, satellite, comet, or asteroid ephemeris, Instrument
description, C-matrix, Events
SSSB small Solar System body
STFC Science and Technology Facilities Council
TMO Table Mountain Observatory
VIMOS VIsible MultiObject Spectrograph
VISIR VLT Imager and Spectrometer for mid-InfraRed
VLT Very Large Telescope
WAC Wide Angle Camera
WFC Wide Field Camera
WFI Wide Field Image
YORP Yarkovsky, O’Keefe, Radzievskii, and Paddack
